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Zusammenfassung 
Ziel dieser Doktorarbeit war die quantitative Untersuchung der physikalischen Zusammenhänge in den 
komplexen Darmgrenzflächen anhand klar definierter Modellsysteme und spezifischer experimenteller 
Techniken. Im Kapitel 4 wurde die Herstellung von für Nahrungsmittel geeigneten Kolloidpartikeln mittels 
der Vernetzung von negativ geladenem Natriumalginat durch die Diffusion von Ca2+ Ionen an der 
Öl/Wasser Grenzfläche modelliert. Durch den ersten beschriebenen Einsatz von Kleinwinkel-
Röntgenstreuung mit streifendem Einfall (GISAXS-XPCS) auf diesem Gebiet wurde die zeitliche 
Entwicklung der Polymerkettendynamik während der Gelierung an der Wasser/Wasser Grenzfläche 
gemessen. Im Kapitel 5, um nachzuvollziehen, warum die an der Grenzfläche zwischen Darmschleimhaut 
und Lumen vorliegenden Lipidschichten größtenteils aus Phosphatidylcholin bestehen, wurde die 
Bedeutung grenzflächiger Wechselwirkungen zwischen verschiedenen Lipiden und Muzinproteinen durch 
die Kombination eines in vitro Schleimhautmodelles mit labelfreier Mikrointerferometrie quantitativ 
verglichen. Dies zeigte eindeutig, dass die Anreicherung von Phosphatidylcholin an der Grenzfläche 
Schleimhaut/Lumen durch die klassische Theorie elektrostatischer Wechselwirkungen nicht erklärbar 
ist.Im Kapitel 6 wurde der Adhäsionsmechanismus der probiotischen Bakterien an den Muzinen unter 
darmtypischen hydrodynamischen Scherkräften untersucht. Die dynamische Adhäsion probiotischer 
Bakterien wurde bei einer Schubsspannung von 0,3 Pa verbessert, was gut mit den in vivo Bedingungen 
übereinstimmt. Die erzielten Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die Kombination von in vitro Modellen und 
spezifischen experimentellen Techniken Erkenntnisse sowohl über die Strukturen, als auch die Dynamik 
und die an komplexen biologischen Grenzflächen stattfindenden Wechselwirkungen liefert. 
Summary 
The primary aim of this thesis was to quantitatively investigate the physics of complex, biological 
interfaces in intestines by the combination of well-defined model systems and unique experimental 
techniques. In Chapter 4, the formation of food colloids, via crosslinking negatively charged polyalginate 
by Ca2+ ions, was modeled at the o/w interface. The temporal evolution of the polymer chain dynamics 
during the gelation was detected by means of grazing incidence X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy 
(GI-XPCS) at the liquid/liquid interface for the first time. In Chapter 5, the significance of interfacial 
interactions between various lipids and mucin proteins was quantitatively compared by the combination 
of an in vitro mucus model and label-free microinterferometry. Remarkably, the enrichment of 
phosphatidylcholine at the mucus/lumen interface cannot be explained by the classical electrostatics. In 
Chapter 6, the mechanism of the adhesion of probiotic bacteria to the mucins was investigated under 
hydrodynamic shear mimicking the in vivo intestinal environment. The dynamic adhesion of probiotic 
bacteria is enhanced at the shear stress of 0.3 Pa, which showed a good agreement with in vivo conditions. 
The obtained results demonstrated that the combination of in vitro models together with unique 
experimental techniques yields the structures, dynamics, and interactions occurring at complex, biological 
interfaces. 
„Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.” 
-Galileo Galilei
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Within the entire digestive system, the human gastrointestinal tract is the largest organ in the body 
formed by a single layer of intestinal epithelial cells, possessing a surface area of 300 m2.1 The surface 
of gastrointestinal epithelia is exposed to an extremely high bacterial load, ranging from thousands to 
trillions of bacteria per mL of luminal contents from stomach to colon.2 In intestinal epithelia, individual 
cells are connected by tight junctions and anchored on the basement membrane by hemidesmosomes.3 
The most abundant epithelial cells throughout the intestine are enterocytes serving as the primary surface 
for nutrients absorption, whose apical surface is covered with microvilli.4 Enterocytes are interspersed 
by goblet cells,5 which secrete high molecular weight glycoproteins, that are called mucins (! 2 # 106 
Da).5 Mucin proteins possess one or several central domains enriched with O-linked oligosaccharides 
such as negatively charged sialic acid and sulfate residues, whereas the N- and C-termini are mostly 
non-glycosylated and even hypothesized to be hydrophobic.6, 7Among different mucin proteins, mucin 
2 (MUC2) is a major constituent of the mucus layers that build up a protective barrier on the epithelial 
surfaces against pathogens and toxins.3, 4, 8 It is notable, however, that mucin alone is not able to protect 
intestinal epithelia against the bacterial invasion. A mounting body of evidence has suggested that the 
layer of phospholipids actually serves as a protective barrier (Fig. 1.1).9, 10 Among various phospholipids 
secreted in the intestinal mucus, phosphatidylcholine (PC) and lyso-phosphatidylcholine (lyso-PC) 
account for more than 90 %.11 Recent studies have demonstrated that the secretion of PC and lyso-PC 
in luminal mucosa occurs as a result of the selective paracellular transport of PC/lyso-PC across the 
lateral tight junction between intestinal epithelia via cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance 
regulator (CFTR).12 Finally PC and lyso-PC bind to the surface of mucin2, which moves distally to the 
rectum. 
Fig. 1.1: The gastrointestinal mucus and the phospholipid barrier. The intestinal surface is coated 
with mucus layer, which consists of heavily glycosylated mucin proteins and lipid-based protective 
barriers against the attack of pathogenic bacteria. Transport of phospholipids through the tight junction 
in colon epithelia (goblet cells, enterocytes) and accumulation to the mucus layer surface is 
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schematically depicted. Establishment of the protection layer by amphiphilic lipids can be evidenced by 
simple contact angle measurements. The explant from rat colon epithelial tissue pre-treated with water 
(left) showed a very low contact angle (! < 20 °), suggesting the protection by a lipid bilayer in contact 
with wet lumen or biofilms. On the other hand, the same tissue exposed to an ambient atmosphere (right) 
exhibited a much higher contact angle (! ~ 70 °), implying the formation of a lipid monolayer. The Fig. 
was readapted from Korytovski et al.,13 and  Eshrati et al..14 
It has been reported that, once the PC/lyso-PC coating is thinned or damaged by the enzymatic 
degradation of PCs by ectophospholipase in the colonic microbiota, these regions become the most 
vulnerable area for bacterial invasion.9 In inflammatory bowel diseases, such as Crohn’s disease and 
ulcerative colitis, PC secretion is intrinsically impaired, resulting in a 70 % reduction of its content in 
mucus.11, 15 As a consequence, bacterial invasion and hence the mucosal inflammation start in the rectum 
and extend proximally. Moreover, although it has been reported that the supplementation of PCs by oral 
administration thanks to a diet rich in fats,10 PC-releasing formulations,16-18 or the suppression of 
ectophospholipase19, re-established the physiological mucus-PC composition and inhibited mucosal 
inflammation, little is understood on how PC interacts with the damaged mucin. Thus, the systematic 
investigation of interactions between the phospholipid head groups and mucin is crucial to understand 
why PC/lyso-PC molecules are selectively accumulated on mucus surfaces. Recently Korytowski et al. 
investigated the interactions of DOPC with two preparations of mucin originating from porcine stomach, 
by means of DLS, &-potential measurement, and Langmuir isotherms, hinting that mucin was adsorbed 
onto the surface of DOPC vesicles. Furthermore, the enthalpy of mucin-PC interaction could be 
measured by ITC and it was found that the interaction between mucin and PC is strong. In order to shed 
light on the possible underlying mechanism to explain such a high affinity, the ITC measurements were 
repeated by varying systematically the net charges of the lipid polar heads. They concluded that the 
zwitterionic DOPC has the strongest binding affinity to mucin that per se cannot be explained within 
the framework of classical electrostatic interactions between charged molecules.13 
Therefore, since the integrity of the whole mucus is sustained by the coating of mucin layer with 
phospholipid membranes, the quantitative study on the “interfacial interactions” between phospholipid 
layers and mucin on the mucus surface is more biologically relevant. 
Together with the oral administration of an adequate amount of phospholipids, homeostasis of intestinal 
microbiota can be supported or improved by the oral uptake of probiotic organisms, whose metabolic 
activity promotes the host’s health by blocking the binding sites for pathogenic bacteria20, by secreting 
antimicrobial lactic acid, or by potentially displacing phospholipase-producing bacteria.21 Since 1980s, 
probiotic microorganisms, such as Lactobacillus or Bifidobacterium have been used as food additives 
in commercial products.22, 23 In medicine, nonpathogenic Escherichia coli Nissle 1917 has been used as 
a medical probiotics for the treatment of inflammatory bowel diseases.24  
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Towards the improvement of intestinal microbiota by the delivery of probiotics, one of the major criteria 
for the selection of probiotics is the adhesion to intestinal mucus surface. Although the effects of foods, 
digestion, and other microbiota are known to influence the adhesion in vivo,25 it is relevant to 
quantitatively determine the adhesion strength of released probiotics to the intestinal mucus layer. To 
date, there have been several studies on the adhesion of probiotic bacteria to the extracted mucus.26-29 In 
these studies, the mucin extracted from human fecal samples was immobilized onto the bottom of 
microtiter plates by physisorption at 4 °C, and the amount of radioactively labeled bacteria adherent to 
the surface was measured by a scintillation counter. Extending this line of investigations, it has been 
shown that the presence of probiotic microorganisms indeed caused a decrease in the adhesion of 
pathological bacteria.30-32 
At the molecular level, a comparative genomic study suggested that LGG express pili containing a 
human-mucus binding protein.33 Moreover, it has been shown that spaCBA-encoded pili play key roles 
in adhesion to mucin not only on extracted mucin34 but also on the intestinal epithelia model 
differentiated from Caco2, which is the cell line used to mimic the enterocyte-like cells in in vitro 
studies.35 In particular, SpaC subunit of pilus is responsible for the binding to the O-glycan of mucin,36 
as the primary SpaC pilus structure is rich of lectin-like binding domains to carbohydrates (Fig. 1).33, 36 
A more recent single molecule force spectroscopy study suggests that the interaction of LGG pilus with 
O-glycan is not only a simple spring-like binding, but the shear-induced unfolding strengthens the
binding.37 This finding seems plausible, as the primary structure of SpaC contains a von Willebrand
factor-like domain that is known to be shear-dependent.38 The shear-enhanced binding seems to explain
how LGG can withstand the shear stresses in intestinal environments, which is typically in the range of
0.1 – 0.5 Pa.39 However, previous adhesion studies, both on mucin physisorbed on plastic26, 28, 29, 34 or
intestinal epithelial cells,35 have been performed in the absence of shear stresses.
Nevertheless, the delivery of probiotics via oral administration has been impeded by the substantial loss
of bacterial viability due to the harsh conditions in the upper gastrointestinal tract, such as low pH in
stomach and the exposure to bile acid and pancreatic phospholipases in duodenum. This problem can
be overcome by microencapsulation of probiotics in polymer-based carriers have been developed using
several techniques, including spray-drying, freeze-drying method, extrusion, and emulsification40-44
One of the most studied natural polymer capable of forming a hydrogel and therefore with a broad
spectrum of applications as an encapsulating agent is sodium alginate.45, 46 It is a natural anionic polymer
extracted from marine brown algae, made of a linear chain of L-guluronic acid (G) and D-mannuronic
acid (M) residues linked to each other by 1, 4-glycosidic linkages. In the presence of divalent cations
(Ca2+, Mg2+), that act as cross-linkers, a 3D gel matrix is readily formed. To date, alginate has been used
extensively in biomedicine, pharmacology and food industry.47-52 For the latter, the development of
alginate microcapsules as carriers for enzymes and microorganisms, such as probiotics, to design
targeted delivery systems has been drawing increasing attention. To fulfill this purpose, several
techniques have been developed. One of the most promising candidates was proven to be the
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emulsification technique, that has the advantages to minimize the damage inflicted to the 
microorganisms during the capsule synthesis and moreover to yield microcapsules with high-quality 
and specific standards, namely a small ($ % 100 "m) and uniform size.53, 54 In order to produce alginate 
microcapsule via emulsification, an aqueous solution of sodium alginate, which we refer to as the 
dispersed phase, is mixed into oil containing surfactant, which we refer to as the continuous phase, 
giving as result a w/o emulsion. In a second step, a solution containing cross-linkers, usually aqueous 
CaCl2, is added to “break” the emulsion. This addition sets the onset of the external gelation process 
sustained by the fast diffusion of the Ca2+ ions to the interface of the alginate droplets in oil, that get 
entrapped within the G residues of sodium alginate and cause a dramatic increase of the bulk viscosity.  
Albeit the use of the emulsification technique has been extensively studied and applied for the 
production of sodium alginate microcapsules,55, 56 little is known about the dynamics underlying the 
gelation process occurring at the w/o interface at a microscopic length scale. One explanation for this, 
is the intrinsic limitation in carrying out dynamic studies at the microscopic level and at the interface 
simultaneously. For instance, on one hand DLS studies of the turbid gel phase were impaired because 
of the multiple scattering effects taking place within the sample; on the other hand, X-ray studies were 
limited by the risk to induce radiation damage to polymer gel samples, that suffer of radiation sensitivity. 
Indeed, as Ruta et al. report,57 these limitations have arisen as well in previous investigations conducted 
on other natural hydrogels, such as methylcellulose58, due to the limited time window accessible by the 
experimental techniques that hindered the study of relaxation times below the order of a few seconds. 
Interestingly, while the structural evolution accompanying the gelation of sodium alginate in bulk and 
at the interface has been largely investigated via SAXS and MRI,59-61 to the best of our knowledge, there 
are no studies that have been reported on the corresponding dynamics of the sol-gel transition of alginate 
at liquid/liquid interface at a nanometric scale. 
 
In Chapter 4,  a cutting-edge study of the out of equilibrium dynamics at the o/w interface by means of 
X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) is presented, with the aim to provide new insights in 
the interfacial gelation of alginate.62 To date there are no XPCS studies reported on soft materials 
conducted at the liquid-liquid interface, whose study still remains an open challenge. XPCS is the 
analogous of DLS but with coherent X-rays as those available at 3rd generation synchrotron sources. 
XPCS is a relatively recent technique which has already been extensively used to investigate slow 
dynamic processes down to nanometric and atomic length scales in complex materials like polymeric 
and colloidal gels,63-66 glasses67, 68 and concentrated colloidal suspensions69, 70. When applying XPCS to 
very soft material, such as polymeric gels and hydrogels, the major drawback is the undesired radiation 
damage caused by high energy X-ray beams. To circumvent the latter, a fast shutter was placed between 
the radiation source and the sample to reduce the source of radiation damage by drastically decreasing 
the exposure times. To further reduce the exposure times, silica nanoparticles were added in the alginate 
aqueous solution to increase the scattering signal. The use of nanoparticles as tracers of the matrix 
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dynamics has been already successfully applied in the case of different soft materials.57, 66, 71-74 To test 
the applicability of XPCS to the alginate hydrogel, first experiments in SAXS geometry were conducted 
to investigate the dynamics at a nanoscale level in bulk. Subsequently, a GISAXS configuration was 
used to test the interfacial gelation of alginate at the o/w interface. To slow down the reaction kinetics 
and thus to be able to follow the sol-gel transition at the o/w interface, a dispersion of CaCl2 
nanoparticles in vegetable oil was used. As the nanoparticles condense at the interface and the hydrogel 
is formed, the time evolution of the gelation kinetics was tracked. 
In Chapter 5, the mechanism of how PC/lyso-PC molecules are selectively accumulated on mucus 
surfaces, where a barrier against colonic microbiota is generated, was investigated. To address this 
question, a quantitative in vitro model of intestine surfaces was fabricated by the coupling of mucin 
proteins on lipid membranes deposited on planar substrates (called supported membranes). After 
characterizing the model intestine surfaces, the vertical Brownian motion of 10 "m-large particles was 
monitored using label-free reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM). From the height 
fluctuation of the particles, the effective interfacial interaction potentials and hydrodynamic frictions 
was calculated by analytically solving the Langevin equation of the particle fluctuation. The significance 
of interfacial interactions can be compared quantitatively using the spring constants, the second 
derivatives of potentials within the Derjaguin’s approximation.75 The first question that was addressed 
was whether electrostatic interactions modulate interfacial interactions at all. For this purpose, 10 "m-
large latex microparticles bearing different surface charges were prepared, and it was found that the 
change in spring constants can be well explained within the framework of classical electrostatic 
interactions. Therefore, in the next step, the interaction of 10 "m-large silica particles coated with PC, 
cationic lipids (DOTAP), and PC membranes incorporating anionic lipids (DOPG) was examined. 
In Chapter 6, the dynamic adhesion of LGG on two types of cell monolayers constituting intestinal 
epithelia, enterocytes and goblet cells, was investigated. Enterocytes share the most abundant 
population, while goblet cells play a major role in secreting mucin proteins. These two cell types were 
differentiated from the established cell lines, Caco2 and HT29 MTX, and the apical-basal polarization 
of cells by the formation of tight junctions was assessed. In the first step, we confirmed the 
differentiation of the two cell lines into confluent, polarized epithelial cell monolayers by transepithelial 
electrical resistance (TEER) measurements and the immunofluorescence staining of tight junction 
proteins (ZO1) using various porous polymer films as the substrates. Furthermore, the secretion of 
mucin by goblet cell-like HT29 MTX was also confirmed by immunofluorescence staining of 
MUC5AC. Since mucin is a heavily glycosylated protein forming gels, the dynamic adhesion of LGG 
under shear stresses is modulated not only by the specific SpaC-glycan interactions but also by the 
mechanical properties of mucin layers. Therefore, subsequently, we mechanically characterized the 
surface of cell monolayers by particle-assisted indentation, and found that the surface of goblet cell-like 
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cells secreting mucin was approx. 30 times softer than that of enterocyte-like cells. Finally, we 
transferred the cell monolayer into a microfluidic chamber and investigated (i) the dynamic adhesion of 
LGG under physiological shear stresses and (ii) persistence of LGG adhesion against flow-induced 
detachment. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background.
2.1.The human gastrointestinal tract 
The digestive system of human beings consists of many and diverse organs that carry out different 
functions: the mouth (oral cavity and throat), esophagus, stomach, intestines (jejunum and ileum) and 
rectum. From a general perspective, they mainly serve to ingest, digest and transport the food through 
the body.76 The biggest part of the digestive system is represented by the gastrointestinal tract 
(Etymology from Latin, gaster = stomach and intestinum = gut), where the digestion takes place at the 
greatest extent. During the passage in the gastrointestinal compartments, the food is decomposed 
enzymatically, nutrients and water get reabsorbed and indigestive components are excreted through the 
rectum.77 The luminal pH changes within these segments from strongly acidic in the stomach (pH 1 – 
2.5) to neutral or slightly alkaline in the small intestine (pH 6 – 7.9) to a slightly lower pH again in the 
large intestine (pH 5.2 – 7.0), as presented in Fig. 2.1.47, 78 
Fig. 2.1 The digestive system and its organs. The luminal pH values of the different sections making 
up the gastrointestinal tract are represented in a colored fashion. Fig. was adapted from Eshrati et al.,43 
Cook et al.,47 and Khutoryanskiy et al..78 
As shown in Fig. 2.2, the gastrointestinal wall consists of four different tissue layers: mucosa, 
submucosa, the muscular layer and serosa/adventitia.79 The uppermost layer, which is the closest to the 
intestinal lumen, is formed by intestinal epithelial cells of mainly two types: the enterocytes and the 
goblet cells. On top of this epithelial tissue, a viscous substance, known as mucus, is present. The latter, 
plays a key role in maintaining the homeostasis of the gastrointestinal tract. The mucus is produced in 
the goblet cells, that are interspersed in the epithelium of the mucosa. Interestingly, the mucus is present 
in all organs, which are exposed and in direct contact with the external environment, for instance 
respiration (lungs) and digestion organs (stomach, intestine). In the intestines the mucus functions as 
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lubricant for the transportation of substances over the intestinal membrane. Besides, it also acts as a 
physical barrier to protect the epithelial walls against the attack of pathogens, the degradation caused by 
digestive enzymes and the detriment induced by other harmful substances. However, nutrients are able 
to pass through the mucosa, which are eventually reabsorbed by the microvilli structure located at the 
apical side of the enterocytes.80 Interestingly, over 90 % of the secreted mucus is known to be water, 
whereas only a small percentage consists of other substances such as salts, lipids, proteins and probiotic 
bacteria. The mucus flowing in the gastrointestinal tract mainly consists of glycoproteins known as 
mucins.80, 81
Fig. 2.2: The gastrointestinal wall and its composition. A schematic representation of the tissues that 
make up the gastrointestinal walls is presented. The structure of the mucosa layer, which is the most 
adjacent one to the lumen, is given in detail in the right-side of the Fig. It consists of a monolayer of 
enterocytes interspersed by goblet cells, which are responsible for the secretion of viscous proteins, that 
make up the mucus. The integrity of the mucus layer is sustained by the presence of a protective barrier, 
which is made of phospholipids. The latter adsorb to the mucus layer after paracellular transport through 
the tight junctions existing between adjacent epithelial cells. The Fig. was readapted from 
Kierszenbaum, Korytovski et al. and Eshrati et al..13, 14, 79 
2.1.1.The mucus and its building blocks: the mucins 
The mucins are heavy macromolecules with a high molecular weight (0.5 – 29 MDa),82 composed of a 
central protein, which several sugar side-chains via a glycosylic bond are attached to, as shown in Fig. 
2.3. Those sugar side-chains make up around 80 % of the mucins molecular weight and besides they 
protect the protein against the enzymatic degradation caused by proteases (proteolysis).83 The 
carbohydrate content is manly composed of N-acetylgalactosamine, N-acetylglucosamine, fucose, 
galactose, and sialic acid.84 Therefore, the sugar side chains are rich in sialyl, sulfate, and hydroxyl 
groups that confer the mucins a strong anionic character, which is responsible for their high water 
binding affinity and thus their viscous and “bulky” consistence.80 The central protein is composed of 
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tandem repeats of serine, threonine and proline (STP repeats) and is bound through the oxygen atoms 
to the sugar side-chains (O-glycosylation). The amino and carboxyl terminals of the central proteins are 
only slightly glycosylated, but rich in cysteines, so that disulfide bridges between mucins are possible.81 
The latter enable the mucin monomers to crosslink with each other and to build, at first, dimers and 
afterwards more elongated and bulky structure through a series of dimerization reactions. Interestingly, 
each organism produces different types of mucins. To date, twenty human mucin genes have already 
been characterized in total.85 
Fig. 2.3: Schematic structure of mucin molecules. The scheme illustrates a simplified arrangement of 
mucin glycoproteins, showing schematically their composition as monomers and dimers. In the 
monomer form, regions rich in carbohydrate chains are depicted as red diagonal lines, whose tight 
packing grants protection to the central peptide. Fig. was adapted from Nishiyama et al..86  
2.1.2.The gastrointestinal flora 
Together with the enzymes, microorganisms as well were found to be involved in the digestive process.87 
More specifically, the intestine is populated with bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes, representing a 
complex and dynamic microbial ecosystem.88 This ensemble is also known as the gut flora, which 
develops during the neonatal stage and grows as the human being, also referred to as “the host”, ages.89 
For a healthy human being of middle age the gut flora is basically comprised of anaerobic bacteria and 
bears up to 1012 cells per gram intestine. They cover the gastrointestinal wall, which surrounds the 
intestinal lumen.90 Interestingly, in the nineteenth century the gut flora was first declared by Sir W. A. 
Lane to be a disease called “intestinal toxemia” or “autointoxication”, which could be cured by colonic 
irrigations or even surgically via removal of parts of the large intestine.91 Nowadays, it is known that 
the microbial ensemble functions as a defense against pathogens, supports the digestion and stimulates 
the intestinal peristalsis.92 
The gut flora represents a delicate symbiosis between bacteria and human beings.93 Nowadays, modern 
lifestyles give more often rise to increased gut problems and diseases. Stress in the daily routine, hurried 
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intake of fast food, long lasting antibiotic treatments and excessive hygiene measures lead to an altered 
gut flora, which can cause troublesome food intolerance or an irritable colon.94 
Already in 1907 Élie Metchnikoff discovered that the choice of supplies has an influence on the gut 
flora and thus on the wellbeing of humans.95 Back then, he postulated that Bulgarian farmers had a 
longer life due to the fact that they daily consumed yoghurt.96 Therefore, he assumed that it was possible 
to change the gut flora in a positive way and replace pathogens by beneficial bacteria, like the lactic acid 
bacteria.97 Finally in 1989, the term “probiotics” (Etymology from Greek, pro = for and bios = life) was 
coined. Roy Fuller defined it as an alive microbial food supplement, which improved the intestinal 
balance and thus had an advantageous effect on the living being.98 Recently, probiotics were redefined 
in a more comprehensive way by World Health Organization (WHO) in 2001 as “live microorganisms 
that confer a health benefit on the host, when administered in adequate amounts”.99 Nevertheless, the 
scale of the effect exerted by probiotics is still rather disputed. For instance, probiotics were already 
successfully applied to treat or ease the consequences of many gastrointestinal diseases, such as 
enteropathy, diarrhea, constipation, etc., however their benefic effect could not be fully proved 
unequivocally. Probiotic cultures are, for example, also found in fermented dairy products. Nowadays, 
there are as well products like capsules or tablets containing probiotics. It is important to uptake them 
alive and ensure their survival and viability until delivery in the gastrointestinal tract.100, 101 To achieve 
this, great effort must be made to mitigate the harmful effects of the gastric acid, which destroys most 
of the probiotics taken in orally, during the passage in the stomach. Therefore, in the past decades a 
great effort was made to design novel microencapsulation techniques to entrap probiotics or other 
beneficial food supplements in biocompatible polymer matrices and eventually to improve the release 
mechanisms for a targeted delivery in the intestinal tract.  
In general microencapsulation has found broad applications in the fields of medical, pharmaceutical, 
and food additives industries. Its primary duty is the creation of delivery systems necessary to transport 
substances, active chemical compounds, or alive cells into the body ensuring the maintenance of their 
functionality throughout the passage in the gastrointestinal tract. To achieve this, a broad spectrum of 
materials, especially gel-forming polymers, can be used for example: ethyl cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol, 
gelatin and sodium alginate.102, 103 
2.2.Sodium Alginate 
Sodium alginate is a biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic and non-immunogenic biopolymer with 
a broad range of possible applications. It can be either produced from purification of algal particles 
originating from brown algae,104 or alternatively by means of biosynthesis in order to satisfy the high 
industrial demand.105  
Alginate polymer chains are made of two different monosaccharide subunits, (-L-guluronic acid and )-
D-mannuronic acid, which are usually referred to as G- and M-blocks.106 The latter are linked to each
other via a 1,4-glycosidic bond; interestingly, the sequence of G- and M- blocks and the ratio between
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G and M blocks depends exclusively on the type of algae, that were used to extract the polymer.107 Note 
that homopolymeric M-blocks form long, flexible chains, whereas G-blocks form stiffer zigzag ones, as 
shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Fig. 2.4: Structure of alginate. Three possible di-block arrangements are shown, for instance a hetero 
GM or MG di-block, a homo MM di-block, and a homo GG di-block linked via a 1,4-glycosidic bond. 
Fig. was adapted from Yang et al.106 
Because sodium alginate is an anionic polymer, it possesses the property to complex and entrap metal 
ions such as Calcium (II). For instance, four G-blocks can entrap a single calcium ion, which causes the 
polymer to stiffen and form a gel. This peculiar arrangement, namely of a calcium ion trapped within 
four guluronic acid units is known as the “eggbox-model”, due to the similarity between the divalent 
ions, which appear to be sitting in square box-like cavities, and eggs packaged in egg cartons, as shown 
in Fig. 2.5. 
Fig. 2.5 The egg-box model and the complexation of calcium ions. Fig. was adapted from Braccini 
et al.108 
Note that only the G-blocks are able to form complexes with Ca2+, therefore different ratios between G 
and M blocks result in hydrogels possessing different stiffness. To be more precise, if the polymer chain 
is rich in G-blocks, the resulting hydrogel will possess an increased stiffness, due to the numerous 
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calcium complexes that are formed. On the other hand, if we increase the number of more flexible M 
blocks, the resulting gel will be softer. 
To conclude, thanks to its versatility and the capability of forming a hydrogel, sodium alginate has found 
many diverse fields of applications. For instance, the fact that this biopolymer is entirely biocompatible 
and non-toxic made sodium alginate appealing for industry and research to be applied in the medical 
field. In particular, the creation of alginate gel capsules and beads is of great interest, since these 
materials can be used as promising and novel smart drug delivery systems. 
2.3.The mucus and the phospholipid barrier. 
Mucus alone is not capable of protecting the underlying epithelial layer from the attack of pathogens 
that are part of the gut flora. As shown in Fig. 2.2,  another key component of the gastrointestinal mucus 
comprises the phospholipids. For instance, when the latter are bound to the mucus, they form a 
hydrophobic layer that enhances the protective capacity of the mucus itself, by hindering the chance for 
pathogens to reach, attack and harm the underlying intestinal epithelial layer.109 
Phospholipids are lipids that possess a polar head containing a phosphate group. Basically, they are 
constituted of two units, a hydrophilic head and two hydrophobic fatty acid chains, that confer them an 
amphiphilic character. Together with glycolipids and cholesterol, phospholipids are the major 
constituents of the cell membrane.110 When the phospholipids headgroup is modified with an organic 
molecule, such as choline, phosphatidylcholines are obtained. Choline is a quaternary ammonium 
compound bearing a positive charge at the nitrogen atom, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Since 
phosphatidylcholines possess a negative charge at the phosphate group, together with the positive 
ammonium group they can be regarded as zwitterionic species. Interestingly, they make up to ca. * 90 
% of the total amount of phospholipids in the mucus.109 The group of phosphatidylcholines is also known 
as lecithin and it was first identified in 1847 in the yolk of chicken eggs. 
Fig. 2.5: Structure of choline and of DOPC. (a) Chemical structure of choline and (b) chemical 
structure of DOPC. 
Among other important features, phosphatidylcholines possess remarkable emulsifying and lubricating 
features. Nonetheless, several crucial functions have been attributed to them, for instance their 
contribution in fat metabolism, in the constitution of biological membranes, in sustaining the high shear 
forces that result from friction in the joints,111 and, last but not least, in supporting mitosis.112 One 
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important member of the phosphatidylcholine group is 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(DOPC). Not only animal cells are rich in DOPC, which constitutes their permeable cell membrane, in 
addition to that, DOPC represents one of the most examined lipid model systems, because of its 
involvement in many biological processes and structures.113 
2.4.(Phospho)lipids and self-assembly 
Thanks to their amphiphilic character, when (phospho)lipids are dispersed in water they tend to self-
assemble and spontaneously form micelles or vesicles as well as lipid bilayers, similar to what 
constitutes the cell membrane. The self-assembly is driven by the hydrophobic effect,114 which is an 
entropic effect originating from the hydrogen bonded structure of water. This can be understood in terms 
of the change in Gibbs free energy as: !" # !$ % &'( (2.1) 
For instance, if one lipid molecule is transferred into water, an ordered structure of water molecules 
must form around the hydrocarbon chains. Therefore, the entropy of transfer &S in this case must always 
be negative. On the other  hand, the enthalpy of transfer is of less influence and can be either positive 
or negative.114 Thus, the change in Gibbs free energy is overall positive and therefore the introduction 
of a lipid molecule in water costs free energy. To be more specific, the change in the free energy herein 
can be related to the change in the chemical potential due to the transfer of a lipid molecule from a 
standard state µHC,ref where we assume that the hydrocarbon chain is located in pure hydrocarbon 
environment into water µHC,water: )*+,-./ % )*+,012.- # 3&456*+,012.- (2.2) 
where +HC, water corresponds to the mole fraction of lipids in water. Note that the difference in chemical 
potential can be determined experimentally, if the solubility of the hydrocarbon chains in water is 
known. McAuliffe et al. found that the solubility of hydrocarbon chains in water decreases linearly with 
the chain length.115 More interestingly, they reported that each additional methyl group in the 
hydrocarbon chain corresponds to an energy cost of * 6 , 10'21 J. The latter must be paid because each 
new added group forces more water molecules to lie next to the hydrophobic chains and in terms of 
energy it corresponds to ca. 20% of a hydrogen bond, which is estimated to be 1 – 5 , 10'20 J.116 
However, according to the Gibbs phase rule, a lipid in water and a lipid in bilayer can be in equilibrium 
only at a fixed value of +HC, water. This value is known as the critical aggregate concentration and it can 
be defined by rearranging Eq. (2.2) in a logarithmic form: 6*+,012.-7 # 6*+,89:1;.-<=!>?@A (2.3)
To give an example, the critical aggregate concentration for single chain lipids, such as lyso-PC, is about 
+ *lyso-PC, water * 10'4 M whereas for double chain lipids, for example DPPC, + *DPPC, water * 10'12 M.117 
This small value indicates that even at very low concentrations, double chains lipids start to form 
micelles spontaneously. 
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Fig. 2.6: (Phospho)lipids self-assembly configurations. (a) Vesicle, (b) micelle and (c) bilayer 
structure. 
2.5.Solid-supported membranes as a model of cell surface
This section was written making use of the review article of Tanaka et al.,118 who is one of the leading 
experts in this field and extensively used solid supported membranes as in vitro membrane model. 
 As it was mentioned in section 2.4, one of the most important key features of (phospho)lipids is the fact 
of being the major constituents of biological membranes. The latter are vital components of all living 
systems and they are responsible to form the outer boundary of living cells or of their organelles, which 
are defined as the internal cell compartments. The fact that lipids forming biological membranes 
assemble in lipid bilayer structures confer them a fluid character, which the expression “quasi two-
dimensional fluid mosaic model” stem from. Various functional proteins, which can be classified into 
embedded, integral and peripheral depending on their position in the membrane and carbohydrates 
attached to the cell membrane surface facilitate communication and transport across it. These features 
enable membranes to act as important filters, therefore by keeping toxic substances outside the cell and 
by letting only specific nutrients to move across it and attain their destination. Last but not least, through 
complex interactions between peripheral and integral membrane proteins many important biological 
processes are regulated at cell membrane surface. 
The reason why in vitro models have been developed to mimic biological membranes is because the 
intrinsic difficulty to make direct investigations of such a complex system consisting of conspicuous 
and diverse intra- and extracellular networks and interactions. For almost 20 years, the so-called solid-
supported membranes, namely phospholipid bilayers deposited onto solid substrates have been the most 
widely used experimental cell-surface in vitro model. The latter are prepared by direct deposition of 
lipid vesicles on amphiphilic surfaces that spread and cover them to yield a large coverage area, up to 
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the order of cm2. Interestingly, when lipid bilayers are formed in this way they maintain an outstanding 
mechanical stability without any loss of their fluid nature.119-121 The maintenance of mechanical stability 
together with membrane fluidity of solid-supported membranes allowed researchers to perform 
experiments and use analytical techniques that are difficult, if not impossible, to be applied to other 
model systems. For instance, methods such as total interference fluorescence,122, 123 nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR),124 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy,125 surface plasmon resonance,126 and X-
ray and neutron scattering,127-129 can all be used to probe the structural and dynamic properties of 
supported membranes. Overall, solid-supported membranes have allowed us to gain insight into immune 
reactions and cell adhesion130-136 among other interesting phenomena of deep biological relevance. 
It is easy to make solid supported membranes which can be functionalized by using membrane-
associated proteins. In this case, let us first consider a functionalization using transmembrane proteins, 
such as ion channels or membrane-spanning receptors. This can be achieved in two ways. One 
straightforward method is to spread lipid vesicles containing reconstituted integral proteins onto planar 
substrates. The other one is to prepare supported membranes and embed ‘anchor’ molecules, such as 
biotin, which in a second step engineered or modified proteins are coupled to. Interestingly, the 
intermolecular distance between the anchor molecules can be tuned by regulating their molar fraction 
according to the relation: 
BCD # EF:9G9HI (2.4) 
where - is the molar fraction of the anchor, for example of biotin, and is Alipid is the projected area of 
the lipid polar head, which for DOPC is . 65  Å2. 
The advantage of these in vitro methods, when used in combination with advanced protein engineering 
and bioorganic chemistry techniques, is the fact that they grant us the possibility to investigate complex 
processes, that would be impossible to be studied otherwise. 
Supported membranes with embedded reconstituted proteins have already played a major role in 
providing information about several important biological processes. To give an example, an early study 
shed light on the recognition mechanism of antigen-carrying cells by T cells, that is a key step in order 
to trigger a specific immune response and that requires antigens to be associated with the major 
histocompatibility complex.122 Later work,135 revealed that initiation of the immune response depends 
on dynamic features of the recognition and interaction process that creates the immunological synapse, 
which is defined as the supramolecular contact between the T cell and the antigen-presenting cell. The 
preservation of the lateral fluidity of the lipids within the supported membranes, was the key factor that 
lead to a positive outcome of this investigation. This was indeed a proof-of-concept to validate the use 
of supportive membranes as artificial surrogate cell surfaces to study the dynamic aspects of membrane 
function. Moreover, using cells or vesicles in conjunction with supported membranes offers 
opportunities for examining cell adhesion.137, 138 In addition to that, solid-supported membranes have 
been used in combination with semi-conductors devices to design novel electrochemical and optical 
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biosensors, towards the transduction of smart biological functions intro electrical/optical readouts, that 
might have an impact in unraveling the interaction mechanisms of biologically and medically relevant 
small molecules with membranes.139, 140 
However, solid-supported membranes have some fundamental drawbacks. The latter stem from the fact 
that the deposited lipid bilayer which mimics the artificial membrane is in the proximity of the bare solid 
surface onto which it is deposited. Therefore, the distance between them is usually not large enough to 
avoid direct contact between transmembrane proteins incorporated in the membrane and the solid 
surface. This issue becomes serious when working with systems, whose functional extracellular domains 
can extend to several tens of nanometers, for instance in case of cell-adhesion receptors. This problem 
can be overcome by separating the membrane from the solid substrate using soft polymeric materials 
that act as a cushion. In this way, the risk of protein denaturation caused by the frictional coupling 
between membrane-incorporated proteins and the solid support, is overall reduced.121, 141-143 
2.5.1.Biotin 
In the previous section, it was mentioned that one of the molecular anchors that can be doped into lipid 
supported membranes is biotin. Biotin (Fig. 2.7) is a water-soluble compound belonging to the group of 
B-vitamin complexes, which can be found in several foods in µg ranges. It is necessary for cell growth 
and plays an important role as prosthetic group of enzymes in the metabolism of fats, amino acids and 
carbohydrates. Moreover, biotin serves in the cell nucleus as epigenetic gene regulator,144 therefore, 
even if in small amounts, it is needed. Since the 1940s, it is known that among other beneficial 
substances probiotic bacteria in the gut flora produce and accumulate biotin, of which certain amounts 
are reabsorbed and utilized by the host.145, 146  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7: Structure of biotin. Chemical structure of biotin. 
 
In biochemistry,147 biotin is a compound used as a covalent marker for proteins. Through the 
biotinylation process, biotin groups are covalently bound to the protein, without any loss of protein 
activity, because of biotin’s small size. Following biotinylation, the strong biotin-avidin affinity is 
exploited in such a way, to functionalize the solid-supported membrane with our protein of interest. 
2.5.2.Avidin 
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Avidin is a well-known glycoprotein having strong affinity to specifically bind biotin (dissociation 
constant Kd = 10'15 M) and therefore the avidin-biotin complex is the strongest known non-covalent 
interaction between a protein and a ligand.148 It is found in the egg albumen of bird eggs and is produced 
in oviducts. The glycoprotein exists as tetramerous compound and therefore is able to bind four biotin 
molecules at the same time. Interestingly, 10 % of the components of avidin consist of carbohydrates, 
such as mannose and N-acetylglucosamine residues.149 As a consequence, consuming raw eggs, that 
means avidin, can lead to an insufficient absorption of biotin by the gastrointestinal tract and thus can 
cause a lack of biotin. Only by cooking the egg albumen the binding affinity of avidin to biotin can be 
jeopardized.150 Nevertheless, avidin has become an important tool in biotechnology and biochemistry. 
The strong affinity towards biotin is exploited in several applications, such as Western Blot or ELISA. 
The specific interaction can as well be used for means of purification or labeling of substances.151 
Fig. 2.8: Crystal structure of Avidin. Three-dimensional structure of Avidin in its tetrameric form. 
Fig. was adapted from Repo et al..152 
Because of the high bonding affinity between biotin and avidin, the bond formation takes place very 
rapidly, and afterwards it is unaffected even in the presence of extreme conditions of pH, temperature, 
organic solvents and other denaturing agents.149 NeutrAvidin is the deglycosylated version of avidin. 
Note that the cleavage of the carbohydrates doesn’t affect the binding affinity to biotin because they do 
not play any role in the binding formation. Similar to avidin, NeutrAvidin is a tetramer as well that can 
accommodate up to four biotin molecules with the same dissociation constant as avidin.153 On the other 
hand, different with respect to avidin, whose high isoelectronic point is at pH = 10.5, neutrAvidin has a 
near-neutral one at pH = 6.3.154 The combination of  the lack of carbohydrate groups together with a 
neutral isoelectronic point reduces drastically the non-specific interactions of NeutrAvidin with charged 
surfaces. Therefore, the high biotin-binding affinity and low non-specific binding make NeutrAvidin 
the most ideal biotin-binding protein.   
2.6.Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM) 
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In biophysical chemistry, the development of methods to investigate the inter-surface interactions 
including the dynamics of colloidal beads close to a surface or the adhesion strength of vesicles and 
cells on soft interfaces is of great interest. These interactions are not trivial; on the contrary, they are 
found to be complex processes, in which adhesion and repulsion dominant roles are exemplified by 
specific and unspecific bonding forces.155 
To date, a number of various techniques are known, that allow quantitative measurements down to 
molecular distances.156 However, most of these techniques are not applicable to investigate cells, 
because on one hand they are not suitable for dynamic studies and on the other hand they can only 
measure relative changes in the distance between cells and the substrate.157, 158 Herein, Reflection 
Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM), an optical technique known since 1958,159 was found to be 
suitable for investigations of inter-surface interactions with the advantage of being able to follow the 
dynamics, without making use of any invasive fluorescent labeling.160 This technique was used 
successfully for the first time in 1964 to investigate cell adhesion on glass surfaces and to measure the 
thickness of cell membranes.161 
Subsequently, in the 1980s Sackmann et al. demonstrated that the distance between a spherical object, 
such as colloidal beads, hovering over a planar transparent substrate could be quantified by RICM.162 
Afterwards, in 1992 Sackmann et al. examined the interactions between spherical vesicles and lecithin 
monolayers.155 Last but not least, seven years later, they could as well measure the height of latex beads 
hovering over polyelectrolytic films by analyzing the Brownian motion of the beads.162 In other recent 
studies, RICM has been applied to successfully investigate the elastic properties of pH-responsive 
gels,163 and the effect of ionic strength on the conformation of polymer brushes.164 This was achieved 
by solving analytically the equation of motion and calculating the interfacial potentials of latex beads 
hovering over the substrates. 
The principle of RICM is based on detection of interference patterns, which arise from light reflections 
at interfaces with different refractive indices. For example, in case of a system with two interfaces, the 
reflected intensity I under quasi-normal incidence is given by,160 J # K JL M JN M OPJLJNQRSTOUVWX, YZ M K[\ (2.5) 
where k = 2/n1/%, 0 is the phase shift, h(x,y) corresponds to the vertical distance which separates the 
two interfaces at the lateral position (x,y) and I1 and I2 represent the reflected intensities at interface 1 
and 2, respectively. Therefore, it is sufficient to record the two-dimensional intensity pattern with a CCD 
camera to calculate the distance separating our probe, for example a cell or a colloidal particle, and the 
substrate.  
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Fig. 2.9: Working principle of the RICM technique. The situation described by Eq. 2.5 is 
schematically illustrated. Fig. was adapted from Limozin et al.. 160 
2.6.1.RICM instrumental setup  
The RICM setup is made of an inverted microscope which is coupled to a partial incoherent, 
monochromatic light source and is provided with an oil-immersion antiflex objective, as shown in Fig. 
2.10 (a). The presence of an aperture and field diaphragm together with a collector lens makes the optical 
equipment suitable for Köhler illumination.165 A great improvement of the image quality was achieved 
when Ploem developed the antiflex technique,166 which relies on the insertion of three additional optical 
components in the light path compared to an inverted microscope standard setup: A polarizer, a '/4-
plate and an analyzer. At first, the polarizer filters out random polarized light to let only linear polarized 
light with a preferred direction pass. Subsequently, the built-in '/4-plate of the objective transforms the 
linear polarization to a circular one and its reflection at interfaces with different refractive indices causes 
a phase shift of ( of the two electrical field components (perpendicular and parallel). When the reflected 
light with a phase shift of ( passes once again through the '/4-plate, the polarization is converted back 
to linear. Finally, the analyzer filters out all other illumination sources and lets only the reflected light 
with a linear polarization state to be detected by the camera; the result is an image with high contrast. 
Temporal and spatial coherences are additional prerequisites, that are necessary for the visibility of 
interference patterns. The former describes the correlation between rays observed at different time 
intervals. In RICM, a metal halide lamp in combination with an interference filter emits a quasi-
monochromatic green light with a wavelength distribution of ' = 546 ± 10 nm, which guarantees a high 
temporal coherence. On the other hand, the latter is based on the correlation between rays at different 
points in space. Since the spatial coherence length for a metal halide lamp corresponds approximately 
to 200 µm, which is much bigger than the typical measured distances with RICM, this prerequisite is 
satisfied as well. However, note that because of the finite extension of the light source, full spatial 
resolution can never be achieved.  
As the light source is considered as point source, the illuminated area has different degrees of coherence. 
Full spatial coherence occurs at an illumination area with a diameter d of 
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C ] ^_`ab5KSc5WdZ ^_`a (2.6) 
where % is the light source wavelength, n is the refractive index of the medium and ( is the incident 
angle of the incoming beam. 
The size of the light source plays also a key role in setting the interplay between the lateral resolution 
and focus depth and it can be controlled by different opening “degrees” of the aperture diaphragm. In 
case of an opened aperture diaphragm, the illumination aperture INA,  JeF # 5KfghKWdZ (2.7) 
is increased. As a result, a high lateral resolution with a limited depth in focus is obtained. 
Fig. 2.10: RICM experimental setup. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup, that includes 
a bandpass filter (' = 546 ± 10 nm), two adjustable diaphragms, a polarizer, an analyzer and a 63x 
objective with built-in '/4 plate, allowing Köhler illumination under quasi-normal incidence of light. 
(b) Monochromatic incident rays are reflected at interfaces with different refractive indices and can
interfere constructively and destructively leading to the formation of Newton fringes, according to Eq.
2.5. (c) Example of Newtonian fringes formed by a spherical object, in this case a silica particle. Fig.
was adapted from Burk.167
2.6.2.Image formation 
The image formation relies on the detection of interference patterns formed by constructive and 
destructive interferences of reflected rays due to their differences in the optical path lengths 1. 
Subsequently, contrast variations of the recorded image can be reconducted to the separation distance 
between the sample and the substrate underneath, for example a glass slide, typically in the order of tens 
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of nanometers. Typical patterns from various objects are depicted in Fig. 2.11. The sequence of dark 
and bright rings, which we refer to as Newtonian rings, correspond to minimal and maximal intensities, 
following the principle of destructive and constructive interference, respectively. The mathematical 
description of image formation in RICM was described by Wiegand et al..168 The intensity of the 
incident light experiences multiple reflections and refraction at interfaces of layers with different 
refractive indices n. The reflected intensity I(x,y) corresponds to the average of the squared electric field 
E(r,t) and is related to the phase 0(r) as given by: JWX, YZ # BiND2 iWj, kZ # iWj, kZ l <T9WmW-Zno2Z\ (2.8) 
The electric field vector Er includes the sum of all the electric field vectors, Er = 2i Er,i ,of the reflected 
light at different layers of the specimen and can be expressed as a function of the electric field vector E0 
of the incident light. i- # jpLip M W` % jpLN ZjLNip<Wq9rstZ MuM # 3ip (2.9) 
rij corresponds to the reflection coefficient which relies on the Fresnel coefficients j9vG and j9vw  which can
be expressed in terms of to the refractive indices of the successive layers ni and nj and of the angle of 
incidence ( as given by: j9vGWdZ # 5vQRSd9 % 59QRSdv5vQRSd9 M 59QRSdv (2.10) j9vw WdZ # K 59QRSd9 % 5vQRSdv59QRSd9 M 5vQRSdv (2.11) 
p and s denote the polarization of the reflected wave parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, 
respectively. The transmission coefficient, tij, is described by the following equation: k9v # x` % j9vNy  (2.12) 
The phase shift caused by the reflection of light at layer I is a product of the wave number k = 2//% and 
the optical path length 1. The resulting reflection coefficients of all interfaces can be summarized in an 
effective reflection coefficient R, which is defined as 
3 # jpL Mz{|W`% jwqL,wN Z<q9rs}9w~L 9~L j9,9nLK, JWX, YZ # 373ipN # 373JpK,  (2.13) 
where m corresponds to the number of layers. This assumption is only valid if multiple reflections 
are small and negligible. The optical path length 1i of the reflected ray traversing layer i is given by: 
                                                                               δi = O59C9WX, YZK,      (2.14) 
where di(x,y) represents the thickness of layer i at its position (x,y). 
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Fig. 2.11: Examples of RICM patterns with different geometries. The Fig. illustrates some examples 
of RICM patterns reflecting characteristic geometries: (a) a spherical object, (b) a triangular-shaped 
layer coated on a glass substrate, (c) a vesicle displaying unspecific binding to a substrate, and (d) an 
adherent cell. Fig. was adapted from Sengupta et al..165 
2.6.3.RICM for a latex particle 
In Chapter 5, the interfacial interactions between phospholipids and mucin were investigated by means 
of RICM. For this purpose, the fluctuations of spherical silica and latex microparticles over substrates 
functionalized with mucin were recorded. The theoretical description of the vertical motion of a latex 
particle was given by Raedler and Sackmann,155 and was adopted from Higaki et al. and Amadei et al.. 
164, 169
The general Langevin equation describes the equation of motion for a spherical latex particle undergoing 
a vertical Brownian motion as follows: N!VkN M  !Vk M !h #Kw2 (2.15)
where m is the mass of a particle, " the friction coefficient, )h the relative particle position, V()h) the 
interfacial potential, and Fstoch the stochastic force of the thermal noise. The second term corresponds to 
the frictional force Ffric that can be written in terms of the Reynolds equation:170 /-9 # K !2 ,KKKKKKKK # a.// ?y , (2.16) 
where K!2   is the relative velocity, #eff the effective shear viscosity of the system, and h the absolute 
distance between the particle and the surface. Considering that the bead radius R * 5 µm,K! K K Lpp_p
m/s, the density of latex particle $latex = 1.04 g/cm3, and the viscosity of water #w = 1 mN+m,2 + s, the 
Reynolds number Re of the system can be estimated to be,170  ] 3 =! A qLKK`^q that is far 
below 1. Therefore, the particle movement is overdamped, and consequently the first acceleration term 
in the Langevin Eq. (2.15) can be crossed out.171 Furthermore, if the amplitude of the height fluctuations 
is small, the effective interfacial potential can be approximated as harmonic:75 
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W!VZ # O` N!VNBD W!V % B!VDZN # K O` !VN (2.17) 
Since the fluctuations amplitude in our experimental system is )h % 30 nm, this enables one to 
analytically solve the Langevin equation. The autocorrelation function of the height fluctuations can be 
calculated within the framework of the fluctuation,dissipation theorem: B!VWkZ!VW^ZD  K B!VNW^ZD<qs2  ¡ ,KKKKKKKK¢ #  # a.//3NBVD (2.18) 
Here the mean squared amplitude can be derived from the equipartition theorem: B!VNW^ZD # r£@¤¥¥ . (2.19) 
Under thermodynamic equilibrium, the effective interfacial potential V()h) can also be calculated from 
the probability function of fluctuation amplitude of the particle P()h), following Boltzmann’s 
distribution:162, 172, 173¦W!VZ § ¨© =% ¤W!Zr£@ A and thus W!VZ # %Uª& «h¬¦W!VZ­ M ®¯hf°. (2.20) 
2.7.X-ray scattering 
In this section, a few basic concepts of X-ray scattering theory are introduced, that are propaedeutic to 
the description of the experimental technique X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, that will be 
extensively discussed in the next sections. For this purpose, the following textbooks were used as 
sources: X-ray and neutron reflectivity: principles and applications of Daillant, J. and Gibaud, A.174, 
and Elements of modern X-ray physics of Als-Nielsen, J. and McMorrow, D..175 
2.7.1.X-ray interaction with matter 
X-rays is a form of electromagnetic radiation being part of the wide electromagnetic spectrum which
propagates and interacts with matter in the form of oscillating electric and magnetic fields. Most X-rays
have a wavelength ranging from 0.01 to 10 nanometers, corresponding to frequencies in the range 30
petahertz to 30 exahertz (3 # 1016 Hz to 3 # 1019 Hz) and energies in the range 100 eV to 100 keV. X-
ray wavelengths are shorter than those of UV rays and typically longer than those of gamma rays.176
The interactions between an X-ray beam hitting any type of matter are essentially of two types: in the
first case, the electric field of the incident wave interacts with the electrical charges; in the second case,
the magnetic field of the incident wave can interact with the magnetic moments, also defined as spin, of
the matter. If we take a closer look to the first case, in the event of a photon hitting an atom, three events
can take place as described as follows  (Fig. 2.12): elastic scattering, also known as Rayleigh scattering,
where the energy of the scattered photon remains unchanged; inelastic scattering, also known as
Compton scattering, where part of the energy is lost due to the collision with an electron; photoelectric
adsorption in which a photoadsorbed photon transfers all its energy to the electron with which it
interacts, thus ionizing the atom. The electron that was bound can produce a photoelectron that is likely
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to ionize more atoms in its path. Note that an electron from an upper energy level can fill the vacancy 
in the atom. This process is combined with an emission of an X-ray fluorescent photon. However, the 
X-ray fluorescent photon can be reabsorbed in a secondary process by a valence electron causing the
ejection of the electron from the atom, which is then defined as Auger electron.
Fig. 2.12: Possible interactions between X-rays and matter. The Fig. illustrates schematically the 
three possible ways through which an X-ray photon can interact with an atom: (i) elastic or Rayleigh 
scattering, (ii) inelastic or Compton scattering, and (iii) photoelectric effect. Fig. was adapted from 
Abuillan.177 
Since the wave oscillation amplitude of the elastically scattered photons is inversely proportional to the 
mass of the “scattering object”, which from now it will be referred to as “scatter”, electrons are the main 
responsible in the scattering process, by possessing a mass that is 1836 times smaller than the protons 
one. Furthermore, the scattering amplitude depends on the number of electrons per atom and 
consequently on the atom type. Besides, the far-field amplitude of the scattered photons, where 
constructive and destructive interference take place, depends on the relative positions of the scatters. 
Therefore, the elastic scattering of X-rays contains information about the structure and the arrangement 
of atoms within the sample whereas the inelastic scattering gives an insight about the vibrations within 
the atoms. Last but not least, the absorption process is usually used to study the fine structure, type and 
environment of the matter at the atomic scale.  
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2.7.2.Basics of X-ray scattering 
The basic principle of X-ray scattering experiments assumes that every single electron, that makes up 
the atomic electron cloud, scatters the X-rays in an elastic manner. Moreover, the scattering process is 
defined as coherent, if the incoming beam and the scattered one show no phase change or if the latter 
depends exclusively on the path length difference. With this assumption, the scattering process can be 
treated as the sum of individual scattered rays, each of them produced by a single electron building up 
the electron cloud. Let’s take a look at an illustrative example, which can be treated in the framework 
of classical electrostatics, of an X-ray scattering process, known as Thompson scattering, where a single 
electron is involved.  
Assume that a single electron at rest in the origin is hit by a plane wave travelling in the positive x-
direction and polarized in the z-axis, the same as the direction of the electric field, as shown in Fig. 2.13. 
The interaction between the electric field and the point charge causes the electron to oscillate in z-
direction, as described by applying Newton’s 2nd law:  ±² # %< l i9³ (2.21) 
As we know, a point charge moving in space generates a localized current that consequently radiates a 
spherical wave whose intensity as a function of the radial distance R is given by: iw # i9³´ <9rl-3 (2.22) 
where b is the defined as the scattering length and it is also a measure of the scattering power. Note that 
in the case of a single electron, the scattering length is equal to re = 2.818 # 10'5 Å, where re is the 
classical radius of the electron, also known as Thompson radius. Through the integration of the scattered 
intensity, |Esc|2, over all directions, the scattering cross section - = 8(re2/3 = 0.665 barn (1 barn = 10'28 
m2) is defined. From the point of view of the experimental realization of scattering experiments, the 
scattered intensity is recorded by means of a detector under a solid angle d%, thus,  in the end the 
measured quantity is d3/d$, defined as the differential scattering cross section. Therefore, since in every 
experiment the scattering geometry and in turn d$ are well defined, the challenge is to express the 
differential scattering cross section in an adequate theoretical way. 
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Fig. 2.13: A classic example of X-ray scattering: Thompson scattering. A plane wave travels in the 
positive x-direction and hits an electron at rest in the origin, which scatters a spherical wave, whose 
amplitude can be recorded by a moveable detector. Fig. was adapted from Abuillan.177 
If we consider again the case of electrons bound to the nucleus, one can assume that the electrons are 
independent scatters and that the resulting scattered radiation is the sum of all scattered amplitudes 
added coherently. However, there two aspects that should be considered: on one hand, the positions 
occupied by the electrons in the electron cloud; on the other hand, the fact that the latter may cause 
interference phenomena. One possible way out is the application of the Born approximation that states, 
that the total scattering length can be expressed as b = re 4 f (q), where f(q) is the atomic form factor, 
namely the Fourier transform of the electron density f (q) = F(.(r)), and q is the corresponding 
momentum transfer, defined as q = 4//% sin25, where % corresponds to the wave wavelength and 5 is 
the scattering angle. A spring constant &, which describes the binding strength to the nucleus, and a 
coefficient ", which considers the damping caused by the surrounding electrons, can be added and Eq. 
2.21 can be rewritten as:  ±² KM ±µ KM K¶± # %K< l i9³ (2.23) 
The solution of this differential equation for the scattering length reads: ´ #K j.W· M ·¥ M c·¥¥Z (2.24) 
where the two terms f 6 and f 66 can be seen as a correction in the case of anomalous scattering. The first 
term f depends weakly on q and it corresponds to the atomic number Z at q = 0. f 6  and f 66  are a correction 
to the real part and the adsorption term, respectively, and they are both wavelength dependent. 
2.7.3.Refractive index 
Following the definition of dielectric susceptibility from a point of view of classical electrostatics, the 
latter is proportional to the applied electric field, P = /0404E, where ' is defined as the dielectric 
susceptibility and /0 is the electric permittivity of free space. Thus, if we substitute these terms in the 
differential Eq. 2.23 and solve it, an expression for the dielectric susceptibility can be derived as follows: I # .<Ni¸p¹N (2.25) 
From equation 2.25, the refractive index can be defined as follows, n = (1+ 0)1/2, and since ' is smaller 
than one, one can rewrite the refractive index as:  5 # ` % j.bN.O (2.26) 
In this case, the absorption is neglected. The connection between the electron density and the scattering 
length density (SLD) can be seen from equation 2.24. If one divides the scattering length, b, by the unit 
cell volume, then the refractive index can be written as:  
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5 # ` %  M cº (2.27) 
with  # KK -»¼y½»N¾ = ¼y¿ÀÁN¾  and º #K ¼>N¾ (2.28) 
where ( and ) are the real and the imaginary part of the refractive index, respectively, and µ is the linear 
absorption coefficient. The real part ( is related to the dispersion that characterizes the interaction 
strength between material and radiation. The imaginary part ) is related to the attenuation coefficient 
(µ'1) of the X-ray wave in the sample. To give an example, the electron density and the SLD of water 
(H2O) can be estimated from its mass density (1 g/ml) that leads to a molecular volume of 29.9 Å3 per 
one H2O molecule. By dividing the number of electrons in a molecule of water by the molecular volume, 
the electron density of water is readily obtained to be 0.335 e'/Å3. Finally, by multiplying the classical 
radius of the electron, re, with the electron density of water, the SLD can be easily determined (SLDwater 
= 9.45#10'6 Å'2). Since for most materials ( and ) lie in the order of ~ 10'5 and ~ 10'8, respectively, the 
refractive index in the X- ray region is slightly less than one. On the other hand, note that n is equal to 
unity in vacuum or air. Interestingly, the speed of light travelling through the material is defined as c0/n 
which in this case would be larger than the speed of light propagating in vacuum. Indeed, this applies 
only to the phase velocity, defined as 1/k, whereas the group velocity, defined as d1/dk, which is the 
one responsible to carry the information, remains smaller than the speed of light in vacuum. 
2.7.4.Reflection from a single smooth interface 
As depicted in Fig. 2.14, consider an incident plane wave hitting a smooth interface between two media 
possessing refractive indices n0 and n1. Typically, two distinct phenomena will take place: in the first 
place, the incident beam is reflected from the interface back to medium 0 with a reflection angle *f = *i; 
secondly, the incident beam is refracted and propagates in medium 1 with a refraction angle *t.  
Fig. 2.14: Reflection and refraction of a wave on a smooth interface: Snell’s law. The events taking 
place at the interface between two media possessing different refractive indexes is illustrated 
schematically. The Fig. was adapted from Abuillan.177 
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If we focus on the refraction of the incident beam at the interface, the phenomenon is well described by 
Snell’s law as:  5pQRSd9 # 5LQRSd2 (2.29) 
In case n1 < n0, we find that *t < *i, which means that the refracted beam moves away from the line 
normal to the surface. This means that as the incident angle of the incoming beam is further lowered, 
the refracted beam comes closer to the interface, until it becomes parallel to the interface and thus *t = 
0. Therefore, the incident wave is totally reflected into medium 0. Under this circumstance, the incidence
angle is called “critical angle” *c. If the incidence angle *i becomes smaller than *c, the incident beam
will eventually undergo a total external reflection. By applying the above-mentioned conditions and
substituting into Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28, an expression of the critical angle is readily obtained as:
d  EOWL % pZ` % p  ÂbNj. ÃLN P.t % .Ä (2.30) 
If we look carefully at Equation 2.30, one can deduce that the critical angle of total external reflection 
is directly proportional to the electron density difference between the two media, defined as “contrast”. 
If we assume that medium 0 corresponds to air, then *c * (221)+1/2. If the typical value of ( for most 
materials is plugged-in (( ~ 10'5), the critical angle for most materials is found to be in the range of 
mrad. To give an example, let’s consider a slab of silicon, with an electron density of .e, silicon = 0.71 
e'/Å3, hit by an incident wave whose wavelength is 1Å. In this case, the critical angle is 3c = 0.145°. 
From a theoretical point of view, in order to describe the propagation of a reflected wave from an 
interface one has to start from the Helmholtz equation that describes the propagation of waves in a 
medium with a certain dielectric constant i.e. refraction index as:  TÅN M UpN5NWjZ\iWjZ # ^ (2.31) 
The result of a wave hitting an interface between two media is again a plane wave of the form: iv # K Fv<9Wo2KqKrÆKlK-Z (2.32) 
where A is the wave amplitude and the index j can be assigned the labels i, f and t, which refer to the 
incident, reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. By applying the conditions of the continuity of 
the electric and magnetic fields at the interface, where z = 0, one finds that the amplitudes of the electric 
field are determined by:  F9 M F/ # F2 and F9ÈUÈÈÇÉ M F/ÈUÈÈ/É # F2ÈUÈÈ2É (2.33) 
By taking the ratios between the amplitudes of the reflected, transmitted, and incident beams, one can 
retrieve the reflection and transmittance coefficients, defines as r01 = Af/Ai and t01 = At/Ai, respectively. 
Furthermore, by expressing the wave vectors as kz,j = k0 4 nj 4 sin((j) and by substituting them into 
equation 2.33, the reflection and transmittance coefficients can be rewritten in the form of the Fresnel 
coefficients:  
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 jp,LÊ # rË,ÌqrË,ÍrË,ÌnrË,Í , kp,LÊ # NrË,ÍrË,ÌnrË,Í (2.34) 
By taking the square modulus of the reflection, the reflectivity (R) is easily defined. As for the definition 
of the transmittivity (T), one can simply apply the conservation of energy which states that R + T = 1. 
In principle, the wave polarization , i.e. transverse or perpendicular, should be considered while deriving 
the expression of the Fresnel coefficients, because it leads to different definitions, as we found in the 
RICM section for Eq. 2.10 and 2.11. For instance, this applies when dealing with electromagnetic waves 
in the spectrum of visible light; on the contrary when dealing with X-rays,  both polarizations yield the 
same outcome. 
2.8.Introduction to X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy. 
The aim of this section is to provide a general introduction to the experimental technique XPCS, that 
was extensively used for the investigations whose results are presented in Chapter 4. For this purpose, 
the following review articles were used as main sources: Correlation spectroscopy with coherent X-rays 
of Grübel G. and Zontone F., 62 and Beyond simple exponential correlation functions and equilibrium 
dynamics in X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy of Madsen et al..65 
 
The possibility of performing advanced techniques such as XPCS was made possible by the 
development of third generation synchrotron radiation sources that generate coherent X-ray beams 
whose intensity is several orders of magnitude higher than those previously available. The reason why  
scattering with coherent X-rays is of a great appeal is because it opens up the possibility for performing 
correlation spectroscopy with atomic resolution, to investigate complex dynamics in disordered systems 
on length- and time scales, that otherwise are beyond the capability of other techniques. 
Consider a disordered system that is illuminated by an incoherent light source. The former will scatter 
the incoming radiation to form a random diffraction pattern, which is typically only an ensemble average 
of the correlations within the system. On the contrary, when the same disordered system is illuminated 
by a coherent light source, the system will scatter a random or “speckle-like” diffraction pattern, that 
carries precise information about the spatial arrangement of the disorder. If the speckle diffraction 
pattern is recorded over time, any fluctuation must reflect a modification in the spatial arrangement of 
the disorder, that can be connected to the direct measure of the underlying dynamics. In other words, 
the key feature of XPCS is its capability to investigate the dynamic properties of disordered systems by 
examining the temporal correlations of the photons scattered by the sample. The range of dynamics that 
can be investigated by XPCS spans typically in the low frequency domain from 106 Hz to 10'3 Hz and 
in the Q range from typically 1 , 10'3 Å'1 up to several Å'1. In Fig. 2.15 a schematic overview of  the 
frequency-wavevector range accessible to XPCS is presented in comparison to other techniques, that 
are often applied to investigate the complex dynamics in disordered systems. 
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Fig. 2.15: Frequency.scattering vector accessible to XPCS compared to other techniques. The 
following complementary techniques were considered: photon correlation spectroscopy with visible 
coherent light (PCS), Raman and Brillouin scattering, inelastic neutron (INS) and X-ray scattering 
(IXS), neutron spin-echo and nuclear forward scattering (NFS). Fig. was adapted from Grübel et al..62 
2.8.1.Scattering with coherent X-rays 
The discrete spectrum of intense synchrotron radiation is the result of the insertion of periodic magnet 
devices known as undulators, which are placed in the straight sections of a synchrotron storage ring. If 
we define Fc the fraction of the undulator flux that is transversely coherent, the latter is given by:178 
  # ÎÏOÐN Ñ (2.35) 
where B is the brilliance of the source whose unit is photons/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1% bandwidth. As discussed 
in the previous sections, a fundamental aspect of coherent scattering is the definition of a spatial and a 
temporal coherence. For instance, if the visibility of the interference fringes for a uniform 
monochromatic disk source of size s is bigger than 50 %, V > 50%,  the transverse coherence length 7t 
of the photon beam is given by:179 
 Ò2  Î bO'ÓÐ # ÎbÔOfÐ (2.36) 
Nowadays, the transverse coherence lengths to be usually found at third generation sources are 10 "m 
(horizontally) and 100 "m (vertically) for % = 1 Å and a distance D . 45 m from a source with angular 
source size #8 = s/D. On the other hand, the temporal coherence of the beam can be defined by means 
of the longitudinal coherence length 7l which is strictly connected to the “degree” of monochromaticity 
of the beam and is given by: 
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 Ò:  b Î b'ÏÐ (2.37) 
To give an example and a general overview, in Table 2.1 the typical values for the relative bandwidth, 
longitudinal coherence length and the coherent flux for different optical configurations are presented. 
 
 #%/% 7l ("m) (% = 1 Å) Fc (B = 1020) 
Si(220) 6 , 10'5 1.7 1.5 , 1010 
Si(111) 14 , 10'5 0.7 3.5 , 1010 
U (n = 3, N = 35) 1 , 10'2 0.01 2.5 , 1012 
 
Table 2.1: Examples of typical bandpass, #%/%, longitudinal coherent length, 7l, and coherent flux, 
Fc. The values are reported for different monochromators Si(220), Si(111) and a configuration using the 
intrinsic bandwidth #%/% = 1/nN of the third (n = 3) harmonic of an N = 35 periodic undulator. The 
Table was adopted from Grübel  et al.62 
 
In order to perform scattering experiments in which the sample is illuminated coherently, one of the 
requirements that must hold it that the maximum path length difference (PLD) of the waves going 
through the sample has to be equal or smaller than the longitudinal coherence length 7t. The maximum 
path length difference is defined as follows: 
 ¦ÕÔ  O)Sc5NÓK or ¦ÕÔ  OÖSc5NÓ M ×KfghOÓ (2.38) 
in reflection or transmission geometry, respectively. Here µ is the adsorption length, W is the sample 
thickness, d 9 7t is the beam size and 8 is the scattering angle. Note that Equation 2.38 sets a limit for 
the maximum wavevector transfer Qmax = (4//%)sin8max that is compatible with coherent illumination. 
2.8.2.Disorder under coherent illumination. 
In the introductory part of this section, it was mentioned that when a disordered system is illuminated 
by coherent light, this might give rise to a diffraction pattern, whose aspect appears to be random, which 
is usually referred to as ‘speckle’ pattern. To further elucidate this concept, let us consider the following 
scenario, in which a disordered sample is illuminated by a coherent beam of cross section 7t2 and incident 
wave vector k, and a scattered one with outgoing wave vector k6 . If we take into consideration any 
given point in the far field, we can express the instantaneous intensity as the square of a total field E(Q, 
t) as the following: 
 JWØ, kZ # ÙiWØ, kZÙN JWØ, kZ # Úz <9ØlÛÜW2Z³ ·³WØZÚN (2.39) 
Where, fn(Q) is the scattering amplitude of the n-th scatter located at position rn(t), and Q = k6 ' k is the 
momentum transfer (in analogy with the momentum transfer qz as shown in red in Fig. 2.14). Note that, 
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the sum over n considers only the scatters included in the coherence volume, which is spanned by the 
transverse and longitudinal coherence lengths. Furthermore, we rely on the assumption that the beam is 
fully coherent. In order to avoid confusion, the Lorentz factor and the Thomson scattering length ro2 in 
Eq. 2.39 were omitted. It is straightforward that any measurement of the scattered intensity corresponds 
to a time average of the intensity :I(Q, t);T recorded over the acquisition time T, however the latter does 
not imply the performance of any statistical ensemble average. In the case the acquisition is taken for a 
non-ergodic system, which possesses a static random disorder, :I(Q, t);T will definitely show distinct 
and sharp ‘speckles’ as a function of Q, whose angular size is defined as %/7t. On the other hand, when 
we are dealing with an ergodic system, in case the fluctuation time scales are very short compared to 
the counting time, the measured time average and the ensemble average, denoted by :I(Q, t);, are 
perfectly equivalent to each other and can be exchanged one another. However, the only piece of 
information that can be retrieved from the recorded diffraction speckles are time averaged correlations 
within the sample, which are similar to those one would obtain by performing a scattering experiment 
using incoherent radiation, in other words they are featureless. To give an example, Fig. 2.16 shows a 
static speckle pattern from a porous silica gel (aerogel) taken with a CCD detector with a 22 "m pixel 
size and using an E = 8.2 keV coherent X-ray beam. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.16: Example given of a speckle pattern from a porous silica gel. The Fig. illustrates the random 
nature of the scattering intensity represented by the intensity variations (horizontal cut through the 
pattern; solid line) which are significantly beyond counting statistics. The open symbols indicate the 
ensemble averaged scattering :I(Q, t);, calculated from the speckle pattern by radial averaging to yield 
the number of counted photons per second. Fig. was adapted from Grübel et al.,62 and Abernathy et al.180 
2.8.3.X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) 
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During the acquisition in an X-ray scattering experiment, the speckle pattern will change over time, 
reflecting the spatial rearrangement of the scatters within the sample, whose underlying dynamics is 
strictly connected to the intensity fluctuations of the speckles. 
As hinted in Fig. 2.15, it is important to remark that an experiment performed by X-ray photon 
correlation spectroscopy recording the temporal intensity correlations is identical to a photon correlation 
spectroscopy experiment carried out with a visible coherent light (PCS), which is a well-documented 
technique in the literature. In order to extract information about the dynamics of the system, the 
normalized intensity correlation function g2(Q, t) can be calculated from the temporal correlations. As 
we mentioned in the previous sections, in case the system is ergodic one can express the time averaged 
intensity correlation function in terms of the ensemble averaged time correlation functions of the 
scattered field (:I(Q, t);): 
 ÝNWØ, kZ # BJWØ, ^ZJWØ, kZDBJWØZDN  KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK# ` M FWØZ BiWØ, ^ZiWØ, kZDNBJWØZDN  (2.40) 
where A(Q) is defined as the contrast, which depends on the experimental the set-up. For instance, when 
performing scattering experiments using perfectly coherent chaotic light, A is equal to 1. On the other 
hand, the contrast becomes zero, A . 0, if one of the following occurs: in case the scattering is 
incoherent, for instance if the coherence volume << scattering volume, or alternatively if the detector 
used does not provide enough spatial resolution to discriminate at the angular scale of the speckles. 
By applying the Siegert relation, the expression of the time correlation function g2(Q,t) in Eq. 2.40 can 
be formulated in terms of the normalized intermediate scattering function f(Q,t) as follows:  
 ÝNWØ, kZ # ` M FWØZT·WØ, kZ\N (2.41) 
where 
 ·WØ, kZ # WØ, kZWØ, ^Z (2.42) 
and the expression of the intermediate scattering function, which is equivalent to the dynamic structure 
factor in the time domain, can be expanded as given by: 
 WØ, kZ # `e·NWØZzzB·³WØZ·WØZ<9ØTÛÞWpZqÛßW2Z\D³  (2.43) 
Where, N is the number of scatters, rn(t) is the position of the nth scatter at time t, and the brackets imply 
an ensemble average and F(Q,0) can be interpreted as the static structure factor. 
It is important to highlight that the correlation function can be rewritten in terms of a simple exponential, 
in case the scatters motion follows free diffusion, which in other words means that their mean-square 
displacement is proportional to time, as follows: 
 ÝNWØ, kZ % ` # F<qNà2  (2.44) 
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where <(Q) is defined as the relaxation rate and <(Q)'1 = =c as the relaxation time. Note that, the factor 
2, which appears in the exponent, takes into consideration the homodyne detection scheme, which 
requires that the scattered intensity is not mixed with a reference wave. 
To give an example, let’s consider a sample consisting of monodisperse, spherical particles undergoing 
Brownian motion. With the assumption that there is no interaction between particles, this means that  
their positions are uncorrelated and the cross terms (n > m) in Eq. 2.43 average to zero and F(Q,0) = 1. 
By recalling that the mean square value of the displacement for a free particle undergoing Brownian 
motion is :[r(0) ' r(t)]2; = 6Dot, where Do is the free particle diffusion coefficient, which is given by:   
 Ô # Uª&a3 (2.45) 
where " is the shear viscosity of the surrounding medium. Thus, 2.42 simply becomes: 
 ·WØ, kZ # <qÁáây2  (2.46) 
The latter holds only in the absence of a particle-particle interaction. In case it exits an interaction 
between particles, one has to replace Do in Equation 2.46 with a time- and wavevector-dependent 
diffusion coefficient, D(Q,t). The latter is related to the initial slope <(Q), that can be extracted  from 
the measured intermediate scattering function fM(Q,t), as given in Eq. 2.47:  
 ãWäZ # «gå2æp CCk T45·çWä, kZ\ # %ÔWäZäN (2.47) 
and 
 ·WØ, kZ # <qÁWâZây2 (2.48) 
In Fig. 2.17 an example of a typical intermediate scattering function, previously normalized to the 
contrast is given. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.17: Example of an intermediate scattering function and the extrapolation of <(Q). The data 
was acquired for a concentrated suspension of colloidal poly(methyl methacrylate; PMMA) particles 
and were fitted with the cumulant expansion using up to fourth order terms (solid black line). The 
behavior at very short times is described by the first  cumulant <(Q) (solid red line) and it was extracted 
as given in Eq. 2.47. Fig. was adapted from Grübel et al.62 
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The way correlation functions can be calculated is by coupling a point detector to a digital autocorrelator 
that provides fast access to the correlation function over a wide range of correlation times (10'6 to 103 
s) at a single Q value. The data acquisition can be further improved by using two-dimensional position-
sensitive detectors with appropriate spatial resolution (e.g. direct illuminated CCD cameras with 20 "m 
pixel size and about 40 % quantum efficiency) in order to obtain of a complete speckle pattern including 
the full range of Q values. From this complete speckle pattern, one can extrapolate the correlation 
functions for each pixel by taking the ensemble average over equivalent Q values. This aspect and how 
it is related to the dynamics in non-ergodic systems will be further explored in Chapter 3. 
2.8.4.Example of XPCS applied to systems that deviate from simple diffusive behavior: colloidal 
gels. 
For complex dynamics in condensed matter, diffusive motion obeying Eq. 2.44  is often the exception 
rather than the rule. Other systems, including capillary wave motion, collective diffusion near the 
colloidal glass transition and the dynamics in disordered soft solids such as gels and emulsion, have 
shown a process of slow, hyper-diffusive motion characterized by compressed, faster-than exponential 
correlation functions. All of these systems have in common an important feature, namely their out-of-
equilibrium behavior. For these phenomena, the correspondence between g2(Q,t) and f(Q,t) does not 
necessarily hold. Therefore, the characterization of the coherent scattering fluctuations beyond g2(Q,t) 
can provide important new insights in exploring complex dynamics of disordered systems. 
One of the hot topics in recent XPCS research has been the microscopic dynamics in disordered soft 
solids, such as colloidal gels and concentrated emulsions. In these cases, the faster-than-exponential 
correlation functions that were observed were well approximated by a modification of Eq. 2.44, whose 
form is known as the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function: 
 ÝNWØ, kZ % ` # F<qNWà2Zè  (2.49) 
 with )  > 1. Interestingly, a distinctive mark of these dynamics is a relaxation rate that depends approx. 
linearly on the wave vector, < * Q, implying hyper-diffusive, convective-like motion, in contrast to what 
was discussed in the previous section where we found that < * Q2. Since this tendency has been observed 
in many different disordered soft materials, research scientists suggest the presence of a generic 
underlying mechanism that governs this peculiar hyper-diffusive motion, although no clear consensus 
about its microscopic origin has come to light. We report here two possible scenarios that can explain 
the dynamic behavior described by Eq. 2.49 of hyper-diffusivity. The first one makes use of a continuous 
time Lévy flight model with a power-law distribution of waiting, that enables ) to become either ) < 1 
(compressed exponential) or ) > 1 (stretched exponential). As a matter of fact, the hyper-diffusive 
dynamics came upon in a wide assortment of systems for which ) has a Q-dependence that is accurately 
captured by the Lévy flight model.71, 181 The second one considers a process of stress relaxation in which 
point-dipole stress fields create a distribution of strain velocities.182 In this case as well, there are several 
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systems for which ) * 1.5 to support this scenario; interestingly, the latter was predicted by models 
invoking such stress relaxation.183 
By now, it has been pointed out many times that these disordered soft solids exhibiting an out-of-
equilibrium behavior, can increase the degree of difficulty to analyze the XPCS data to extract the 
correlation function. To be more specific, it shall be highlighted once more that the calculation of g2(Q,t) 
by means of Eq. 2.40 strictly requires that the dynamics is stationary over the entire acquisition process; 
in other words, no information is lost by performing a time-averaging of the quantities, because this is 
equivalent to the ensemble one, which is indicated by the angular brackets éêë.For out-of-equilibrium 
systems this implicit assumption might not hold; in this case, the correlation analysis must be carried 
out explicitly as a function of time, or ‘age’, and the time average in equation 2.40 must be replaced by 
an ensemble average performed using equivalent Q vectors. For this purpose, the use of an area detector 
with high spatial resolution is required. 
Last but not least, in the framework of a multi-speckle time-correlation scheme, one can substitute the 
time-averaged correlation function with a two-time correlation function to explore the age dependence 
of the dynamics, as given by: 
 "WØ, kL, kNZ # BJWØ, kLZJWØ, kNZDmBJWØ, kLZDmBJWØ, kNZDm (2.50) 
where the subscript 0 specifies that the averaging is carried out on the ensemble of pixels included in 
the range of wave vectors, |Q| = Q ± #Q, in which it is expected that the correlations exhibit negligible 
variations. The first research scientists, who made use of this two-time method coupled to XPCS, were 
Sutton and co-workers. For instance, this approach was applied on materials with non-stationary 
dynamics, such as alloys undergoing phase separation. Most remarkably, their efforts opened the way 
to prove that plotting the instantaneous correlations represents a reliable method for recognizing and 
characterizing rapidly evolving dynamics. For instance, this made the tests of critical scaling possible.184 
Note that, one can retrieve the time correlation function in Eq. 2.40 simply by taking the average of 
G(Q, t1, t2) at fixed delay time, t = t1 ' t2 
 ÝNWØ, kZ # B"WØ, kL, kZD2t (2.51) 
As a conclusion to this Chapter, a representative example of the stress relaxation analysis in an aerogel 
is given. For more details about the experimental realization of the measurements, the reader is 
encouraged to consult the original paper of Madsen et al..65 
As presented in Fig.s 2.18 and 2.19, the multi-speckle technique was put in place to calculate the two-
time correlation function, according to Eq. 2.50, and the time-averaged correlation functions, according 
to Eq. 2.51. Interestingly, the measurements were performed at two different time points (#t1 = 5 min 
and #t2 = 180 min) during stress recovery, which was induced by sectioning the sample, with the aim to 
investigate whether the sample “age” affects the underlying relaxation dynamics of the microscopic 
domains. If we take a look at the two-time correlation function, G(Q, t1, t2) in the top-left panel, the 
colors represent the value of the point (t1, t2), with red being the maximum value (G . 1.2) and blue the 
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smallest (G . 1), corresponding to those of the time-averaged correlation function, g2(Q, t) in the bottom-
left panel. To better interpret the graph of G(Q, t1, t2), one can define a delay time and a sample age as t 
= t1 ' t2 and = = (t1 + t2)/2, respectively. This means, that the “main” diagonal spanned from the lower 
left to the upper right corner corresponds to t = 0 and all the other lines parallel to it are iso-t lines. By 
moving from the lower left to the upper right side of an iso-t line, the age = increases linearly. On the 
other hand, in the normal direction of the iso-t lines, t varies, while = remains constant. By looking at 
the left-upper panel, one can conclude that in these cases, the dynamics was rather stationary over the 
whole measurement. 
As it was mentioned, G(Q, t1, t2) can be time-averaged to yield g2(Q, t), as presented in the bottom left 
panel, where the Q-dependent time correlation functions were fitted (solid lines) using the KWW 
empiric model (Eq. 2.49). The fit parameters < and ) are presented in the upper-right and lower right 
panels, respectively. At this point, several remarks should be made. In the first place, it is remarkable 
that the relaxation rate, < , decreased by more than a factor of 5 in the older sample. Secondly, the 
relaxation rate <  appears to be linearly dependent on Q, as it was often observed for colloidal systems 
out-of-equilibrium. Last but not least, the shape of the time-averaged correlation functions appears to 
be highly compressed, which is reflected in the fact that )  > 1, but in contrast to < it does not show any 
Q-dependency whatsoever. The fact that )  . 2 for the entire Q-range and that it is independent from the 
sample’s age, suggests that additional theoretical investigation is needed to explain the behavior of the 
underlying dynamics. 
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Fig. 2.18: Stress relaxation in an aerogel after #t = 5 min stress induction time. Top-left panel: two-
time correlation function G(Q, t1, t2) for Q = 3.25 , 10'2 nm'1; bottom-left panel: time-averaged 
correlation function over full Q-range. Solid lines represent fits with the KWW function. Top-right 
panel: fit results of the relaxation rate <, showing a linear Q-dependency ; Bottom-right: fit results of 
the KWW shape factor ), which remains close to 2 for the entire Q-range. 
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Fig. 2.19: Stress relaxation in an aerogel after #t = 180 min stress induction time. Top-left panel: 
two-time correlation function G(Q, t1, t2) for Q = 3.25 , 10'2 nm'1; bottom-left panel: time-averaged 
correlation function over full Q-range. Interestingly, the relaxation time increased almost by a factor 5 
compared to the “young” gel. Solid lines represent fits with the KWW function. Top-right panel: fit 
results of the relaxation rate <, showing a linear Q-dependency ; Bottom-right: fit results of the KWW 
shape factor ), which remains close to 2 for the entire Q-range. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Section 
3.1.Materials  
3.1.1.Chemicals 
Unless stated otherwise, all other chemicals were purchased either from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, 
Germany) or Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), and were used without further purification. Ultrapure 
water from a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Molsheim, France) was used throughout all 
studies. 
3.1.2.Proteins 
Mucin protein from porcine stomach was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: mucin type III (M1778) is a 
partially purified preparation following the previously reported protocol.185 It should be noted that the 
nomenclature, following that of the manufacturer, has no correlation with  the mucin type e.g. MUC2. 
Mucin type III from porcine stomach was biotinylated by NHS-ester coupling using EZ-Link NHS-
PEG4-Biotin (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 
NeutrAvidin was purchased from Invitrogen Molecular Probe (Darmstadt, Germany). 
3.1.3.Lipids 
Chloroform solutions of lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (AL, USA): DOPC (1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) as zwitterionic (±), DOTAP (1,2-dioleoyl-3-
trimethylammonium-propane) as cationic (+), DOPG (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-
glycerol)) as anionic (') lipids, TexasRed-DHPE (1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine) and Biotin Cap DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap 
biotinyl)). 
3.1.4.Polymers and surfactants 
Chitosan (MW = 50 – 190 kDa, degree of deacetylation 75 – 85 %) and sodium alginate (low viscosity) 
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Polyglycerol polyricinoleate (PGPR) was obtained from DANISCO GmbH (Niebuell, Germany). 
3.1.5.Enzymes 
Protease from Streptomyces griseus was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and neuraminidase (sialidase) 
from Vibrio cholerae was purchased from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). 
3.1.6.Primary and secondary antibodies for immunofluorescent assays 
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Wheat germ agglutinin conjugated with Texas Red (WGA-Texas Red) were purchased from Thermo 
Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Rabbit monoclonal antibody to ZO-1 and goat anti-rabbit IgG 
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594 were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, United Kingdom), DAPI 
(4!,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) from Roche Diagnostics (Mannheim, Germany), and mouse 
monoclonal antibody to gastric mucin and goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated with FITC from Sigma 
Aldrich. 
3.1.7.Beads and particles 
Kromasil 300-10-SIL silica particles (Ø * 10 "m)) were purchased from Akzo Nobel (Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands). 
Latex particles (Ø * 10 "m) from Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) and latex beads functionalized 
with carboxyl groups (COO, latex, + * 10 "m) were purchased from Polysciences Inc. (Warrington, 
PA, USA). 
Silica nanoparticles (Ø * 490 nm) that were used as tracers for SAXS experiments were a kind gift Y. 
Chushkin. Silica nanoparticles (Ø * 25 nm) that were subjected to silanization and used for GISAXS 
experiments to increase the scattering signal at the o/w interface were purchased from C.I. Kasei Co, 
Tokio, Japan. 
3.1.8.Chambers and membranes 
Ibidi "-Slides VI0.4 were purchased from Ibidi (Martinsried, Germany).  
Transwell inserts (? = 12 mm) equipped with porous membranes (ø = 0.4 "m) of polycarbonate (for 
Caco2) or polyester (for HT29 MTX) were purchased from Corning (NY, USA). 
Polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 50 nm for lipid vesicles extrusion was purchased from 
Avestin (Mannheim, Germany). 
3.1.9.Bacteria and cells 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG originated from human intestine was obtained from ATCC (Hørsholm, 
Denmark).  
Cell lines HT29 MTX and Caco2 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and DSMZ (Braunschweig, 
Germany), respectively. 
3.1.10.Buffers and cell culture media 
TRIS buffer (20 mM TRIS, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4), Ca2+ - buffer (2 mM CaCl2, 20 mM TRIS, 150 mM 
NaCl, pH 7.4) and PBS buffer (0.1 M NaH2PO4, pH 7.2) were used as electrolytes. 
De Man, Rogosa and Sharpe (MRS) agar, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) w/Glutamax 
and Modified Eagle’s Medium (MEM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany) and 
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used without further purification. Silicon nitride cantilevers coupled to silica particles were purchased 
from NanoAndMore (Wetzlar, Germany). 
3.2.Methods  
3.2.1.Interfacial stress rheometry.  
The description of the ISR technique was adapted from Herrmann et al.,186 where the same experimental 
equipment was used. 
The viscoelastic properties of the sol/gel transition of sodium alginate at the oil/water interface were 
studied by an interface stress rheometer (CIR-100, Camtel Inc. UK). In brief, a small De Nouy ring 
made out of Pt wire (cross-sectional diameter of 0.28 mm, ring diameter of 13 mm) was brought in 
contact with the water subphase and the position was recorded. Afterwards, the De Nouy ring was fully 
immersed into the subphase to wet it and subsequently it was raised back to the recorded position at the 
air/water interface. Sunflower oil containing CaCl2 nanoparticles was spread drop-by-drop onto the 
subphase and measurements were started. 
A defined oscillatory shear stress can be applied to a film at the interface by driving the ring’s rotation 
at controlled frequency @ and driving amplitude A. The amplitude and phase shift of the ring’s resulting 
rotation is then monitored, from which the dynamic surface modulus, GB(@) = G6(@) + iG66(@), is deduced 
as a complex function of @. The real part of G* (the shear storage modulus, G6 [mN m'1]) is a measure 
of the elastic properties, and the imaginary part (the shear loss modulus, G66 [mN m'1]) represents the 
viscous properties. G* of the sodium alginate gel can be represented by the damping (D) and elastic (K) 
response of the instrument in the presence (D, K) and absence of the monolayer (D0, K0), respectively: 
 ì¥ # K%Kíîípï Wð % ðpZ (3.1) 
 ì¥¥ # íîípï Wðñ % ðpñòZ (3.2) 
A is a geometric shape factor, Cs is the sensor constant, and C0 and R are the galvanometric constant and 
the resistance of the instrument, respectively. For each measurement the corresponding reference signal 
of the o/w interface from the pure phases, i.e., the aqueous subphase and sunflower oil, was subtracted. 
The reference was measured with identical ring immersion depth. The rheology experiments were 
carried out at 293 K, and the frequency and amplitude of the oscillation was set constant at @ = 7 Hz 
and A = 1 mrad throughout this study, after confirming that the system remains within the linear response 
regime. 
3.2.2.X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy.  
Low viscosity sodium alginate was dissolved in Milli-Q water buffered with 20 mM Hepes. After 
complete dissolution, impurities were removed by filtration (pore size 0.45 "m).  
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For SAXS experiments, silica nanoparticles (Ø * 490 nm) were dispersed in polyalginate 1.7 wt% 
aqueous solution to increase the scattering signal. Aqueous CaCl2 was added to form the hydrogel, that 
was transferred and sealed into a 2 mm borosilicate capillary.  
GISAXS experiments were performed in a sample chamber for liquid/liquid interfaces designed by O. 
Kolovanov, filled with alginate solution. To increase the scattering signal at the o/w interface, silanized 
silica nanoparticles in chloroform, were spread onto the surface. Following chloroform evaporation, a 
suspension of food-grade CaCl2 nanoparticles in vegetable oil, synthesized as described elsewhere,187 
was added on top of the polyalginate 1.5 wt% aqueous phase. 
Multispeckle X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) experiments were performed at the 
beamline ID10 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. An X-ray 
beam was produced by three undulators tuned on third harmonic. The higher harmonics were suppressed 
by reflection from a double mirror with Pd coating. The monochromatic radiation of ESAXS = 21 keV 
and EGISAXS = 22 keV, 'SAXS = 0.59 Å and 'GISAXS = 0.56 Å was selected by a Si(1,1,1) monochromator 
(energy bandwidth )E/E ~ 10,4). The beam was then focused by Be compound refractive lenses. The 
spatially coherent part of the beam was selected by roller-blade slits opened to 10 # 10 "m, placed ~ 
0.18 m upstream of the sample. The parasitic scattering produced by the beam-defining slits was 
removed by carefully adjusting a set of guard slits a few cm upstream of the sample. The resulting 
incident flux on the sample was ~1010 photons per s per 100 mA. 
A scheme of the experimental setup at ID10 is presented in Fig. 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.1: GI-XPCS experimental setup at ID10. (a) Schematic setup of the ID10 beamline at ESRF 
for coherent X-ray scattering. Scheme was adopted from Grübel et al.62.(b1) Top and (b2) side view of 
the metal trough designed by Dr. Konovalov to perform GI-SAXS experiments at the liquid/liquid 
interface. 
 
Two-dimensional X-ray scattering speckle patterns were recorded using a photon counting area detector 
(Maxipix,188 55 "m pixel size with CdTe sensor) placed at distances LSAXS = 5.28 m and LGISAXS = 4.23 
m. For SAXS, the sample-detector distance was chosen in order to cover the scattering intensity in a 
scattering vector range q of 0.02 ' 0.94 nm'1, where q = 4//% sin(25/2) is the magnitude of the scattering 
vector, and 25 and % the scattering angle and the wavelength of the X-ray beam respectively.  
For GISAXS experiments, the sample was illuminated at an incident angle of (i = 0.0165°, which is 
slightly below the critical angle of total reflection of the o/w interface (qc, water = 0.0217 Å–1, qc, oil = 
0.0195 Å–1) (c = 0.02° (beam footprint 0.01 , 3.4 mm2, in the direction perpendicular and along the 
beam, respectively). The two-dimensional detector readout in angular coordinate ((f, 5) can be 
transferred to a reciprocal space (qz, qy) map by 
 ó # ôóõó;óö÷ # Ob ø®¯f
¬d/­ ®¯fWOùZ % ®¯fWd9Z®¯f¬d/­ fghWOùZfgh¬d/­ M fghWd9Z ú (3.3) 
where the weak qx-dependence (qx << qz) is neglected. 
A fast shutter, in synchronization with the area detector, was positioned before the sample to reduce the 
occurrence of beam radiation effects. The fact of having a fast shutter increased the achievable time 
scale of the measurement altogether because of the possibility to set ‘sleeping times’ between each time 
frame. On the other hand, by implementing these sleeping times the accessible short time scale was 
limited. For SAXS geometry, short scans were taken with an exposure time of 0.003 s up to 1000 frames, 
whereas long scans were performed by setting a sleeping time of 0.2 s between images. Several 
measurements were performed at different sample positions in order to check the consistency of the 
results. For GISAXS experiments, short scans were taken with an exposure time of 0.005 s up to 60000 
frames, whereas long scans were performed by increasing the exposure time up to 0.1s and by reducing 
the number of frames to 40000. 
3.2.3.XPCS analysis 
As discussed in Chapter 2, XPCS makes the quantification of the temporal fluctuations of the 
microscopic reorganization at nanometric length scales possible. The quantity that can be extrapolated 
from the scattering patterns is the time averaged autocorrelation function, which can be calculated from  
the intensity fluctuations in the scattered signal, as given by: 
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 ÝNWû, kZ # üýJGWû, kLZJGWû, KkL M kZþGÿ2tüýJGWû, kLZþGÿ2t üýJGWû, KkL M kZþGÿ2t (3.4) 
where Ip(q, t1) and Ip(q, t1 + t) correspond to the intensities measured on pixel p at time t1 and t1 + t, :…;p 
is the ensemble average over all the pixels of the detector which correspond to the same scattering vector 
q, and :…;t1 is the temporal average over all times t1. Note that at small and large delay times Eq. 3.4 
becomes: 
 4c2æKp ÝNWû, kZ # üýJGWû, kLZþGNÿ2tüýJGWû, kLZþGÿ2tN # ` M FWûZ 4c2æK! ÝNWû, kZ # ` 
(3.5)  
respectively. As discussed in Chapter 2, A is the contrast and depends strongly on the ratio between the 
coherent and the scattering volume.62 Furthermore, the intensity ACF reflects the underlying dynamics, 
since it is connected to the intermediate scattering function via the Siegert relation ÝNWû, kZ # ` MFWûZÙ·Wû, kZÙN. The condition under which this relation holds demands that the temporal average is 
equal to the ensemble average. For out-of-equilibrium systems, such as polymer gels, this requirement 
can be satisfied thanks to the use of area detectors.189, 190 This in turn enables the correct sampling of the 
intensity distribution by taking the average over all the pixels that correspond to the same scattering 
vector. For a given q the ensemble average in eq. (3.2) was calculated by including all pixels of the 
detector that deviated less than 1q = 2 , 10'2 nm'1 from the nominal q value. In practice, one can picture  
that a correlation function is averaged over all pixels contained in a ring centered at the direct beam 
position with radius * %Lq/2/ and thickness * %L1q/2/ for SAXS or a rectangle with thickness * %L1q 
for GISAXS. 
Autocorrelation functions were fitted using the Kohlrausch'William'Watts (KWW) model function 
 ÝNWû, kZ # Ñ M F<WqN=2 AèZ (3.6) 
where = is the structural relaxation time and corresponds to the decay of g2(q, t), ) is the shape parameter 
of the exponential function, B is the baseline and A is the contrast.62 
The analysis of the XPCS data was performed using a program written by Dr. Yuriy Chushkin, a 
beamline scientist and member of the research group TROIKA02, that currently carries out its research 
activities at the ID10 of ESRF (Grenoble, France). The program, called multitau, can calculate the 
intensity autocorrelation functions following Eq. 3.4. Multitau receives as input the frames acquired 
during one run. As schematically presented in Fig. 3.2, the user can define which geometry has been 
used (SAXS or GISAXS), a region of interest in the scattering data by applying a mask, and finally can 
set an interval and the step size of the scattering vectors q to be analyzed. Once all the inputs are given, 
the correlator is started and calculates the autocorrelation functions for all q values of interest. 
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Fig. 3.2: Analysis of the collected XPCS data. Examples of the scattering pattern recorded for (a1) 
gelation of PA in bulk assessed via SAXS and (a2) gelation of PA at the liquid/liquid interface 
investigated via GISAXS. (b) User interface of the multitau software written by Dr. Chushkin. (c) 
Masked data set for which regions of constant q + 1q are defined where g2(q,t) is calculated according 
to Eq. 3.4. (d) Static intensity scattering function vs. q (e) Calculated time-averaged autocorrelation 
functions g2(q,t) for different scattering vectors. 
 
3.2.4.Biotinylation of mucin. 
Mucin type III (30 mg) was dissolved in a 3 mL portion of PBS buffer, mixed vigorously, and stored on 
ice. EZ-Link NHS-PEG4-Biotin (2 mg) was dissolved in a 170 "L portion of cold PBS. The latter 
solution (75 "L) was added to mucin solution, and the mixture was left on ice for 2 h. Afterwards the 
solution was transferred in a Slide-A-Lyzer  3200 MWCO dialysis cassette (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
and dialyzed for 24 h by exchanging buffer every 6 h to remove all reagents in excess. During the 
dialysis process, the PBS buffer, in which the biotinylated protein was initially dissolved, was 
exchanged with TRIS buffer. After the removal from the dialysis cassette, the biotinylated mucin was 
stored at – 20 °C. 
3.2.5.Vesicle preparation.  
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Stock solutions of lipids dissolved in chloroform were mixed at the desired molar ratio, and the mixture 
was dried in a stream of nitrogen. The remaining solvent residues were removed in vacuum over night 
at room temperature. The dried lipids were dissolved in TRIS buffer and sonicated for 45 min using a 
Misonix Sonicator 3000 (Farmingdale, NY, USA). Afterwards, the solution was centrifuged at 13.6 # 
103 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C to remove the metal particles from the sonicator tip. The vesicle size was 
checked via DLS using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, Malvern, UK).  
3.2.6.Coating of silica particles with lipids. 
Silica particles (83.8 mg) were washed three times with 1 mL TRIS buffer. The washed silica particles 
were incubated with a 1 mL portion of vesicle suspension (3.9 mg/mL) in an overhead rotator for 1 h at 
room temperature. Finally, the sample was washed 8 times with 1 mL TRIS buffer to remove free 
vesicles in supernatants. 
3.2.7.Coating of COO" latex beads with chitosan. 
Chitosan (300 mg) was dissolved in 80 mL of a 1% v/v glacial acetic acid solution which was stirred 
until a clear solution was obtained. pH was adjusted to 5.7 using 1 M NaOH and the total volume was 
adjusted to 100 mL. A 16 "L portion of COO, latex suspension was incubated with 0.3 wt% chitosan 
solution (1 mL) for 2 h, washed 3 times with TRIS buffer, and kept at 4 °C for further use. 
3.2.8.!-potential. 
,-potential measurements were performed in TRIS buffer using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern 
Instruments Ltd., UK) equipped with a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm with a backscattering 
geometry at a constant scattering angle of 173°. Values for viscosity, refractive index and dielectric 
constant of TRIS buffer were chosen from the manufacturer’s database (viscosity 1.0021 cP, refractive 
index 1.330 and relative dielectric constant 80.4). A refractive index of 1.45 was used for mucin proteins. 
After a short equilibration time (2 min) at 20 °C, the sample in a folded capillary cell was subjected to 
the measurement under a constant voltage (150 mV). Zeta potential measurements were repeated 3 times 
each consisting of 100 to 500 runs with a single run duration of 30 seconds. The zeta potential , was 
analyzed according the the Smoluchowski equation,191 using the software provided by the manufacturer: " # )¸qL, where - is experimentally determined electrophoretic mobility, # viscosity and . dielectric 
constant. 
3.2.9.Immobilization of mucin on supported membranes. 
The substrate was incubated with a 180 "L portion of DOPC/Biotin Cap PE vesicle (98/2) suspension 
(0.5 mg/mL) for 45 min at 40°C, and the unbound vesicles were removed by the rigorous rinsing with 
TRIS buffer. Following the incubation with NeutrAvidin solution (0.95 mg/mL) for 2 h, finally the 
sample was incubated with biotinylated mucin solution (2 "L) for 1 h, and the unbound mucin was 
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removed by rinsing. To verify the enzymatic digestion of mucin, we also immobilized biotinylated 
mucin to membrane supported by SiO2 particles (Ø * 10 "m).192 SiO2 particles (20 mg) were mixed with 
a 1 mL portion of DOPC/Biotin Cap PE vesicle (98/2) suspension (3.9 mg/mL) for 1 h at room 
temperature in an overhead rotator. After rigorous washing, the particle-supported membranes were 
incubated with NeutrAvidin and biotinylated mucin solution, as described above. The successful 
immobilization of mucin was checked by incubation of BSA-passivated particles with WGA-Texas Red 
for 30 min at 37 °C. 
3.2.10.Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (QCM-D).  
The silica crystal sensors were cleaned as previously described.193 Prior to the measurement, the crystal 
surface was activated in an ozone cleaner for 30 min. Lipid vesicles were extruded through a 
polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 50 nm to obtain small unilamellar vesicles. QCM-D 
measurements were performed at 37 °C using a Q-SENSE E4 system (BiolinScientifc AB, Sweden), 
recording the fundamental resonance frequency (5 MHz) and six overtones (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th,11th and 13th). 
The flow rates were 20 "L/mL for the incubation with vesicles and proteins and 50 "L/min for rinsing. 
The changes in the resonant frequency )f and dissipation )D were fitted with the Voigt model.194 The 
solvent density (993 kg/m3), the solvent viscosity (0. 69 mPa+s), and the protein layer density (1050 
kg/m3)195 were set constant. 
3.2.11.Enzymatic degradation of mucin. 
To model the damage to mucin in intestinal bowel diseases, we enzymatically digested mucin coupled 
to supported membranes in two steps:83 (1) sugar side chains were firstly shaved off by incubating the 
sample with a neuraminidase solution (1 U/mL) for 3 h at 37 °C, then (2) the protein core was digested 
by incubating the sample with a protease solution (30 U/mL) for 12 h at 37 °C. The digestion of mucin 
was monitored by QCM-D. The enzymatic digestion was further verified by subjecting the mucin 
coupled to particle-supported membranes to SDS-PAGE. Particle-supported membranes were incubated 
with (i) a neuraminidase solution (1 U/mL), (ii) a protease solution (30 U/mL), and (iii) a mixture of 
both for 12 h at 37 °C, followed by the centrifugation for 10 min at 5000 rpm. Laemmli buffer (65 mM 
TRIS, SDS 3.3 wt%, glycerin 5% (v/v), bromophenol blue 0.005 wt%, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol (v/v), pH 
6.8) was added to membrane pellets (60 "L) and to the supernatant (1:1), and the samples were heated 
for 6 min at 95 °C. After cooling down, both membrane pellets and supernatants were subjected to SDS-
PAGE (Mini-PROTEAN, BioRad, München, Germany) at 120 V (PowerEase500, Invitrogen, Waltham, 
MA, USA) for 90 min. The protein bands were detected following the silver staining protocol.196 
3.2.12.Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy (RICM). 
All the micro-interferometry experiments were carried out at 37 °C, using an Axio Observer Z1 
microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with an oil immersion objective lens (NA 1.25, 63 
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#, PH 3). A monochromatic light from a high-pressure metal halide lamp (' = 546 nm) was selected 
with a band-pass filter for the observation. Two polarizers were inserted into the light path in orthogonal 
arrangement: one was placed in the illumination and the other in the detection path. A quarter-wave 
plate was inserted behind the front lens of the objective, and the Illumination Numerical Aperture (INA) 
was adjusted to 0.48 to record multiple interferences. 1000 consecutive images were recorded with an 
Orca-Flash4.0LT camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Herrsching, Germany) at an exposure time of 30 ms, 
and subjected to the analysis. 
The artifact from the lateral drift of particles was minimized by applying an edge detection filter to each 
image. After the radial integration, two consecutive maximum/minimum positions (E1, E2) closest to 
the center were selected. Under a quasi-normal light incidence, the simplified theory can be applied to 
perform the conversion of intensity I to relative height )hpp for all pixel positions (pp) in between E1 
and E2:197 
 N#$$qKW#%tn#%yZ#%tq#%y # K ®¯f =&58'//.- ($$¼ A. (3.7) 
In Fig. 3.3, the analysis process of the recorded videos is schematically illustrated, where the theoretical 
tools described in section 2.6.3 were used. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3: Analysis of the RICM data. (a) Example of a typical RICM pattern observed for a latex or a 
SiO2 microparticle. (b) The intensity of the Newtonian fringes is integrated radially and its evolution 
can be plotted over time. (c) For each time frame, the sine function is approximated in the linear interval 
between two adjacent maximum and minimum points, according to Eq. (3.7). (d) The height fluctuations 
of the pixels included in the chosen linear region are plotted vs. t, by subtracting the average height 
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value: #h = #hpp ' :#hpp;. (e) A probability histogram of finding one pixel at a certain #h, P(#h), is 
constructed (f) Thanks to Boltzmann’s inverse work functional theorem, the interaction potential 
between particle and substrate can be related to the probability P(#h) via ¤W!Z)£@ # K% «h¬¦W'VZ­ MQR5Sk_. In case of a weak, non-specific interactions, V(#h) can be approximated with a harmonic 
potential of the form W!VZ #K ¤**N !VN where ¥¥ # KO+ª& y,-KW.W!ZZy /B!D The latter can be interpreted 
as the spring constant of a harmonic potential and it is an indicator of how sharply the object is confined 
in a potential well. 
3.2.13.Microfluidic experiments: wash-off and adhesion. 
The shear stress generated at the bottom and in the center of a rectangular channel by a steady and 
laminar flow can be calculated as:198  
 ¢WX # ^, Y # %VZ K# K0ó 1z W%`Z³´WO5 M `ZN!³~p ÎOÐ k25V 3WO5 M `Z VO´45  (3.8) 
where # is the viscosity of the fluid, / is the total flow through the channel, h is the height of the channel, 
b is the half depth of the channel and q can be expressed as:  
 óK # K  V´ % 6´ =N¾A7 89 LWN³nLZ:!³~p k25V ;WN³nLZ¾N8 <=. (3.9) 
For the rectangular gaskets (h = 250 "m, w = 10 mm), the formula can be further simplified: 
 ¢WX # ^, Y # %VZ K# LNKl>?@y0 . (3.10) 
In Chapter 5, as an additional measure for the evaluation of interactions between particles and mucin 
layers, wash-off experiments were performed using microfluidic channels with a rectangular cross-
section (ibidi "-Slides VI0.4). In brief: after incubating the silica particles coated with lipid membranes 
with supported membranes functionalized with mucin for 30 min, the shear stress was elevated from 
0.03 to 0.34 Pa by pumping 5 mL TRIS buffer at increasing flow rates using a syringe pump (55-2316, 
Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). Snapshots were collected from 8 positions along the channel 
axis and subjected to the analysis.  
In Chapter 6, the dynamic adhesion of LGG under flow and the flow-induced detachment of LGG under 
controlled shear stresses were quantitatively evaluated by transferring the porous polymer membrane 
covered with a cell monolayer into a microfluidic chamber with a rectangular gasket (Warner 
Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA). 
To observe the dynamic adhesion of LGG on a “blank” cell monolayer, called “adhesion experiments” 
in the following chapters, DAPI-stained LGG were diluted in cell medium to a concentration of 4.7 , 
107 cells/ml. Afterwards, 5 ml of medium containing bacteria cells were pumped into the chamber at 
increasing flow rates using a syringe pump (55-2316, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). After 
each measurement, the sample was replaced by the new one. For the flow-induced detachment of the 
“pre-occupied” cell monolayer, called “wash-off experiments” in the following chapters, the DAPI-
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stained LGG were incubated on the cell monolayers for 30 min. Subsequently, the shear stress was 
elevated step-wisely from 0.03 to 1.2 Pa by pumping 5 ml of cell medium at increasing flow rates. 
Snapshots were collected from 8 positions along the channel axis and subjected to the analysis. 
3.2.14.Cell culture.  
LGG were cultured for 18 h at 37 °C in MRS broth, harvested by centrifugation at 3500 g for 15 min 
and washed three times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). For quantitative determination of 
CFU, 100 "l of a serial diluted bacteria suspension were plated on MRS broth agar dishes, incubated 
for 48 h at 37 °C in an anaerobic jar, and the number of colonies were determined by the plate count 
method. For the experiments in microfluidic chambers, LGG were fluorescently stained with DAPI 
(1:200) and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. Caco2 cells and HT29 MTX were seeded in 12 
wells Transwell culture dishes at 7.5 # 104 cells/well and cultured in DMEM containing 5 wt% fetal calf 
serum (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The cells were cultured for 21 d to allow apical-basal 
polarization and establishment of tight junctions, which was confirmed by measuring TEER. 
3.2.15.Immunofluorescence staining.  
Prior to the immunofluorescence staining, the porous polymer membranes supporting the cell monolayer 
were cut from the Transwell inserts, and transferred to a 6 wells plate. The cells were fixed with 4 wt% 
formalin (20 min), then treated with 0.1 wt% TRITON 100X (20 min) and 3 wt% BSA (2 h) at room 
temperature. BSA in excess was removed down to 1 ml and Tween20 was added to 0.01 wt% together 
with the primary monoclonal antibodies, anti-mucin (1:100) and anti-ZO-1 (1:200). Cells were 
incubated overnight at 4 °C. Subsequently, the samples were washed with 0.1 wt% Tween20, followed 
by incubation with the dye-conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. Cell nuclei 
were stained by incubation with DAPI (1:200) for 10 min. After the whole staining procedure, the 
polymer membranes were mounted on glass slides, and subjected to the imaging with a Nikon C2 Plus 
confocal microscope (Düsseldorf, Germany). It should be noted that the immunofluorescence staining 
of tight junction proteins requires the removal of mucin by the treatment with N-acetyl cysteine before 
fixation, in order that the access of anti-ZO-1 is not blocked by the mucin layer.199 
3.2.16.Particle-Assisted AFM indentation.  
The elasticity of intestinal epithelial monolayer was determined by indentation of cell monolayers using 
a NanoWizard AFM50 (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany). Since mucin forms a hydrogel with 
unknown characteristic mesh sizes, we used the cantilevers (spring constant: 0.08 N/m) coupled to SiO2 
particle (? = 10.2 "m) in order to minimize artifacts generated by indenting the voids and defects. 
Porous polymer membranes covered by cell monolayers were excised from the culture well and glued 
onto round glass coverslips (Ø = 25 mm). All the experiments were performed in a sterile medium at 37 
°C. Indentation curves (N > 50) were measured at different positions with an indentation speed of 2 
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"m/s. The effective bulk elastic modulus E of the cell surface were calculated by fitting the 
force,indentation curves using the Hertz model for a spherical indenter:200 
  #K AB?WLqCyZ  N¡ . (3.11) 
F is the force, ( the indentation depth, C the Poisson ratio (0.5), and R the radius of SiO2 particles (5.1 
"m). The results of the fitting are presented by the median and the standard errors. 
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Results and Discussion 
In the next three Chapters, the results obtained during the course of the doctoral studies will be presented 
and discussed. 
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Chapter 4: Interfacial gelation dynamics of sodium alginate at the 
o/w interface probed by GI-XPCS. 
 
The majority of the data presented in this chapter was summarized in an article to be submitted to a 
peer-reviewed journal: 
  
Title: 
“Liquid/liquid interface dynamics probed by grazing incidence XPCS” 
 
Federico Amadei1, Wasim Abuillan2, Akihisa Yamamoto4, Judith Thoma1, Esther Kimmle1, Julian 
Czajor1, Yuriy Chushkin3, Oleg Konovalov3 and Motomu Tanaka1,4 
 
1 Physical Chemistry of Biosystems, Institute of Physical Chemistry, Heidelberg University, D69120 
Heidelberg, Germany 
2 Department of Fundamental Engineering, Institute of Industrial Science, The University of Tokio, 4-
6-1 Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo 153-8505, Japan 
3 European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, CS 40220, 38043, Grenoble, France 
4 Center for Integrative Medicine and Physics, Institute for Advanced Study, Kyoto University, 606-
8501 Kyoto, Japan 
 
Author Contributions: 
F.A. performed all aspects and data analysis of the experiments presented in this chapter. W.A., A.Y., 
J.T., E.K., J.C. helped during the stay at the beamlime ID10 at ESRF to perform the X-ray scattering 
experiments. W.A. and A.Y. especially gave an intellectual contribution to the interpretation and 
discussion of the results. Y.C. contributed crucially to the realization of the experiment at the beamline 
ID10 and also wrote the program to analyze the acquired data. O.K. designed the sample chamber to 
perform GI-XPCS at the liquid/liquid interface. M.T. participated in the conception and design of the 
experiments described here and was involved in manuscript writing. 
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4.1.Summary 
Albeit the structural evolution accompanying the sol-gel transition of sodium alginate has been largely 
investigated, no studies have been reported on the corresponding dynamics of interfacial gelation at the 
o/w interface. Several pioneering studies suggested that grazing incidence X-ray photon correlation 
spectroscopy, GI-XPCS, is one of the new challenges to shed light on the dynamics of soft interfaces. 
In this study, interfacial gelation of sodium alginate at the o/w interface and the temporal evolution of 
the underlying dynamics at the nanometric length scale were investigated by means of GI-XPCS. In a 
first step, the sol-gel transition of alginate was detected in bulk (SAXS-XPCS) by looking into the 
dynamics of silica nanoparticles used as tracers in the polymer matrix. The results clearly indicate that 
the characteristic relaxation time calculated from the autocorrelation functions of the silica tracers 
strongly depends on the cross-linker concentrations. Subsequently, interfacial stress rheometry was used 
to monitor the dynamics at the interface, in which the change in storage and loss moduli of sodium 
alginate at the o/w interface was monitored vs delay time, after the injection of CaCl2 nanoparticles 
suspended in oil. The crossing of the storage modulus over the loss modulus was a clear indication that 
CaCl2 nanoparticles condensed at the interface and induced the gelation of sodium alginate, that reached 
the saturation level after approx. 10 h of reaction. Once the time window of the experiments at the o/w 
interface was set, GI-XPCS was performed by spreading hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticles that remained 
confined at the o/w interface and increased the scattering signal. The autocorrelation functions 
calculated from the scattering intensities at different times after cross-linker injection clearly indicated 
a significant change in the characteristic relaxation time over one order of magnitude. The obtained 
results served as a proof of concept with respect to GI-XPCS applied to soft liquid-liquid interfaces. 
Further investigations are necessary to shed light on the kinetics of interface gelation from the viewpoint 
of interface dynamics. 
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4.2.Results and Discussion 
4.2.1.Gelation of polyalginate in bulk. 
Prior to the measurements to investigate the gelation of PA at the liquid/liquid interface, the gelation in 
bulk via SAXS-XPCS using glass capillaries was tested, where silica nanoparticles were used as tracers, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Interestingly, in the absence of cross-linkers (0 mM, turquoise curve) the 
dynamics of the system is too fast and the initial plateau cannot be captured due to the mechanical 
constraints of the opening and closing times of the fast shutter placed between the X-ray source and the 
sample, that cannot be decreased beyond a threshold of 2 ms. Nevertheless, the autocorrelation function 
could be fitted using the KWW empirical function (Eq. 3.6) and the characteristic decay time was found 
to be =0 mM = (4.8 ± 0.1) , 10'2 s. Similar to the previous case, the dynamics of alginate gel prepared 
with a low concentration of cross-linkers (10 mM, light blue curve) is fast although a shoulder-like 
feature starts appearing and the characteristic decay time is almost twice as much as the one in the sol 
state, =10 mM = (9.5 ± 0.2) , 10'2 s. However, when the polyalginate gel was prepared with a high 
concentration of cross-linkers (100 mM, dark blue curve) the dynamics slows down dramatically and 
the decay time of the autocorrelation function increases of a factor approx. 200, =100 mM = 22.8 ± 0.3 s. 
Interestingly, this increase is accompanied by an increase in the form factor ) from )10 mM = 0.95 ± 0.03 
to )100 mM = 1.42 ± 0.03, denoting a crossover from a stretched () < 1) to a compressed () > 1) evolution 
of the decay of the ACFs. A similar crossover has been detected in bulk for other polymer gels such as 
methylcellulose.57 
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Fig. 4.1: Gelation in bulk of PA 1.7 wt% proved by SAXS-XPCS. (a) Scheme of the experimental 
setup, where SiO2 nanoparticles were used as tracers for gelation. (b) Selection of intensity 
autocorrelation functions (ACFs) in the absence (turquoise), low concentration (light blue), and high 
concentration (dark blue) of cross-linkers. The increase in decay time = and shape parameter ) is 
dependent on cross-linkers concentration and is a clear sign of the gel formation in bulk. 
4.2.2.Gelation of PA at the o/w interface investigated by means of ISR. 
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Fig. 4.2: ISR experimental setup. The experimental setup of ISR to investigate the gelation of PA at 
the o/w interface is schematically illustrated. A De Nouy Pt ring placed at the o/w interface oscillates 
with frequency @ = 7 Hz and amplitude A = 1 mrad. The zoom-in inset displays the condensation of the 
CaCl2 NP at the interface. 
 
In Fig. 4.2 the experimental setup of the ISR technique which was used to investigate the gelation of 
polyalginate at the liquid/liquid interface is presented. To be able to follow it over hours, the gelation of 
polyalginate was slowed down by adding CaCl2 nanoparticles suspended in oil, therefore making it a 
diffusion-limited process, where the nanoparticles condense at the interface, driven by the action of the 
surfactant. To determine a time window during which the gelation of polyalginate at the o/w interface 
must be followed, the interfacial stress rheometry experiments were first put in place, whose results are 
reported in Fig. 4.3. After the addition of the cross-linkers suspended in oil, the formation of a gel at the 
liquid/liquid interface was observed by naked eye as shown in panels (a1) and (a2). For instance, a turbid 
and milky layer was formed above the liquid/liquid interface, that in the camera pictures was highlighted 
with a dotted line, after 12 h of delay time. 
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Fig. 4.3. Interfacial gelation of PA unraveled by ISR. Camera snapshots of the sample before (a1, t 
= 0 h) and after the gelation (a2, t = 12 h). PA gel can be identified as a turbid layer near the o/w interface 
indicated by a black broken line in (a2) (b) Change in dynamic elastic modulus (#G6, black) and viscous 
modulus (#G66, red) plotted as a function of time. [PA] = 1.0 wt% (squares) and 1.5 wt% (circles). Black 
lines correspond to sigmoidal fits to #G6(t), while the blue line shows the linear extrapolation yielding 
the lag time tlag. The inset shows the saturation levels (#GD6) vs. [PA]. 
 
To gain further insight, not only qualitatively but also quantitatively, the gelation of PA prepared at 
different concentrations (1.5 and 1.0 wt%) was monitored via ISR and the experimental results are 
presented in Fig. 4.3 (b). The fact that after an initial lag time the elastic modulus #G6 increased and 
went beyond the level #G66 was in both cases a clear sign of a sol-gel transition. To extrapolate the 
kinetic parameters, the curves were analyzed using the model reported by Shoffner et al.201, which is a 
modified sigmoidal function that takes into account the curve asymmetry, as given by: 
 !"WkZ # '"p¥ M !"!¥W` M D<XEqrW2q2ßZZL CF  (4.1) 
where #G6(t) is the magnitude of the difference in the elastic modulus at time t, #G60 is the baseline 
level of the lag phase, #G6D is the saturation level (plateau) of the progress curve, tm is the inflection 
time at which the growth rate reaches its maximum, C is a parameter that alters the asymmetry of the 
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curve and k is the rise rate. The lag time can be then extrapolated in terms of the empirical parameters 
by: 
 k:1G # k % ` M KDU  (4.2) 
Interestingly, it was found that the lag time was inversely proportional to the polymer concentration, for 
instance tlag 1.5% = 168 min and tlag 1.0% = 258 min. On the other hand, the saturation level was directly 
proportional to [PA], namely #G6D 1.5% = 32.4 ± 0.1 mN/m and #G6D 1.0% = 27.7 ± 0.3 mN/m. Both 
findings can be explained and understood if one considers that the number of crosslinking points, where 
the entrapment of the Ca2+ ions in the guluronic acid blocks takes place, is directly proportional to the 
polymer concentration, therefore making the gelation process faster and the resulting gel “stiffer”. 
Furthermore, thanks to these findings, the time window for the GI-XPCS measurements could be set up 
to 600 min, time after which the gelation process at the interface is saturated. 
4.2.3.Gelation of PA at the o/w interface unraveled via GI-XPCS. 
In Fig. 4.4, the experimental setup of the GI-XPCS is presented. Following the idea used for SAXS-
XPCS, SiO2 NP were used to increase the scattering signal at the interface; however, in this case 
chemically modified NP, that were confined at the o/w interface because of their hydrophobic surface, 
were put in place. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4: GI-SAXS experimental setup. The experimental setup of GI-SAXS to investigate the gelation 
of PA at the o/w interface is schematically illustrated. The trough designed by Dr. Konovalov for 
experiments at the liquid/liquid interface was used. The trough was filled with a solution of aqueous 
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PA, on top of which SiO2 NP were spread to increase the scattering signal. Finally, CaCl2 NP suspended 
in oil were used as cross-linkers to trigger the interfacial gelation process. 
  
 Fig. 4.5 (a) shows a selection of normalized intensity ACFs (g2(q,t) ' B)/A measured at different delay 
times after the addition of the oil phase containing the CaCl2 nanoparticles on top of an aqueous solution 
of PA 1.5 wt%. In contrast to what was previously reported for the gelation of PA in bulk, at the initial 
time t = 0, when the system is in the sol phase still, the dynamics of the system at the liquid/liquid 
interface can be captured and the exponential decay is visible. This behavior might be due to the fact 
that the hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticles are confined in a thin, two-dimensional layer, restricting their 
freedom of motion. For instance, the decay time of the autocorrelation function was =0 min = 2.0 ± 0.2 s 
which is about 40 times more than what we reported for PA in bulk in the absence of cross-linkers =0 mM 
= (4.8 ± 0.1) , 10'2 s. Interestingly, when we repeated the measurement at a later time point although 
still within the lag time window, we found that the decay time of the intensity ACF had increased by a 
factor 4, = 90 min = 8.8 ± 0.1 s. This finding, together with the kinetic curves in Fig. 4.3 (b), suggests that 
the formation of gelation nuclei at a nanoscale level, accompanied by a consequent slowdown of the 
dynamics, takes already place during the lag phase, however this can be detected only by a sensitive 
technique such as GI-XPCS. On the other hand, as the number of nanometric gelation points increases, 
they start interacting with each other until a certain critical threshold is reached, beyond which the 
macroscopic transition takes place, as proved by ISR. As shown in Fig. 4.5 (b), it is remarkable that as 
the reaction proceeds and the GI-XPCS measurement were repeated at later delay times, the decay time 
of the intensity ACFs kept increasing, suggesting a further slowdown of the dynamics at a nanoscale 
level confined at the liquid/liquid interface. For instance, =300 min = 20.2 ± 0.9 s and =580 min = 45.9 ± 1.1 
s, therefore with an overall increase of the decay time in the saturation level regime by a factor 23 
compared to the one measured at t = 0. This effect can be attributed to the increase in viscosity of the 
polymer. From the macroscopic ISR measurements we can indeed estimate the complex interfacial 
viscosity 7 # K PW!H*ZynW!H**Zyo , where @ is the angular frequency. In order to compare the two 
experimental techniques, the complex interfacial viscosity has been estimated from the rheological 
measurements performed with the same experimental conditions used for GI-SAXS, at least for what 
concerns the [PA] and the [CaCl2 nanoparticles]. Considering "* = 386 mPa4m4s and "* = 4239 mPa4m4s 
at t = 0 and t = 600 min respectively, this gives rise to an increase of a factor *11. This one is about 2 
times less than the corresponding factor of *23 that we measured with GI-XPCS, from =0 min = 2.0 s to 
=580 min = 45.9 s. Despite this discrepancy, these findings suggest a direct connection between the increase 
in the interfacial viscosity and the slowdown of the dynamics at the liquid/liquid interface. 
Together with the increase of the decay time of the intensity ACFs, the progress of the gelation process 
is also attested by the evolution of the shape exponent as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c). For instance, it increased 
from )0 min = 0.78 ± 0.09 to )580 min = 1.20 ± 0.03, leading from a stretched profile of the ACF to a 
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“compressed” one, similar to what we reported for the gelation of PA in bulk. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.5 
(d) the relaxation rate, < = ='1, is reported, which shows a linear dependence on q for the time points t 
= 90, 300, 580 min. Note that the same tendency < vs q was observed for t = 0 min as well, however it 
was not included in Fig 4.5 (d) to improve the clarity because of the different order of magnitude (See 
the Appendix A1). Interestingly, the slope of the lines fitting the < profiles strongly decreases as the 
reaction carries on, which is a clear indication of the formation of the gel structure and the consequent 
slowdown of the dynamics. This behavior is not surprising at all; as discussed in Chapter 2 the 
appearance of compressed correlation functions together with a linear, < * q, dependence is often 
associated with a hyper-diffusive, ballistic-type motion, emerging from the abrupt release of the strain 
field produced by a random distribution of slowly-evolving sources of internal stress.182, 183 As 
previously mentioned by Madsen,65 this unusual behavior is often considered as the distinct sign of out-
of-equilibrium dynamics in many complex systems, like concentrated colloidal suspensions,182 
polymeric and colloidal gels,63, 202 two-dimensional gels,64 nanoparticles probes in glass former matrix71, 
72 and structural glasses.67 Interestingly, a linear dependence of the relaxation rate from on q is exhibited 
even at the onset of the gelation transition, where the intensity ACF still decays in a stretched 
exponential fashion and one would expect a diffusive dynamics, thus < * q2, as in the case of Brownian 
motion, that was discussed in Chapter 2. This characteristic tendency has been reported also in colloidal 
suspensions of Laponite69 and in a two-dimensional gel203 and could be related to a discontinuous 
hopping-induced diffusion204 at the crossover between the sol and gel phase. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 Change in interfacial dynamics unraveled by GI-XPCS. (a) Normalized intensity 
autocorrelation functions (ACFs) measured at t = 0, 90, 300, and 580 min after the injection of CaCl2 
NP. at q|| = 0.15 nm'1. Solid lines represent the fits obtained with Eq. (3.6). Temporal evolution of the 
(b) structural relaxation time = and (c) form factor ). (d) Relaxation rate < plotted vs. q|| at t = 90, 300 
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and 580 min, implying the suppression of interface dynamics by gelation. Solid lines represent linear 
regressions. 
 
Thanks to the use of a two-dimensional detector, the underlying dynamics at the nanoscale level can be 
probed simultaneously at different scattering vectors. The q||  dependence (along the y-axis direction as 
shown in Fig. 4.4) of the intensity ACFs and their corresponding decay time = is reported in Fig. 4.6 (a) 
and 4.6 (b) at the time point t = 580 min which corresponds to the achievement of the gelation saturation 
level. Remarkably, as q increases, the decay time, =, of the corresponding ACF decreases. This 
observation can be understood in terms of the reciprocity between the scattering vector and the length 
scales: larger qs are indeed associated to shorter length scales and vice versa.  
In contrast to the strong dependence of = on q|| , the decay of the intensity ACF is independent from the 
perpendicular component of the exchanged momentum (along the z-axis as shown in Fig. 4.4). For 
instance, all normalized intensity ACFs overlap with each other and the extrapolated = values were found 
to diverge of less than 10% of the standard error with respect to the mean value as shown in Fig. 5.6 (c) 
and 5.6 (d). These findings are a clear sign that the gelation dynamics is confined within the oil-water 
interfacial plane, therefore a surface phenomenon of two-dimensional nature. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.6: Dependence of the relaxation time = on q||  and qE. (a) Normalized intensity ACFs at t = 580 
min. ACFs collected at various q|| are presented in a colored fashion. (b) Relaxation time = plotted as a 
function of q||. (c) Normalized intensity ACFs at t = 200 min. ACFs collected at various qE are presented 
in a colored fashion. (b) Relaxation time = plotted as a function of qE. 
4.2.4.The aging effect in hydro- and polymer gels. 
As a general remark, when out-of-equilibrium systems, such as hydro- and polymer gels, are involved, 
one should always consider that the dynamics is largely affected by the time when the measurement is 
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performed, as it was discussed in the examples given at the end of Chapter 2. Therefore, it is not 
surprising at all that the ACF spontaneously changes over time, simply because the underlying dynamic 
processes are not stationary. 
Other studies on similar systems such as methylcellulose gels focused on this aspect, pointing out the 
presence of an underlying physical “aging effect”. Interestingly, this aging can have a dramatic effect 
on the observed dynamics of the system, which was reflected in an increase of the decay time of the 
ACF up to one order of magnitude, when the same measurement was repeated one hour after temperature 
equilibration.57 As presented in Fig. 4.7, a hint of a similar behavior was observed for PA in bulk, where 
the decay time of the ACF increased of a factor 2, when we repeated the measurement at a new position 
with a time shift of ca. 8 minutes. However, such a dramatic effect as reported for methylcellulose was 
not observed in case of polyalginate measured via GI-XPCS at the liquid/liquid interface. For instance, 
when we repeated the measurement at time t = 600 min, the decay time of the ACF and the q||  
dependence were similar to what we found for t = 580 min, with the exception of the Kohlrausch 
exponent which increased from )580 min = 1.20 ± 0.03 to )600 min = 1.54 ± 0.02 (See Appendix A2). These 
findings might suggest that the time scales to be able to observe a clear sign of aging effect for our 
system are much longer, possibly due to the constraints imposed by the limited diffusion of the cross-
linkers at the o/w interface, with a consequent slow nucleation and growth rate of the gelation sites. 
More investigations are required in order to be able to explain the complex underlying hyper-diffusive 
dynamics and the stress relaxation phenomena of the microdomains occurring in this non-trivial system. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.7. Effect of aging in the gelation of polyalginate in bulk. Intensity ACFs measured at two 
different time points for the same strong gel, prepared with PA 1.7 wt% and 100 mM CaCl2. of cross-
linkers. The increase in decay time = of a factor 2 between the initial (light blue), and final (dark blue) 
state suggests the presence of an underlying aging effect. 
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Chapter 5: Non-Classical Interactions of Phosphatidylcholine with 
Mucin Protect Intestinal Surfaces 
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here and was involved in manuscript writing. 
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5.1.Summary 
Here, the question how PC interacts with its binding proteins, the mucins, which may establish the 
hydrophobic barrier against colonic microbiota, was addressed. The significance of interfacial 
interactions between phospholipids and mucin proteins was quantified by the combination of an in vitro 
intestinal surface model and label-free microinterferometry. The model of intestinal surfaces consists of 
planar lipid membranes deposited on solid substrates (supported membranes) that display mucin 
proteins at defined surface densities. Following the quantitative characterization of the systems, the 
vertical fluctuation of 10 "m-large particles on model intestinal surfaces by using microinterferometry 
were monitored, and the effective interfacial interaction potentials were calculated by analytically 
solving the Langevin equation. It was found that the spring constant of interfacial potentials calculated 
based on a harmonic approximation increased concomitantly with the increase in surface potentials, 
indicating the dominant role of electrostatic interactions. Intriguingly, the spring constants of particles 
coated with phospholipids do not follow electrostatic interactions. The spring constant of particles 
coated with zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine was larger compared to membranes incorporating 
positively or negatively charged lipids. These findings suggested the presence of another underlying 
molecular level interaction, such as phosphocholine-saccharide interactions. The fact that 
phosphatidylcholine sustains the binding capability to enzymatically degraded mucin suggests that the 
direct delivery of phosphatidylcholine to the damaged mucus is a promising strategy for the better 
treatment of patients affected by inflammatory bowel diseases. 
 
 
 
Scheme 5.1: Design of experimental systems to quantify the interfacial interaction potentials 
between lipids and mucin. Height fluctuation of SiO2 particles (Ø * 10 "m) coated with lipid 
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membranes on the mucin-displaying surface was monitored by microinterferometry. The analytical 
solution of Langevin equation yields the effective interfacial interaction potential. 
5.2.Results and discussion 
5.2.1.Fabrication of an in vitro intestinal model surfaces.  
Fig. 5.1 represents the changes in resonant frequency #f and dissipation #D from the fifth overtone 
monitored by QCM-D, following the subsequent incubation with (i) lipid vesicles (ii) NeutrAvidin and 
(iii) biotinylated mucin solutions. The first process, (i) formation of supported membranes by vesicle 
fusion could be fitted with the Sauerbrey equation: 
 ' # K% +(/³ KIh×KC #K% +(/½ . (5.1) 
since the change in dissipation (#D * 0.5 E,6) was well below the threshold level 2 , 10'6. 205 C is the 
mass-sensitivity constant (C = 18.06 ng Hz-1 cm-2), n the overtone number, #m (ng/cm2) the adsorbed 
mass per unit area, #f (Hz) the frequency shift, and $ the density of DOPC membrane $DOPC = 0.998 
g/cm3.206, 207 The transient decrease in #f  * 26 Hz coincides with the adsorption of vesicles, which is 
followed by the increase to a steady state. The difference between the initial state and the saturation 
level #f  * 26 Hz shows an excellent agreement with those previously reported for supported lipid 
membranes. In fact, the thickness of the film obtained from the analysis (4.7 nm) shows good agreement 
with those reported for supported lipid membranes measured by high energy specular X-ray reflectivity, 
3.9 - 5.4 nm.139  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1: Step-wise fabrication of an in vitro intestine model surface monitored by QCM-D. (i) 
deposition of supported membranes, (ii) coupling of NeutrAvidin cross-linkers, and (iii) binding of 
biotinylated mucin could be detected quantitatively by decreases in the resonant frequencies (black) and 
increases in the dissipations (red). 
 
The deposition of (ii) NeutrAvidin and (iii) mucin were fitted with Voigt model: 
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 '·K  K% LN¾½ÄÄ JK>KsK MKVLL¹K % OVL =>KsKAN >toy>tyKnKoy>tyL. (5.2) 
and 
 !ÔK  K L¾/½ÄÄ JK>KsK M KOVL =>KsKAN >to>tyKnKoy>tyL. (5.3) 
!0 and h0 are the density and thickness of the crystal, "3 the viscosity of the bulk liquid, 13 the viscous 
penetration depth of the shear wave in the bulk liquid, @ the angular frequency of the oscillation. !1, 11, 
"1 and µ1 are the density, the thickness, the viscosity and the shear elasticity of the adsorbed layer, 
respectively. The values obtained from the fitting are summarized in Table 5.1. 
 
 Thickness (nm) Viscosity (10,3) (Pa+s) 
Shear modulus 
(103) (Pa) 
NeutrAvidin 5.8 ± 1.4 0.9 ± 0.4 1050 ± 29 
Mucin 29.3 ± 1.3 1.8 ± 0.1 25 ± 7 
 
Table 5.1: Summary of QCM-D data results presented in Fig. 5.1 using a De Voigt model to fit the 
experimental data. 
 
The value for the thickness of the NeutrAvidin layer (5.8 ± 1.4 nm) is in excellent agreement with the 
crystallography structural data from dry protein crystals (5.3 nm),208 and the values obtained by specular 
X-ray reflectivity (4.8 nm) and grazing incidence X-ray scattering (5.2 nm) measured at the air/water 
interface.209 As suggested from a large increase in dissipation compared to NeutrAvidin, )D * 6 # 10 
,6, the analysis reveals that the mucin forms a layer with a high viscosity, " = (1.8 ± 0.1) # 10,3 Pas, and 
shear modulus, - = (25 ± 7) # 103 Pa. This seems to be in good agreement with previous QCM-D studies 
on mucin proteins that can be found in airway and gastrointestinal mucosal surfaces (MUC5B) 
physisorbed onto bare gold surfaces, that report values of " = 1.3 # 10,3 Pas, and shear modulus, - = 
9.8 , 103 Pa.210 The thickness obtained by the Voigt model (29.3 ± 1.3 nm) seems much higher than the 
values reported for mucin physisorbed on Au surfaces (7 – 10 nm)195, 211 which can be attributed to the 
fact that our membrane surfaces display significantly attractive anchoring points compared to Au. Note 
that the dissociation constant of biotin-NeutrAvidin interaction is ~ 10–15 M,212 and the average distance 
between biotin moieties used in this study is 5 , 6 nm,213 which is much smaller than the hydrodynamic 
radius of the same mucin we previously measured, 4mucin = 46 ± 11 nm.13 Although all the biotin-
NeutrAvidin sites would not be occupied, it is plausible that the grafting density is much larger compared 
to the physisorbed mucin on Au. The stable grafting of mucin onto supported membranes was further 
verified by incubating dye-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin at 37 °C. Compared to the control signal 
detected on pure DOPC lipid membranes, we observed a clear signal that confirms the homogeneous 
deposition of mucin layers, as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.2: Staining with fluorescently labeled lectin confirms the anchoring of mucin on supported 
membranes. Fluorescence images (b) pure DOPC membrane and (c) membrane coated with mucin after 
30 min incubation at 37 °C with wheat germ agglutinin coupled to TexasRed. (a) The integrated 
fluorescence intensities confirm the binding of mucin. The scale bar represents 10 "m. 
5.2.2.Interaction of latex microparticles with mucin follows electrostatics 
The first question which was addressed aimed to determine the role of electrostatics in interfacial 
interactions. Here, the interactions of latex microparticles carrying different surface charges with mucin 
layers were first investigated. The COO– latex particles show clearly negative potential ,COO– = – 79 ± 
3 mV. The untreated latex particles possess a slightly positive zeta potential ,untreated =  + 15 ± 1 mV. 
Once the COO– latex particles are coated with positively charged chitosan, the potential shifts to a 
positive value, ,chitosan+ = + 39 ± 9 mV. Fig. 5.3 (a) shows the height fluctuation of latex particles on 
supported membranes displaying mucin, recorded over 30 s. COO– latex particles exhibit the most 
pronounced height fluctuation with an amplitude larger than 10 nm (red). According to the increase in 
5 potential from untreated (blue) to chitosan-coated ones (green), the height fluctuation amplitude 
decreases. As presented in Fig. 5.3 (b), the interaction potential V(#h) near the minimum can be well 
fitted as a parabola, validating the imposed harmonic approximation according to Derjaguin75. Namely, 
the second derivative of the harmonic potential, V66, is the spring constant of a harmonic oscillator, 
representing how sharply the particle position is confined. As shown in the Fig., the increase in , 
potential of the latex particle surfaces leads to a monotonic increase in potential curvature. Since mucin 
is negatively charged due to the sialic acid residues, the observed tendency implies that the increase in 
electrostatic attractions caused the sharpening of the potential confinement of latex particles; V"COO– = 
1.1 ± 0.5, V"untreated = 4.7 ± 0.3 and V"chitosan+ = 31 ± 6 [10'22 J/nm2]. It should be noted that the deposition 
of chitosan (+) on COO– latex particles might change not only the net charge but also the viscoelasticity 
of the particle surface, which may cause an underestimation of the potential confinement. However, a 
recent study using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation indicated that the thickness of chitosan 
layer deposited on the oppositely charged surface is merely 3 – 5 nm 214. In fact, the chitosan-coated 
particles exhibit the sharper potential confinement than untreated particles which also carry positive net 
charges. Fig. 5.3 (c) represents the autocorrelation functions of height fluctuation for differently charged 
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latex particles, yielding the characteristic relaxation time =c from the fitting with single exponential 
decay functions (Eq. 5). The relaxation time of particles coated with positively charged chitosan =chitosan+ 
* 0.02 s is approx. 5 times shorter than the corresponding values of negatively charged COO– latex 
particles =COO– * 0.10 s, indicating the increase in electrostatic interactions also causes an increase in 
hydrodynamic friction ". Table 5.2 shows the summary of MSA, V", =c, and " calculated from more than 
20 particles for each data set. The obtained results denoted that the interaction between latex particles 
and mucin-coated surfaces is dominated by electrostatic interactions. To modulate net charges on probe 
particles, latex particles were used instead of silica particles that can be functionalized with various 
silane derivatives. First, the use of solid silica particles with a density of 2.6 g/cm3 was not practically 
possible, since the height fluctuation is damped by the gravitational force. Second, the porous silica 
particles with a lower density cannot be used, as the surface charges are not uniformly distributed on the 
surface displaying pores with the size of tens to hundreds of nm. 
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Fig. 5.3: RICM of latex particles to assess the role of electrostatics. (a) Height fluctuation #h(t) of 
latex particles on model intestine surfaces recorded over 30 s: red; carboxylated latex particles (–), blue; 
untreated latex particles, and green; carboxylated latex particles with additional chitosan layers (+). (b) 
Calculated interaction potentials and the parabolic fits according to the harmonic potential 
approximation. The spring constant (potential curvature) increases with the electrostatic interactions. (c) 
Autocorrelation functions of height fluctuation. Solid line represents single exponentials fits. 
 
Latex particle MSA [nm2] V66 [10'22 J/nm2] =c [s] A [10'22 J+s/nm2] 
COO' 841 ± 58 1.1 ± 0.5 0.10 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.09 
Untreated latex 50 ± 4 4.7 ± 0.3 0.09 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.19 
COO' coated with 
chitosan 
5.3 ± 0.5 31 ± 6 0.02 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.32 
 
Table 5.2. Summary of latex particles. The results for the Mean Square Amplitude (MSA), the spring 
constant (V66), the decay of the autocorrelation function (=c) and friction coefficient (A) for at least 20 
particles per condition are presented. 
5.2.3.Interaction of lipid-coated microparticles with mucin cannot be explained by electrostatics. 
In the next step, the interfacial interactions between mucin-displaying substrates and SiO2 particles 
coated with lipid membranes was investigated (Fig. 5.4 (a)). As presented in Fig. 5.4 (b), membranes 
based on negatively charged DOPG (,), zwitterionic DOPC (±) and positively charged DOTAP (+) 
were prepared. Fig. 5.4 (c) represents the phase contrast (upper panels) and fluorescence (lower panels) 
images of (c1) DOPG:DOPC, (c2) DOPC, and (c3) DOTAP membranes. Note that DOPG alone cannot 
form a stable membrane and hence was mixed with DOPC at a molar ratio of 1:1. The images captured 
at the same positions confirm that the surfaces of all silica particles are homogenously coated with lipid 
membranes. To further prove the coating and assess the modified surface charge distribution, & potential 
of the coated silica particles was measured: ,DOPG:DOPC = , 29 ± 1.5 mV, ,DOPC = , 8.7 ± 0.1 mV, and 
,DOTAP = + 27.6 ± 4.4 mV. A slightly negative value found for DOPC-coated particles can be attributed 
to the partial deprotonation of the choline group at pH 7.4.215 
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Fig. 5.4: RICM of lipid-coated SiO2 particles. (a) Schematic illustration of lipid membrane supported 
on SiO2 particle (Ø * 10 "m). (b) Chemical structures of lipids used in this study. (c) Phase contrast 
(top) and fluorescence (bottom) images of silica particles coated with lipids with different net charges; 
PG (–), PC (±), and TAP (+). The scale bars: 10 "m. (d) Calculated interaction potentials between model 
intestine surfaces and silica particles coated with lipids. The sharpest particle confinement was found 
for PC-coated particles. 
 
Fig. 5.4 (d) shows the calculated interfacial potential V(#h) from the height fluctuation for PG:PC (– 
red), PC (± blue), and TAP (+ green), fitted with parabolic functions. As obviously seen from the Fig.s, 
the potential curvature does not increase monotonically with the increase in & potential; V"DOPG:DOPC(–) = 
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2.2 ± 0.4, V"DOPC(±) = 4.6 ± 0.4, and V"DOTAP(+) = 3.5 ± 0.4 [10'21 J/nm2]. It should be noted that the 
characteristic relaxation time of the height-height autocorrelation function is close to the detection limit 
(0 < 0.01 s), suggesting that the hydrodynamic friction coefficient is " < 0.1 J+s/nm2, as shown in Fig. 
5.5.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5: Autocorrelation functions of height fluctuations for silica particles coated with lipid 
membranes on supported membranes decorated with mucin. Solid line represents single 
exponentials fits. It should be noted that the characteristic relaxation time of the height-height 
autocorrelation function is close to the detection limit (6 < 0.01 s), suggesting that the hydrodynamic 
friction coefficient is 7 < 0.1 J+s/nm2. 
 
The strongest potential confinement was observed for particles coated with zwitterionic DOPC 
membranes. This follows the line of our previous account, where we reported (a) the lipid vesicles by 
mucin was most pronounced for DOPC using DLS and (b) the enthalpy of interaction with DOPC was 
the largest compared to the other two membranes using ITC.13 In general, the experiments at different 
ionic strengths would be one of the straightforward strategies to highlight the role of electrostatics, 
although the main focus of this study is to quantify the phospholipid-mucin interactions under 
physiological conditions. However, it should be noted that the electrostatics of highly charged polymer 
chains cannot be handled by the classical Poisson-Boltzmann theorem, as the charge distribution is never 
static or uniform.216, 217 Furthermore, at low ionic strength, it has been reported that the ionic strength 
inside the polymer layer is significantly different from that of bulk.218 Since mucin used in this study is 
not fully defined in terms of degrees of glycosylation and ionization, we focused on the experiments at 
the physiological ionic strength. 
5.2.4.Wash-off assay confirms DOPC-mucin interactions can sustain the phospholipid barriers in 
intestine. 
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In order to understand if the phosphocholine-mucin interaction is indeed strong enough to sustain the 
phospholipid barrier on the intestinal mucus wash-off assays of lipid-coated particles were performed, 
as schematically depicted in Fig. 5.6 (a). Fig. 5.6 (b) represents the percentages of lipid-coated silica 
particles remaining adherent on mucin surfaces plotted as a function of shear stress. 50 % of particles 
coated with DOPG:DOPC (red, ,) were washed off already at the shear stress of =50 DOPG:DOPC(–) = 0.20 
Pa. On the other hand, the corresponding value for particles coated with positively charged DOTAP 
(green, +) and at =50 DOTAP(+) = 0.34 Pa, suggesting that positively charged lipid membranes can resist the 
higher shear stress than negatively charged membranes. Remarkably, more than 80 % of DOPC-coated 
particles remained adherent at = = 0.34 Pa. The =50 DOPC(±) estimated from the linear extrapolation is 8 
0.75 Pa. Considering the typical physiological range of shear stresses in intestines, 0.1 , 0.5 Pa,39 the 
obtained results suggest that the interaction of zwitterionic PC with mucin is stronger than electrostatic 
interactions and thus can sustain the phospholipid barrier on intestinal mucus under shear stresses. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.6: Wash-off assay prove a higher persistence of DOPC-coated SiO2 particles. (a) Schematic 
representation of wash-off assay. SiO2 particles coated with lipid membranes were firstly allowed to 
adhere on the cell monolayer (30 min), the shear stress was increased step-by-step. (b) Percentages on 
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particles remaining on the surface plotted as a function of shear stress =. About 50 % of particles coated 
with PG:PC (–) and TAP (+) were washed off already at the shear stress of = = 0.20 Pa, while more than 
80 % of PC-coated particles remained adherent at = = 0.34 Pa. Solid lines represent linear fits. 
5.2.5.Possible scenarios explaining PC-mucin interactions. 
The obtained results clearly indicate that the pronounced interaction of PC and mucin cannot be 
explained only by the electrostatic interactions but by something stronger. Since mucin itself is a 
globular protein with no distinct structural order, the specific lock-key type interaction is not likely to 
take place. The hypothesis is currently advanced that the zwitterionic PC headgroups might interact with 
the saccharide side chains of mucin and this interaction might be stronger than the electrostatic 
interaction. In this case, the significant PC-mucin interaction observed here seems plausible because 
mucin is a heavily glycosylated protein possessing many lectin binding sites, as shown in Fig. 2. It is 
known that the change in glycosylation alters the surface hydration of proteins219, 220 and organic 
materials,221, 222 which plays critical roles in avoiding non-specific protein adsorption. Intriguingly, in 
our previous ITC experiments, we found that the mucin with a less degree of glycosylation showed a 
much weaker interaction with DOPC. The interaction enthalpy of mucin with a higher glycosylation 
degree was by a factor of 4 larger compared to the corresponding value of mucin with a lower degree of 
glycosylation.13 
To date, several studies suggested the interaction of phosphatidylcholine headgroups and saccharides. 
For example, Curatolo et al. reported the fusion of small vesicles made out of glycolipids 
(lactosylceramide) was accelerated by doping them with phosphatidylcholine (egg yolk PC), suggesting 
the PC-saccharide interaction induces the fusion of vesicles.223 Kreuzer et al. observed that the swelling 
of hyaluronic acid was limited in the presence of PC membranes.111 It should be noted that these studies 
suggested that the PC-saccharide interactions might be stronger than generic and hence non-specific 
interactions, such as electrostatic interactions. In this paper, they proposed two possible scenarios. The 
first scenario assumes that hyaluronic acid chains can connect the outermost leaflet of two neighboring 
membranes separated by the layer of hydrating water. The second scenario suggests that a long 
polysaccharide chain deforms and anchors two or more headgroups within the same membrane. 
However, they did not systematically investigate if PC-saccharide interaction is influenced by the 
chemical structures of the headgroups and/or saccharides. It should be noted that it is experimentally 
very difficult to quantitatively determine the significance of such non-covalent interactions on the 
molecular level using vibrational spectroscopy or NMR.224 Further studies by systematic alternation of 
lipid compositions and saccharide chains with our label-free RICM could offer a unique advantage to 
quantitatively determine the change in the phospholipid-mucin interactions from the interfacial potential 
calculation. 
5.2.6.Enzymatic degradation of mucin layer in vitro.  
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The depletion of phospholipids from the intestinal mucus has been found in inflammatory bowel 
diseases, such as ulcerative colitis.15 The loss of protective lipid barrier allows the attack of pathogenic 
microorganisms, which results in the irreversible damage to intestinal mucus.225 In fact, the uptake of a 
diet enriched with fats showed a protective function against severe intestinal inflammations.10 To verify 
how delivered phospholipids interact with the damaged mucin, mucin was enzymatically digested and 
the interfacial interaction potentials between damaged mucin and phospholipid membranes were 
measured. Since a previous study suggested that the efficiency of enzymatic digestion of mucin 
increases by the cleavage of sialic acid by the acid treatment,83 mucin was firstly treated with 
neuraminidase that selectively cleaves sialic acids.84 Fig. 5.7 shows the degradation of the mucin 
supported membrane followed by QCM-D. The time interval in which the treatment with each enzyme 
was carried out is highlighted by colored regions, neuraminidase in light blue and protease in dark blue 
respectively. The change in frequency and dissipation due to the action of the neuraminidase over 3 h 
was not very pronounced, which makes it practically impossible to quantify the amount of digested 
sialic acids from the QCM-D data. The small change caused by neuraminidase can be understood by the 
fact that the content of sialic acid in our mucin sample is 0.5 – 1.5 wt%. On the other hand, the injection 
of protease into the chamber at t = 3 h led to a more pronounced change in frequency and dissipation. 
At t =12 h, the frequency shift reached the level ( )f * ' 72.9 Hz) close to that before the coupling of 
mucin ()f * ' 68.3 Hz), suggesting the significant digestion of mucin by protease. However, it should 
be noted that the dissipation level after the enzymatic treatment, )D1260min, is significantly higher 
compared to the NeutrAvidin level, )D1260min , )DNeutrAvidin * 3.2 , 10'6. The significant difference in 
the dissipation clearly implies the presence of a viscoelastic layer. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.7: Enzymatic degradation of mucin proteins. Mucin was first treated with (1) neuraminidase 
(light blue) and (2) protease (dark blue). The treatment with protease resulted in more distinct changes 
in both resonant frequency and dissipation. After 12 h of incubation the shift reached the level close to 
the one before the coupling of mucin, highlighted by broken lines. 
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The change in film properties after each treatment was analyzed by applying the De Voigt model (Eqs. 
5.2 and 5.3), and the results are summarized in Table 5.3. Compared to the membrane displaying mucin 
(t = 300 min), the incubation with neuraminidase for 3 h (t = 480 min) led to an increase of the shear 
elasticity from -300min * 18 kPa to -480min * 360 kPa, while the layer thickness decreased from 30 nm to 
19 nm. This can be interpreted as the release of water molecules bound to O-glycan chains that were 
digested by neuraminidase. The addition of protease further led to a decrease in layer thickness and an 
increase in shear modulus, suggesting the digestion of protein cores. The film thickness seemed to level 
off to * 16 nm at t = 960 min, while the shear modulus still exhibited a slight drift even at t = 1200 min. 
The obtained results suggest that neither the complete digestion of mucin nor neutravidin is likely to 
take place. Note that the shear elasticity of membrane with NeutrAvidin, -NeutrAvidin * 1050 kPa, is by a 
factor of more than 2 compared to the value at t = 1200 min. Actually, the possibility of complete 
digestion of NeutrAvidin is not plausible, since the data after the enzymatic digestions can only be fitted 
with De Voigt model (Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3). On the other hand, the QCM-D data of supported membranes 
are fitted well with Sauerbrey equation (Eq. 5.1), but not with De Voigt model. Therefore, the obtained 
results suggest the partial digestion of mucin by the protocol used in this study, which does not 
jeopardize the integrity of underlying NeutrAvidin. 
 
 t [min] Thickness [nm] 9 (# 10,3) [Pa+s] " (# 103) [Pa] 
Neutravidin 0 5.8 ± 1.4 0.9 ± 0.4 1050 ± 29 
Mucin 300 30.0 ± 1.6 1.8 ± 0.1 18 ± 7 
Neuraminidase 480 18.9 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.1 360 ± 38 
Protease (i) 720 16.4 ± 0.8 2.7 ± 0.1 534 ± 29 
Protease (ii) 960 15.9 ± 0.7 2.8 ± 0.1 512 ± 34 
Protease (iii) 1200 15.8 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 0.2 435 ± 60 
 
Table 5.3: Analysis of QCM-D data for mucin supported membranes digested enzymatically. The 
results refer to the data presented in Fig. 5.7 that were analyzed with De Voigt model (Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3). 
 
To further verify the enzymatic digestion of mucin, biotinylated mucin was immobilized to the lipid 
membranes deposited on SiO2 particles via NeutrAvidin cross-linkers, as schematically depicted in Fig. 
5.8 (a), and the change in protein compositions was monitored using SDS-PAGE. Prior to the SDS-
PAGE analysis, the particle-supported membranes harnessing biotinylated mucin were incubated with 
WGA-Texas Red. Fig. 5.8 (b1) represents the phase contrast image (upper panel) and the fluorescence 
image (lower panel) of the mucin-displaying membranes. As shown in the Fig., clear fluorescence 
signals were detected from the particle surface. On the other hand, the control samples (bare SiO2 
particles) showed no fluorescence signals (Fig. 5.8 (b2)). Fig. 5.8 (c) represents the protein patterns 
obtained by SDS-PAGE analysis. The protein bands were detected using the silver staining method. The 
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lanes 2 – 5 coincide with the membrane-bound proteins, while the lanes 6 – 9 with the proteins in 
solutions (supernatants). As indicated by a blue box, the bands that appeared in the molecular weights 
beyond 50 kDa can be assigned to those of mucin, which possesses a broad distribution of the molecular 
weights (information from the manufacturer). The incubation with neuraminidase (lane 3) led to a 
smearing of protein bands in this region, suggesting the digestion of O-glycan. On the other hand, the 
incubation with protease alone (lane 4) and mixture of neuraminidase and protease (lane 5) resulted in 
almost a complete disappearance of the mucin bands. The bands corresponding to the digested protein 
fragments were not detectable probably due to low protein concentrations and broad distributions of 
molecular weights in supernatants. Intriguingly, however, the bands near 30 kDa could be detected, 
corresponding to the molecular weight of protease. Thus, the SDS-PAGE data denoted that not only O-
glycans but also protein cores were digested enzymatically. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8: SDS-PAGE of SiO2 particles decorated with mucin supported membranes. (a) Preparation 
of particle-supported membranes displaying biotinylated mucin. (b) Successful immobilization of mucin 
was confirmed by the positive signals from WGA-TexasRed (b1), while the bare SiO2 particles (control) 
showed no signals (b2). (c) SDS-PAGE analysis of protein patterns. Lanes 2 – 5 correspond to the 
membrane-bound proteins, while lanes 6 – 9 to the proteins in solutions (supernatants). Lanes 2 and 6; 
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intact samples, lanes 3 and 7; samples treated with neuraminidase, lanes 4 and 8; samples treated with 
protease, and lanes 5 and 9; samples treated with neuraminidase and protease. The bands corresponding 
to mucin and protease are indicated by blue and red boxes, respectively. 
 
Fig. 5.9 represents the interaction potentials calculated from the height fluctuations of particle-supported 
membranes on the surface displaying degraded mucin after 6 h of incubation with the enzymes. Here, 
instead of injecting enzymes one-by-one, neuraminidase and protease were applied together to model 
the intestinal environments. First, the confinement of particles coated with DOTAP (+, green) was found 
to become distinctly shallower after the enzymatic digestion of mucin (V"DOTAP = 2.2 ± 0.2 [# 10'21 
J/nm2]), which could be explained by the decrease in electrostatic attraction with TAP(+) due to the 
digestion of negatively charged sialic acid residues by neuraminidase. Moreover, a clear increase in the 
potential curvature observed for DOPG:DOPC membranes (red, ,) after mucin digestion (V"DOPG:DOPC 
= 3.2 ± 0.2 [# 10'21 J/nm2]) could also be attributed to the decrease in the electrostatic repulsions between 
PG(,) and sialic acid residues.  
The fact that the potential confinement of particles coated with DOPG:DOPC membranes than that of 
DOTAP-coated particles could be explained by a high amount of PC(±) head groups that are attractive 
to the digested mucin. As the DOPG:DOPC membranes contain 50 mol% of DOPC, the density of PC 
head groups on the surface of a particle can roughly be estimated as 8.3 # 1017 PC/m2 from the area per 
lipid molecule, 0.6 nm2 226. Note that this coincides with the situation where  7 # 1011 PC head groups 
are exposed on one particle. 
However, the most remarkable finding is that the enzymatic digestion of mucin resulted in a distinct 
increase in the potential curvature of DOPC (±, blue) membranes, V"DOPC = 5.3 ± 0.5 [# 10'21 J/nm2]. 
This finding suggests the following two scenarios. The first possible scenario is that PC might not 
interact with sialic acid residues but with neutral saccharides, which remained after the digestion by 
neuraminidase. The other scenario is that the enzymatic digestion of mucin reduced the entropic 
repulsive forces by the cleavage of saccharide chains and proteins.227 Further investigation of 
interactions of other polysaccharides and phospholipid membranes would help us unravel the underlying 
molecular mechanism of PC-mucin interactions. 
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Fig: 5.9: RICM of lipid-coated SiO2 particles on degraded mucin supported membranes. (a) 
Schematic representation of SiO2 particles coated with lipids hovering on mucin supported layers after 
enzymatic degradation and (b) their calculated interaction potential. Compared to the spring constants 
on intact mucin (Fig. 5.4), the potential confinement becomes sharper for particles coated with 
zwitterionic PC and shallower for DOTAP. 
 
Last but not least, the results obtained here have a clear clinical relevance towards the improved 
therapeutic treatment of inflammatory bowel disease patients.  These findings demonstrated that the PC-
mucin interaction was not retarded but even more enhanced after enzymatic digestion. This indicates 
that the phospholipid depletion in inflammatory bowel diseases is not caused by the loss of PC-mucin 
binding capability. This suggests that the phospholipid depletion is caused by the loss of functions to 
synthesize and transport phospholipids from the goblet cells through tight junctions.12 An alternative 
scenario is the elevation of phospholipid digestion by phospholipase A2, as reported for the case of 
Crohn disease.228 Therefore, the delivery of phospholipase inhibitor19 and zwitterionic 
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phosphatidylcholine to the damaged mucus layer seems to be a promising strategy to assist the recovery 
of phospholipid barrier functions against the attack by pathogenic microorganisms.229 
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Chapter 6: Shear-Enhanced Dynamic Adhesion of Lactobacillus 
rhamnosus GG (LGG) on Polarized Intestinal Epithelial Cell 
Monolayers: Correlative Effect of Protein Expression and 
Interface Mechanics 
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6.1.Summary 
The oral uptake of probiotic microorganisms as food additives is one widely taken strategy to sustain 
and improve the homeostasis of intestinal microbiota that protect the intestinal epithelia from the attack 
of pathogenic bacteria. Once delivered to ileum and colon, probiotics must adhere and form colonies on 
mucus that coats the surface of intestinal epithelial cells. Although an increasing amount of knowledge 
about the genetic and molecular level mechanisms of probiotics-mucus interactions has been 
accumulated, little is known about the physicochemical aspects of probiotics-mucus interactions under 
physiological shear in intestines. Here, we established the well-defined models of intestinal epithelial 
cell monolayers based on two major constituents of gut epithelia, enterocytes and goblet cells. First, the 
formation of polarized cell monolayer sealed by tight junctions was monitored by transepithelial 
electrical resistance over time. The establishment of tight junctions and secretion of mucus proteins 
(mucin) was confirmed by the immunofluorescence staining. In the next step, we measured the elasticity 
of cell monolayer surfaces by indentation using particle-assisted atomic force microscopy. The effective 
elastic modulus of goblet cell-like cells was 30 times smaller compared to the one of enterocyte-like 
cells, which can be attributed to the secretion of a 3 "m-thick mucin layer. As probiotics, we took 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG), which is one of the most widely used strains as food additives. To 
investigate the dynamic adhesion of LGG to the intestine model surface, we transferred the epithelial 
cell monolayer into a microfluidic chamber. A distinct difference in dynamic adhesion between two cell 
types was observed, which could be attributed to the difference in the mucin expression amount. 
Remarkably, we found that the dynamic LGG adhesion is enhanced by the increase in shear stress, 
showing the maximum binding efficiency at 0.3 Pa. Finally, we examined the persistence of LGG 
adhesion by step-wisely increasing the shear stress exerted on adherent LGG, demonstrating that LGG 
could withstand high shear stresses even beyond the physiological ones. The obtained results open a 
large potential to quantitatively understand the influence of engineered foods and probiotics on the 
homeostasis of microbiota on the surface of intestinal epithelia. 
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Scheme 6.1: Schematic illustration of the surface of intestinal epithelia and their interaction with 
LGG. Enterocytes are in charge of nutrients absorption, sharing the largest population. The surface of 
epithelia is covered by mucin proteins, secreted by goblet cells. Probiotic bacteria, such as Lactobacillus 
rhamnosus GG (LGG), adhere and form colonies by the binding of SpaC subunit of pilus to O-glycan 
of mucin. 
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6.2.Results and Discussion. 
6.2.1.Characterization of differentiated intestinal epithelial cell monolayers. 
In the first step, the growth and differentiation of HT29 MTX and Caco2 were monitored by measuring 
TEER over time. As presented in Fig. 6.1 (a), TEER of HT29 MTX after 2d was TEERHT29 MTX, 2d * 90 
$4cm2. TEERHT29 MTX exhibited a monotonic increase according to the growth of cells and reached 
TEERHT29 MTX, 21 d * 500 $4cm2 after 21 d, suggesting the formation of a polarized epithelial cell layer 
connected by tight junctions.230 The same tendency was observed for Caco2, showing a clear increase 
from TEERCaco2, 2d * 60 $4cm2 to TEERCaco2, 21 d * 400 $4cm2.231 Fig. 6.1 (c) shows the 
immunofluorescence image of HT29 MTX monolayer with anti-ZO-1 (red) after 21 d. Cell nuclei were 
stained with DAPI (blue). As described in the previous section, mucin was removed prior to the 
immunostaining in order that the accessibility of anti-ZO-1 is not disturbed by the mucin layer. ZO-1 
signals were accumulated near the borders between cells, suggesting that the cells were connected by 
tight junctions. Some cell borders that apparently crossed nuclei suggested the “tilt” of cell boundaries 
from the direction perpendicular to the substrate. The secretion of mucin was verified by 
immunofluorescence labeling of mucin MUC5AC. Fig. 6.1 (d) represents the side view of the HT29 
MTX monolayer, confirming that the apical surface was homogeneously covered by a mucin layer 
(green) with the thickness of * 3 "m. This seems to agree well with the previous account reporting the 
formation of 3 – 5 "m-thick mucin layer on the surface of HT29 MTX after 28 d.232 
  
 
 
Fig. 6.1: Maturation of epithelial cell monolayers connected by tight junctions. Changes in 
transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of (a) HT29 MTX and (b) Caco2 were monitored over time. 
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(c) Immunofluorescence images of HT29 MTX after 21 d. Red: ZO-1 (tight junction protein), blue: cell 
nuclei (DAPI). (d) Cross-sectional image (side view) HT29 MTX monolayer, confirming secretion of 
mucin (green) on the apical surface. Blue: cell nuclei (DAPI).  
 
Furthermore, the immunofluorescence staining of HT29 MTX cell monolayers with MUC2 antibodies 
was attempted by embedding the cell monolayer in paraffin to protect the secreted MUC2. However, it 
was found that MUC2 was only occasionally present on the apical side, as shown in Fig. 6.2. In fact, a 
previous study reported the destruction of MUC2 already during formalin fixation.230 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.2: Immunofluorescence staining of HT29 MTX with specific anti MUC2 antibodies. (a) Top 
view, (b) side view, and (c) 3D reconstruction of the confocal microscopy images. Green: mucin, blue: 
cell nuclei. 
 
On the other hand, no ZO-1 or MUC5AC signal could be detected when the same immunofluorescence 
labeling was applied to polarized Caco2 monolayers (Data not shown). The fact that polarized Caco2 
showed no immunoreactivity to anti-MUC5AC seems reasonable, since Caco2 does not produce thick 
mucin layers unless stimulated by growth factors.232 However, the high level of TEER reached after 21 
d, TEERCaco2, 21 d * 400 $4cm2, cannot be explained without the establishment of a tightly connected 
epithelial cell sheet. Therefore, the lack of ZO-1 signal was attributed to the detachment of cells from 
the polycarbonate support during the fixation and staining procedures. The possibility if the collagen-
coated PTFE or polyester membranes could support Caco2 monolayers better was explored. However, 
TEER values after 21 d always remained < 150 $4cm2, suggesting that Caco2 were not able to undergo 
the correct differentiation and polarization on PTFE and polyester membranes, as reported in Table 6.1. 
Therefore, in the following experiments, the differentiation of Caco2 on polycarbonate membranes  was 
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always confirmed by TEER measurements, and only used the samples that reached TEERCaco2 > 400 
$4cm2. 
 
Cell / substrate 3 d 7 d 10 d 14 d 17 d 21 d 
Caco2 / polyester membrane 60–70 80,100 90,120 90,120 90,120 90,130 
Caco2 / PFTE membrane with 
collagen 
40–50 50–80 60,80 ' ' ' 
 
Table 6.1: Influence of substrate materials on transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of 
Caco2. Unit: $4cm2. Culture on the PTFE membrane was aborted after 10 d. 
6.2.2.Mechanical properties of intestinal epithelial surfaces. 
Fig. 6.3 (a) represents a schematic illustration of the AFM indentation measurements using a cantilever 
coupled to a microparticle, and the stereo microscopy image of the cantilever is shown in Fig. 6.3 (b). 
The use of SiO2 microparticles as probes enabled to minimize the artifacts due to the indentation of free 
voids and local defects, since the diameter of particles (? = 10.2 "m) is large enough compared to the 
characteristic mesh size of mucin hydrogels. Fig. 6.3 (c) shows a typical force-indentation curve of the 
model of goblet cell-like monolayer consisting of polarized HT29 MTX. The best fit result with the 
Hertz model,200 (Eq. 3.8, red) yielded the effective elastic modulus of the surface of differentiated HT29 
MTX, EHT29 MTX = 0.21 ± 0.03 kPa. Fig. 6.3 (d) represents the typical force-indentation curve of the 
model of enterocyte-like monolayer, which consists of polarized Caco2. The same model was applied 
for the fit with the Hertz model (green) yielding the effective elastic modulus, ECaco2 = 9.6 ± 1.1 kPa. It 
is remarkable that the effective elastic modulus of the enterocyte-like monolayer derived from Caco2 is 
by a factor of 30 larger than that of the monolayer of goblet cell-like cells derived from HT29 MTX. 
This finding suggests that the surface elasticity of goblet cell-like HT29 MTX is lower due to the 
secretion of a 3 "m-thick mucin layer, while that of enterocyte-like Caco2 reflects the elasticity of 
intestinal villi on the apical surface with conserved structural architectures. In fact, the detachment of 
mucin from the cell surface after many indentation measurements was observed.  
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Fig. 6.3: Elastic modulus of cell monolayer measured by particle-assisted AFM indentation. (a) 
Scheme of the experimental setup. (b) Side view of the cantilever coupled to a SiO2 particle (? = 10.2 
"m). Typical force-indentation curves of polarized (c) HT29 MTX and (d) Caco2 monolayers. The 
experimental data (black) were fitted with the Hertz model (Eq. 3.8), yielding the elastic moduli of EHT29 
MTX . 0.21 kPa and ECaco2 . 9.6 kPa, respectively. 
 
It should be noted that the indentation force was set (1 nN) constant throughout the whole series of 
experiments and thus the indentation depth for HT29 MTX (1000 nm) was larger than Caco2 (100 nm). 
Nevertheless, the calculated effective elastic modulus of HT29 MTX was not influenced even by 
limiting the indentation depth to 100 nm, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.4.  
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Fig. 6.4: Elastic modulus of goblet cell-like HT29 MTX cell monolayer is not influenced by the 
range of indentation depth. The experimental data (black) were fitted with the modified Hertz model 
(Eq. 1) by limiting the fitting range down to 100 nm. The fit (red) yielded the elastic modulus of EHT29 
MTX . 0.3 kPa, which confirmed our findings presented in Fig. 6.3 (c). 
 
Last but not least, the effective elastic modulus values of HT29 MTX and Caco2 obtained from all the 
indentation curves subjected to the analysis implied that the effective elastic moduli of the two cell types 
are distinctly different, as shown in Fig. 6.5. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.5: Statistical analysis of the indentation force curves. Effective elastic modulus of enterocyte-
like Caco2 monolayer (green) is distinctly larger compared to that of goblet cell-like HT29 MTX 
monolayer (red). 
 
To validate the comparison of data obtained from two different cell types, the experimental conditions 
were carefully set constant throughout the entire series of experiments, such as the spring constant of 
the cantilever, indentation speed and force, SiO2 probe particles, medium, temperature and the sample 
container. Several studies suggested that the comparison of indentation data, especially those of 
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biological cells, must be handled with care, because they have shown significant deviations by altering 
the experimental conditions.233 As a matter of cause, the effective elastic modulus values measured at 
room temperature can hardly be compared to the values measured at 37 °C.234 Moreover, it was ensured 
that the biological conditions of the two cell types were kept as comparable as possible. Each cell line 
contains a uniform population, which has been confirmed to differentiate into a single phenotype.235 
Both types of cells underwent the differentiation into enterocyte-like cells and goblet cell-like cells in 
Transwell culture systems showing TEER = 400 – 500 $4cm2 after 21 d.230, 231 Indeed, the control of 
cells biological identities was extremely critical. For example, the effective elastic modulus of 
differentiated HT29 MTX, EHT29 MTX = 0.21 ± 0.03 kPa, apparently seems smaller than that of HT29 
cells, EHT29 . 1 kPa, reported in a previous account.236 However, in this study, it was not explicitly 
documented whether the cells were properly differentiated or not. Moreover, looking into the subsets, 
the HT29 line used in the previous study contains a heterogeneous mixture of various cells, among 
which < 5 % of the cells secreted mucin.237 This is clearly different from the HT29 MTX line, which 
contains a homogenous subpopulation that can all undergo the differentiation into a goblet cell-like 
phenotype secreting mucin.238 The differentiation of cells also seemed to influence the mechanical 
properties of cells significantly. The effective elastic modulus of “differentiated” enterocyte-like Caco2 
monolayer obtained in this study, ECaco2 = 9.6 ± 1.1 kPa, is almost by a factor 20 larger than the 
previously reported value for “single” Caco2 cells, ECaco2,single . 0.6 kPa.239 Needless to say, the 
comparison of the effective elastic moduli should be handled carefully, as the obtained values are 
strongly influenced by the measurement setups and experimental conditions. Nevertheless, it seems 
plausible that the effective elastic modulus of the properly differentiated, polarized enterocyte-like cells 
connected by tight junctions is larger than that of single cells. Actually, Schimpel et al. previously 
reported that the doping of membranous epithelial cells into Caco2 monolayers results in not only a 
significant decrease in TEER but also a distinct change in the appearance of indentation curves 
qualitatively, which was attributed to the softening.240 
6.2.3.Dynamic adhesion of LGG on intestinal epithelial surface models.  
To physically model the adhesion of released LGG onto intestinal mucus surfaces, the monolayer of 
intestinal epithelial cells was transferred to a microfluidic chamber, as presented in Fig. 6.6 (a). The 
shear stress near the surface can be calculated from the height h and the width w of the channel, the 
viscosity of the medium #, and the volume flux / (Eqs. 3.5 – 3.7). As shown in Fig. 6.6 (b), the “blank” 
surface of polarized HT29 MTX and Caco2 monolayers was exposed to the flow of LGG suspension (5 
mL) at a defined shear stress, and the number of adherent LGG was counted. The range of shear stresses 
from 0 = 0.1 – 0.5 Pa was selected because it corresponds to physiological shear stress conditions in the 
human gastrointestinal tract.39 In order to gain a better visualization and make the counting easier, LGG 
were stained with DAPI (Fig. 6.6 (c)). Fig. 6.6 (d) shows the number of LGG adherent on the polarized 
HT29 MTX monolayer (red) and Caco2 monolayer (green) plotted as a function of shear stress. First, it 
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was found that the adhesion of LGG was more significant on HT29 MTX compared to Caco2 under all 
the shear conditions, which qualitatively agrees with the data obtained under static conditions.241 The 
more significant adhesion on HT29 MTX could be attributed to the amount of glycan expressed on the 
surface of each cell monolayer. HT29 MTX secrete a 3 "m-thick mucin layer enriched with O-glycan 
side chains (Fig. 6.1 (d)), while the surface of Caco2 is covered by glycocalyx mainly consisting of 
transmembrane mucins (MUC3, MUC12 and MUC17).242 Although both O-glycan side chains on HT29 
MTX and transmembrane mucin of Caco2 can serve as the binding ligands to lectin-like SpaC, AFM 
indentation results denoted that the surface of HT29 MTX is coated with a softer layer of highly 
glycosylated mucin (Fig. 6.4 (c)). The more significant adhesion of LGG on HT29 MTX compared to 
Caco2 was also reported for the monolayers cultured in well plates for 15 d under static conditions,241, 
243 but the influence of flow and hence shear stress has never been discussed. 
More remarkably, it was found that the dynamic adhesion of LGG to the intestinal model surface does 
not monotonically increase or decrease as the shear stress was increased, taking the maxima at 0* = 0.3 
Pa on both surfaces. Intriguingly, the number of adherent cells on polarized HT29 MTX at 0.3 Pa (* 
700) is one order of magnitude larger compared to that observed at 0.1 Pa. Although the number of 
adherent LGG on polarized Caco2 is distinctly less, the number of adherent LGG was enhanced by one 
order of magnitude by increasing the shear stress from 0.1 to 0.3 Pa. This is, to the best of what has been 
reported so far, the first study demonstrating that the dynamic binding of LGG is shear-dependent and 
there is an optimal shear stress 0* for the LGG adhesion. This finding is fully complementary to the 
single molecular force spectroscopy study proposing that external shear forces acting on pili can cause 
the structural change of SpaC, which results in an enhancement of pili-glycan binding.37 The fact that a 
larger shear stress than 0.3 Pa led to a decrease in the adhesion events suggests that the flux 
corresponding to this condition is too high for LGG to establish pili-glycan binding. 
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Fig. 6.6: Dynamic adhesion of LGG on intestinal epithelial surface models. (a) Schematic 
representation of the experimental system. Polarized cell monolayer on porous polymer membrane was 
transferred into microfluidic chamber. (b) “Blank” surface was exposed to LGG suspension at different 
shear stresses. (c) Typical snapshot of DAPI-stained LGG adherent on epithelial surface model. (d) 
Number of adherent LGG in the field of view (332.8 , 332.8 "m2) plotted as a function of shear stress. 
6.2.4.Persistence of LGG adhesion against flow-induced detachment. 
Once LGG adhere, they must withstand the shear in order to able to form colonies. To assess the 
persistence of LGG adhesion against shear, the flow-induced detachment of the cell monolayer pre-
occupied with LGG, called “wash-off experiments” was monitored (Fig. 6.7 (a)). Prior to the application 
of shear, LGG were allowed to adhere on the cell monolayers for 30 min. The fraction of remaining 
DAPI-stained LGG (Fig. 6.7 (b)) was monitored during the step-wise increase in the shear stress from 0 
= 0.03 to 1.2 Pa by fluorescence microscopy. Fig. 6.7 (c) represents the percentage of remaining cells 
on the surface of cell monolayer plotted as a function of shear stress. First, no sign of LGG detachment 
in the full range of applied shear stresses (green) was observed. Note that the maximum stress exerted 
on LGG was 0max = 1.2 Pa, which is much larger than the typical shear stress in intestines (0.1 – 0.5 Pa). 
This clearly indicates that LGG firmly stay on the mucus surface once they adhere. The fraction of 
adherent LGG on HT29 MTX seemed to take its maximum at 0.1 Pa. However, it should be noted that 
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this point is beyond the initial level (100 %) suggesting that this “apparent” maximum can be attributed 
to LGG flowing into the field of observation. Actually, this one levels off to .100 % at elevated shear 
stresses. On the other hand, on polarized Caco2 monolayer, it was found that approximately 25 % of 
LGG were detached already at the shear stress of 0.1 Pa, denoting that LGG adhesion is much less 
persistent compared to HT29 MTX. The increase in shear stress led to further detachment events, but 
more than 50 % of LGG remained even at 0 = 0.8 Pa, beyond which the whole cell monolayer was 
detached from the polymer membrane. The obtained results implied that the LGG adherent on the model 
of intestinal epithelial monolayer is persistent at a wide range of shear stresses even beyond the level of 
physiological ones, which can be attributed to the shear-enhanced pili-glycan binding. Furthermore, the 
more significant persistence that LGG exhibited on polarized HT29 MTX compared to Caco2 could be 
attributed to the larger amount of glycan expressed on the surface of HT29 MTX as well as to the 
physical entrapment of LGG in the three-dimensional gel of secreted mucin. 
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Fig. 6.7: Persistence of LGG on intestinal epithelial surface models via wash-off assays. (a) 
Schematic representation of wash-off assay. LGG were firstly allowed to adhere on the cell monolayer 
(30 min), the shear stress exerted on adherent LGG was increased step-by-step. (b) Typical snapshot of 
DAPI-stained LGG under shear. (c) Percentage of LGG remaining on cell surfaces plotted as a function 
of shear stress. The level of 50 % (black line) was added to guide the eye.  
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Conclusions 
The aim of this thesis was to quantitatively investigate the fundamental interactions that govern 
processes to better understand how the homeostasis in the gastrointestinal tract is maintained. This was 
achieved by means of a combination of experimental techniques including grazing incidence X-ray 
photon correlation spectroscopy (GI-XPCS), reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) and 
microfluidic experiments, together with the design and application of novel in vitro gut models. The 
novelty of this work consisted in the application for the first time of the GI-XPCS technique to 
investigate the sol-gel transition of a biopolymer at the liquid/liquid interface, which still remains an 
open challenge. 
 
In Chapter 4 the gelation dynamics of sodium alginate was investigated by means of interfacial stress 
rheometry in combination with a cutting-edge application of the XPCS technique at the liquid/liquid 
interface. Preliminary SAXS-XPCS measurements performed to test the gelation of polyalginate in bulk 
showed a clear difference in the decay time of the intensity autocorrelation function, which increased 
by a factor 200 from the sol to the gel state, accompanied by an alteration of the function shape from a 
“stretched” to a “compressed” profile. Subsequently, the gelation of polyalginate at the oil/water 
interface was monitored by means of interfacial stress rheometry. The experimental curves where fitted 
with an asymmetrical sigmoidal model and it was found that the reaction lag time was tlag = 168 min for 
PA 1.5 wt%, after which the elastic modulus increased rapidly, hinting to a clear sign of interfacial 
gelation. Interestingly, the reaction reached the saturation level after approx. 600 min of delay time, the 
former being proportional to the polyalginate concentration. The same time window was kept for GI-
XPCS experiments. It was found that the structural relaxation process slows down as the reaction 
proceeds, which is reflected in an increase of the decay time = of the intensity autocorrelation functions 
of approx. 23 times between t = 0 and t = 580 min. Interestingly, the increase of = within the initial lag 
time suggested that the slowdown of the structural relaxation process occurs already at a nanoscale level, 
in contrast to what was observed macroscopically via ISR. On the other hand, the interfacial gelation is 
accompanied by an increase in the Kohlrausch shape parameter of the intensity ACFs, similar to what 
was observed for PA in bulk. Furthermore, the relaxation rate showed a linear dependence on the probed 
scattering vector in all investigated cases. This finding, together with the fact that the decay time of the 
intensity ACFs did not show any dependence on the perpendicular component of the scattering vector, 
was a clear sign that the gelation is confined at the liquid/liquid two-dimensional interface. 
 
In Chapter 5, the underlying mechanism governing the accumulation of PC on mucosal surfaces was 
investigated. Here, the significance of PC-mucin interaction was quantitatively determined by using in 
vitro model of intestinal surfaces and label-free microinterferometry. The model of intestinal mucus 
surfaces was fabricated by the quantitative functionalization of supported lipid membranes with mucin. 
The step-wise fabrication of the surrogate surfaces was monitored by QCM-D and fluorescent labeling, 
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confirming the formation of a uniform mucin layer with the thickness of * 30 nm. The potential of 
interfacial interactions V()h) between microparticles (diameter: 10 "m) and mucin was calculated by 
analytically solving the Langevin equation of the height fluctuation of the particles, monitored by RICM. 
Within the framework of Derjaguin’s approximation, V()h) in the vicinity of the minimum was 
approximated as a harmonic potential, and the second derivative of the potential and thus the spring 
constant V”()h) was used to assess the sharpness of the potential confinement. Since mucins are highly 
glycosylated proteins containing a large amount of sialic acid residues, the interactions of latex 
microparticles carrying different surface charges was first investigated and found that the spring 
constant V" follows the classical electrostatic interactions. The spring constant of carboxy-terminated 
latex particle (,) increased by a factor of 30 by the deposition of an additional chitosan layer (+). On 
the other hand, silica particles coated with lipids with differently charged headgroups exhibited a 
completely different tendency. The particles coated with zwitterionic DOPC (±) showed a much sharper 
confinement compared to the particles coated with DOPC/DOPG (,) and DOTAP (+). The wash-off 
experiments further confirmed that only particles coated with DOPC (±) could remain stable under 
physiological shear stresses (0.1 , 0.5 Pa). Finally, to simulate the damaged mucus surfaces in 
inflammatory bowel diseases, mucin was enzymatically digested by neuraminidase and protease. The 
fact that the PC-mucin interaction was not retarded but even more enhanced after the enzymatic 
digestion of mucin suggests that the phospholipid depletion in inflammatory bowel diseases is caused 
either by the loss of functions to synthesis and transfer of phospholipids through intestinal epithelia or 
by the elevated digestion of phospholipids by ectophospholipase A2. Therefore, the obtained results have 
demonstrated that the luminal supply of PC together with ectophospholipase inhibitors by a delayed 
release in the damaged intestine is a straightforward strategy to refill and repair the damaged 
phospholipid barrier in the colon. 
 
In Chapter 6,  in vitro models of enterocytes (Caco2) and goblet cells (HT29 MTX) were fabricated, to 
investigate the influence of the mucin expressions levels on the adhesive properties of the probiotic 
strain Lactobacillus rhamnosus. In a first step, the in vitro systems were characterized. Caco2 and HT29 
MTX cultured in the Transwell culture systems underwent the differentiation into enterocyte-like cells 
and goblet cell-like cells connected by tight junctions, which was monitored by the increase in TEER. 
After 21 d, both Caco2 and HT29 MTX reached TEER 8 400 $4cm2, which is the typical level for a 
tightly connected, polarized epithelial cell monolayer. The formation of tight junctions and the secretion 
of mucin in HT29 MTX monolayer was verified by immunofluorescence labeling of tight junction 
proteins ZO-1 and mucin MUC5AC. The mucin layer was localized on the apical surface of HT29 MTX 
monolayer, whose thickness was about 3 "m. In the next step, the mechanical properties of the surfaces 
of polarized cell monolayers were characterized by particle-assisted AFM indentation. The cantilever 
was coupled to a 10.2 "m-large SiO2 particle, which minimizes the artifacts caused by indenting free 
voids or defects. The bulk elastic modulus of polarized HT29 MTX monolayer calculated from the Hertz 
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model was EHT29 MTX * 0.21 kPa, which can be attributed to the layer of secreted mucin. On the other 
hand, the elastic modulus of Caco2 monolayer was, ECaco2 * 9.6 kPa, which is by a factor of 30 larger 
than that of HT29 MTX monolayer. As the experimental conditions were set constant, the large 
discrepancy in elasticity was interpreted in terms of the difference in mucin expression: goblet cell-like 
cells derived from HT29 MTX secrete 3 "m-thick mucin (MUC2 and MUC5AC), while mucin secreted 
by Caco2 (MUC3, MUC12 and MUC17) are membrane-bound mucins that constitute the glycocalyx. 
In a second step, the interaction of LGG microorganisms with these intestinal epithelial models were 
investigated under shear stresses mimicking the environment in vivo. The epithelial cell monolayer 
cultured on a porous polymer membrane was transferred into a microfluidic chamber, and the dynamic 
adhesion of DAPI-labeled LGG to the “blank” surface of cell monolayers was monitored by 
fluorescence microscopy at different shear stresses covering the physiological ones, 0 = 0.1 – 0.5 Pa. 
The number of LGG adhering on polarized HT29 MTX was higher than that on polarized Caco2 
monolayer under every shear condition, which could correspond to the larger amount of glycosylated 
mucin secreted by goblet cell-like HT29 MTX. Furthermore, the LGG-mucin interaction exhibited a 
distinct shear enhancement, taking the maximum values at 0* = 0.3 Pa on both surfaces. This finding 
agrees well with a single molecule force spectroscopy study, implying that the binding of SpaC to O-
glycan is enhanced by shear-induced conformational change of SpaC. The adhesion of LGG was found 
to be highly persistent, when the shear stress exerted on adherent LGG was step-wisely increased in the 
wash-off assays. These results did not only demonstrate that there is an optimal shear stress for the 
dynamic adhesion of LGG to the intestinal epithelial surface, 0* = 0.3 Pa, but also unraveled the 
significant persistence of adherent LGG against high shear stresses.  
 
In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrated that the application of advanced experimental 
techniques in combination with in vitro models can provide new insights on one hand, on the 
investigation of microscopic transition phenomena taking at soft liquid/liquid interfaces; on the other 
hand, to quantitatively understand how engineered supplements, foods, and probiotics can influence the 
intestinal microbiota and the intestine homeostasis altogether. 
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Appendix 
AI Additional Fig. to Chapter 4. 
 
 
 
A1: Slowdown of the structural relaxation process proved by the relaxation rate < plotted vs. q|| . 
Zoom-out of Fig. 4.5 (d) presenting the relaxation rate < plotted vs. q|| including the data at t = 0 min, 
which also shows a linear dependence on the scattering vector. 
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A2: GI-XPCS of PA at the o/w interface and the aging effect. (a) The intensity ACFs measured at t 
= 580 min showed a strong dependency on q// . (b) The same trend is observed for t =600. (c) Remarkably 
the decay times of the g2(q,t) for t = 600 min are smaller than those for t = 580, therefore they do not 
follow the observed trend so far. (d) However, this could be related to the fact that the form factor 
increases from ) . 1.2 to ) . 1.5 for all qs, that is reflected in a more “compressed” form of the ACFs 
and suggests the presence of a complex underlying dynamics. 
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$$#! S&'&,20!@`!^4*&/(+!B`!T'&(,--!]JO`!S81'-![`!N0,99'8!N`!@'/-/-3'8!B`!N08'(('2!]#!S?/.'-*'!49!
T)(/-,2!Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!N'*8'0/4-!/-!@,0!A2')(+!>>;"A*3+'8533+'>$*3+'B+!"EEM`!$=7"6=FJH$#!
$"#! N08'(('2!]`!N0,99'8!N`![,-JN*&8'/'8!a`!],--&499!>`!<,*&!C`![,)++!>#!Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!
Q,++'+! %&84)3&! T,0'8,2! %/3&0! ^)-*0/4-+! 948!Q,8,*'22)2,8! %8,-+D480! 04! 0&'!>D/*,2! N/.'!49! 0&'!
Q42,8/U'.!A-0'+0/-,2!%)(48!B'22JT/-'!B,B4"+!>>;"A*3+'8533+'>$*3+'B+!"E$=`!$7=$6$$=$J$$=:#!
$F#! _48K04L+5/!>`!>1)/22,-!]`!>(,.'/!Z`!C,55K!>`![)(/'84!>`!N/--/-3!A`![,)++!>`!N08'(('2!]`!
%,-,5,!C#!>**)()2,0/4-!49!Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!4-![)0!C)*4+,2!N)89,*'!/+!-40!O4(/-,0'.!1K!
S2'*084+0,0/*!A-0'8,*0/4-++!>>;">$*151C)%&5=!"E$H`!$7;:6:;:J:=;#!
$M#! S+&8,0/!C`!>(,.'/!Z`!N0,99'8!N`!N08'(('2!]`!%,-,5,!C#!N&',8JS-&,-*'.!OK-,(/*!>.&'+/4-!49!
T,*041,*/22)+! 8&,(-4+)+![[!4-! A-0'+0/-,2!SD/0&'2/,6!B488'2,0/?'!S99'*0!49!Q840'/-!SGD8'++/4-!
,-.!A-0'89,*'!C'*&,-/*++!B%&?12$)!"E$7`!F;6;":J;FH#!
$;#! <8,)-!>`!%8''.'!A`![400&,8.0!O`!%/'0h'!>`!i,&-!>`!@)&L,2.!@`!N*&4'-9'2.!j`!]'2+*&!%`!_/'-2'!Q`!
S81'-![`! '0! ,2#! >20'8,0/4-+! 49! Q&4+D&42/D/.! B4-*'-08,0/4-! ,-.! ND'*/'+! B4(D4+/0/4-! 49! 0&'!
A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)+!<,88/'8!/-!j2*'8,0/?'!B42/0/+6!>!B2)'!04!Q,0&43'-'+/++!,&D3%1+'>*E53'-$=+!"EE:`!
$;6$HE;J$H"E#!
$=#! N08'(('2! ]`! C'82'! j`! i,&-! >`! >)0+*&1,*&! Z`! a/-U! j`! S&'&,20! @#! @'0,8.'.! @'2',+'!
Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!<'-'9/0+!Q,0/'-0+!L/0&!B&84-/*!>*0/?'!j2*'8,0/?'!B42/0/++!@2(!"EE;`!;M6:==#!
$H#! N08'(('2!]`!S&'&,20!@`!>)0+*&1,*&!Z`!_,8-'8!C#!Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!948!N0'84/.J@'98,*048K!
B&84-/*!j2*'8,0/?'!B42/0/+6!>!@,-.4(/U'.!%8/,2+!;&&+',&(5)&+'A5F+!"EEH`!$MH6=EFJ=$E#!
$7#! _,8-'8!C`!_4*h,-!>`!N0'/-!^`!N*&8'/1'8!N`!?4-!<4K'-![`!j'1'2!Q`!N*&(/.0!B`!_)D*/-+5,+!T`!O/-,!
A`!i)'2*&!Z`!'0!,2#!Z/8+0!C)20/*'-0'8!N0).K!49!C4./9/'.!@'2',+'!Q&4+D&,0/.K2*&42/-'!kT%JE"l!/-!
j2*'8,0/?'!B42/0/+6!>!@,-.4(/U'.`!Q2,*'14JB4-08422'.!%8/,2!/-!C'+,2,U/-'J@'98,*048K!B4)8+'++!
;1+'/+'@%=()*5&(5)*3+!"E$M`!$E:6$EM$#!
$:#! N08'(('2! ]`! N0,99'8! N`! N0)&8(,--! g`! [,-JN*&8'/'8! a`! [,)++! >`! <)83'8! g`! a48-)++! O#!
Q&4+D&42/D,+'!>"!49!C/*841/40,!,+!Q,0&43'-'0/*!O'0'8(/-,-0!04!A-.)*'!A-92,((,048K!N0,0'+!
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/-!j2*'8,0/?'!B42/0/+6!%&'8,D')0/*!A(D2/*,0/4-+!49!Q&4+D&42/D,+'!>"!A-&/1/048++!,&D3%11+',&(5=(+'
-$=+!"E$H`!"6$7EJ$7H#!
"E#! @'/.![`!B&,-!@B`!<8)*'!>]`!B4+0'804-!^]#!Q8'?'-0/4-!49!j8/-,8K!%8,*0!A-9'*0/4-!/-!@,0+!L/0&!
,-!A-./3'-4)+!T,*041,*/22)+!*,+'/!N08,/-+!,&D5:(+',112&+!$:7;`!M:6F"EJF"M#!
"$#! <'8-'0JB,(,8.! CZ`! T/m?/-! V`! <8,++,80! O`! g''+'8! ^@`! N'8?/-! >T`! a).,)20! N#! %&'! a)(,-!
B%:(*C%:$332=' %:$F*G7$32=! N08,/-! T>$! N'*8'0'+! ,! g4-1,*0'8/4*/-! >-0/1,*0'8/,2! N)1+0,-*'P+R!
>*0/?'!/-!?/084!,-.!/-!?/?4+!;GG3+'H&#$)*&+'A$:)*C+!$::H`!=F6"HMHJ"H;F#!
""#! N0/2'+!CS`!a42U,D9'2!]a#!T,*0/*!>*/.!<,*0'8/,!49!Z44.+!,-.!%&'/8!B)88'-0!%,G4-4(K+!,&(+'/+'I**F'
A$:)*C$*3+!$::H`!F=6$J":#!
"F#! a/22! B`![),8-'8! Z`!@'/.![`![/1+4-![@`!C'8'-+0'/-!O^`! Q40!<`!C48'22/! T`! B,-,-/!@<`! Z2/-0!a^`!
N,2(/-'-! N`! '0! ,2#! %&'! A-0'8-,0/4-,2! N*/'-0/9/*! >+++4*/,0/4-! 948! Q841/40/*+! ,-.! Q8'1/40/*+!
B4-+'-+)+! N0,0'('-0! 4-! 0&'! N*4D'! ,-.! >DD84D8/,0'!j+'! 49! 0&'! %'8(! Q841/40/*+!0%(+' <5#+'
@%=()*5&(5)*3+'J5G%(*3+!"E$M`!$$6;E=J;$M#!
"M#! N*&)20U!C#!B2/-/*,2!j+'!49!H+':*3$!g/++2'!$:$H!/-!A-92,((,048K!<4L'2!O/+',+'+!,&D3%11+'>*E53'
-$=+!"EE7`!$M6$E$"J$E$7#!
";#! W)L'&,-.!>B`!N,2(/-'-!N#!,&'#$()*!>.&'+/4-!>++,K+!948!Q841/40/*+!,-.!%&'/8!$&'#$#*!@'2'?,-*'6!
,!@'?/'L+!A$:)*C+'H:*3+'J5%3(7'-$=+!"EEF`!$;6$H;J$7M#!
"=#! B4&'-!QN`!T,)G!OB#!<,*0'8/,2!>.&'+/4-!04!,-.!Q'-'08,0/4-!49!A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)+!/-!?/084+!A5(7*F='
H&K.1*3+!$::;`!";F6FE:JF$M#!
"H#! _/8h,?,/-'-!QV`!W)L'&,-.!>B`!A+42,)8/!S`!N,2(/-'-!N^#!%&'!>1/2/0K!49!Q841/40/*!<,*0'8/,!04!</-.!
04!a)(,-!A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)++!IHA9'A$:)*C$*3+'B5((+!$::7`!$=H6$7;J$7:#!
"7#! W)L'&,-.!>B`!_/8h,?,/-'-!QV`![8c-2)-.!CC`!A+42,)8/!S`!N,2(/-'-!N^#!>.&'+/4-!49!Q841/40/*!
C/*84JW83,-/+(+!04!A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)++!,&(+'-%$).'/+!$:::`!:6="FJ=FE#!
":#! B,8,+/! Q`! >(184+/+! gC`! O'! >-04-/! [T`! <8'++422/'8! Q`!j8.,*/!CB`! N'88,.'22!C.2>#!>.&'+/4-!
Q84D'80/'+!49!Q40'-0/,22K!Q841/40/*!B%:(*C%:$332='L5D$)$!04![,+084/-0'+0/-,2!C)*)++!/+'-%$).'<5=+!
"E$M`!7$6$=J"F#!
FE#! %)4(42,!SC`!W)L'&,-.!>B`!N,2(/-'-!N^#!%&'!S99'*0!49!Q841/40/*!<,*0'8/,!4-!0&'!>.&'+/4-!49!
Q,0&43'-+!04!a)(,-!A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)++!IHA9',112&*3+'A5F+'A$:)*C$*3+!$:::`!"=6$FHJ$M"#!
F$#! B422,.4!CB`!C'8/2)404! ^`! N,2(/-'-!N#!@42'!49!B4(('8*/,2! Q841/40/*! N08,/-+!>3,/-+0!a)(,-!
Q,0&43'-!>.&'+/4-!04!A-0'+0/-,2!C)*)++!B5((+';GG3+'A$:)*C$*3+!"EEH`!M;6M;MJM=E#!
F"#! %K03,0! aTQ`! O4)/22,8.! ZQ`! @')-,-'-! ^`! @,+/-5,-3,+! Q`! a'-.8/*5G! >Q>`! T,/-'! Q_`! Q,)2/-! T`!
N,045,8/!@`!.'!V4+!]C#!B%:(*C%:$332=')7%1&*=2=![[!W)0*4(D'0'+!H&(5)*:*::2='D%5:$21!?/,!
C)*)+J</-./-3! Q/2/6! S?/.'-*'! 948! ,! g4?'2! ,-.! a'0'84+D'*/9/*! Q841/40/*! C'*&,-/+(+! ;GG3+'
H&#$)*&+'A$:)*C$*3+!"E$=`!7"6;H;=#!
FF#! _,-5,/-'-!C`! Q,)2/-! T`! %K-55K-'-! N`! ?4-!W++4L+5/! A`! @')-,-'-! ^`! Q,80,-'-! Q`! N,045,8/! @`!
V'+0'82)-.!N`!a'-.8/*5G!>Q>`!T'1''8!N`!'0!,2#!B4(D,8,0/?'!['-4(/*!>-,2K+/+!49!B%:(*C%:$332='
)7%1&*=2=![[!@'?',2+!Q/2/!B4-0,/-/-3!,!a)(,-J!C)*)+!</-./-3!Q840'/-+!6)*:+'0%(3+';:%F+'9:$+'
M'9';+!"EE:`!$E=6$H$:F#!
FM#! ?4-!W++4L+5/!A`!@')-,-'-!^`!N,045,8/!@`!V'+0'82)-.!N`!_,-5,/-'-!C`!a)&0/-'-!a`!%K-55K-'-!N`!
N,2(/-'-!N`!.'!V4+!]C`!Q,2?,!>#!C)*4+,2!>.&'+/4-!Q84D'80/'+!49!0&'!Q841/40/*!B%:(*C%:$332='
)7%1&*=2='@@!ND,B<>!,-.!ND,ZSO!Q/2/-!N)1)-/0++!;GG3+'H&#$)*&+'A$:)*C$*3+!"E$E`!H=6"EM:J
"E;H#!
F;#! T'1''8!N`!B2,'+!A`!%K03,0!aTQ`!V'8&4'?'-!%T>`!C,8/'-!S`!?4-!W++4L+5/!A`!@')-,-'-!^`!Q,2?,!>`!
.'!V4+!]C`!O'!_''8+(,'*5'8!NB^`!'0!,2#!Z)-*0/4-,2!>-,2K+/+!49!B%:(*C%:$332=')7%1&*=2='@@!
Q/2/! /-! @'2,0/4-! 04! >.&'+/4-! ,-.! A(()-4(4.)2,048K! A-0'8,*0/4-+! L/0&! A-0'+0/-,2! SD/0&'2/,2!
B'22++!;GG3+'%&F'H&#$)*&+'A$:)*C$*3+!"E$"`!H76$7;J$:F#!
F=#! @411'!B`!B,D4-!B`!B4..'?/22'!<`!C/*&,2+5/!^JB#!N08)*0)8,2!O/?'8+/0K!,-.!ND'*/9/*!O/+08/1)0/4-!49!
WJ[2K*,-+!/-!g48(,2!a)(,-!C)*/-+!>24-3!0&'!A-0'+0/-,2!%8,*0+!>$*:751+'/+!"EEM`!F7M6FEHJF$=#!
FH#! %8/D,0&/!Q`!<',)++,80!>`!>2+0''-+!O`!O)D8'+!V`!B2,'+!A`!?4-!W++4L+5/!A`!.'!V4+!]C`!Q,2?,!>`!
T'1''8! N`! V,-.'82'K.'-! ^`! '0! ,2#! >.&'+/4-! ,-.! g,-4('*&,-/*+! 49! Q/2/! 984(! 0&'! Q841/40/*!
B%:(*C%:$332=')7%1&*=2=![[+!;89'0%&*!"E$F`!H6F=7;JF=:H#!
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F7#! T/DD45!N`!@,.05'!C`!W1+'8!%`!_2''('/'8!T`!N*&-'DD'-&'/(!@`!<)..'!j`!g'0U!@@`!@n.2'8!^W#!
N&',8JA-.)*'.!j-942./-3!,-.!S-UK(,0/*!B2',?,3'!49!Z)22JT'-30&!V]Z!C)20/('8++!>$*G7.=+'/+!
"E$=`!$$E6;M;J;;M#!
F:#! C,8U48,0/!C`!V,-&4'*5'!<`!O'!@K*5!%`!N,.,3&/,-!N,.,1,.!C`!Q/-&'/84!A`!Q4++'(/'8+!N`!V,-!
.'-!>11''2'!Q`!O'8K*5'!T`!<8,*5'!C`!Q/'0'8+!^`!'0!,2#!%&'!aCAo!C4.)2'6!,!g'L!%442!04!N0).K!
0&'!a4+0JC/*841/40,!A-0'8,*0/4-!/-!0&'!a)(,-![,+084/-0'+0/-,2!%8,*0!/-!?/084+!>A8'A$:)*C$*3+!
"E$M`!$M6$FFJ$FF#!
ME#! [4)/-!N#!C/*84'-*,D+)2,0/4-6!A-.)+08/,2!>DD8,/+,2!49!SG/+0/-3!%'*&-4243/'+!,-.!%8'-.++!N)5&F='
I**F'9:$+'N5:7&*3+!"EEM`!$;6FFEJFMH#!
M$#! B&,(D,3-'! BQ`! Z)+0/'8! Q#! C/*84'-*,D+)2,0/4-! 948! 0&'! A(D84?'.! O'2/?'8K! 49! </4,*0/?'!
B4(D4)-.+!/-04!Z44.++!82))+'OG$&+'$&'>$*(5:7&*3+!"EEH`!$76$7MJ$:E#!
M"#! [,+D'8/-/!T`!C,-4!^Z`!@'/+!@T#!g,0)8,2!Q42K('8+!948!0&'!C/*84'-*,D+)2,0/4-!49!B'22++!/+'<+'9*:+P'
,&(5)D%:5!"E$M`!$$#!
MF#! S+&8,0/!C`!>(,.'/!Z`!V,-!.'!]/'2'!%`!V'+*&3/-/!C`!_,)9(,--!N`!%,-,5,!C#!</4D42K('8J<,+'.!
C/-/(,2!Z48()2,0/4-+!<44+0!V/,1/2/0K!,-.!C'0,142/*!Z)-*0/4-,2/0K!49!Q841/40/*+!B%:(*C%:$332='
)7%1&*=2=![[!0&84)3&![,+084/-0'+0/-,2!Q,++,3'+!B%&?12$)!"E$7#!
MM#! p)*'2!Z,2*4!B`!>(,.'/!Z`!O&,K,2!N_`!Bq8.'-,+!C`!%,-,5,!C`!@/+14!^#!aK18/.!B4,0/-3!49!>23/-,0'!
C/*841',.+! 1,+'.! 4-! Q840'/-J</4D42K('8! C)20/2,K'8+! 948! S-*,D+)2,0/4-! 49! Q841/40/*++!
>$*(5:7&*3*?.'G)*?)5==!"E$:6'"7E=#!
M;#! T''! _p`!C44-'K!O^#! >23/-,0'6! Q84D'80/'+! ,-.! 1/4('./*,2! ,DD2/*,0/4-++!6)*?)5==' $&' 6*3.15)'
9:$5&:5!"E$"`!FH6$E=J$"=#!
M=#! B&/-3!Na`!<,-+,2!g`!<&,-.,8/!<#!>23/-,0'!3'2!D,80/*2'+r>!8'?/'L!49!D84.)*0/4-!0'*&-/s)'+!,-.!
D&K+/*,2!D84D'80/'++!8)$($:%3'<5#$5E='$&'I**F'9:$5&:5'%&F'02()$($*&!"E$H`!;H6$$FFJ$$;"#!
MH#! B445! C%`! %U480U/+! [`! _&)048K,-+5/K! VV`! B&,8,2,(D4D4)24+! O#! T,K'8J1KJ2,K'8! *4,0/-3! 49!
,23/-,0'!(,08/*'+!L/0&!*&/04+,-J,23/-,0'! 948! 0&'! /(D84?'.!+)8?/?,2!,-.!0,83'0'.!.'2/?'8K!49!
D841/40/*!1,*0'8/,!,90'8!48,2!,.(/-/+08,0/4-+!/*2)&%3'*D'A%(5)$%3='8751$=().'>!"E$F`!$6;"J=E#!
M7#! W8/?'! [`! Q4-*'! N`! a'8-q-.'U! @C`! [,+*t-! >@`! A3,80),! C`! Q'.8,U! ^T#! </4*4(D,0/1/2/0K! 49!
(/*84*,D+)2'+!948!*'22!/((41/2/U,0/4-!'2,148,0'.!L/0&!./99'8'-0!0KD'!49!,23/-,0'++!>$*1%(5)$%3=!
"EE"`!"F6F7";JF7F$#!
M:#! V44!]JQ`!W4/!BJ]`! A+2,(!>`! %'K!<J%`!B&,-!SJN#!B,2*/)(!,23/-,0'!&K.843'2!1',.+!L/0&!&/3&!
+0/99-'++!,-.!'G0'-.'.!./++42)0/4-!1'&,?/4)8+!H2)*G5%&'6*3.15)'/*2)&%3!"E$=`!H;6FMFJF;F#!
;E#! T)*/-.,JN/2?,!@C`!N,23,.4!a@g`!S?,-3'2/+0,!@B#!>23/-,0'r*&/04+,-!+K+0'(+6!A-!?/084!*4-08422'.!
8'2',+'! 49! 08/,(*/-424-'! ,-.! /-! ?/?4! 3,+084/-0'+0/-,2! 08,-+/0+!8%)C*7.F)%(5' 6*3.15)=! "E$E`!
7$6"=EJ"=7#!
;$#! T''!^N`!B&,!ON`!Q,85!a^#!N)8?/?,2!49!Z8''U'JO8/'.!T,*041,*/22)+!1)23,8/*)+!_Z@A!=HF!/-!B&/04+,-J
B4,0'.! B,2*/)(! >23/-,0'!C/*84D,80/*2'++! /*2)&%3' *D' ;?)$:23(2)%3' %&F' I**F' 8751$=().! "EEM`!
;"6HFEEJHFE;#!
;"#! %'/G'/8,! >`! O'2,./-4! T`! Z'8-,-.'+! B`!C,80/-4!C`!C42/-,J[,8*e,! >#! >DD2/*,0/4-! 49! B&/04+,-!
B4,0/-3!4-!>23/-,0'!<',.+!948!B8K4D8'+'8?,0/4-!j+'++!/*2)&%3'*D'87$($&'%&F'87$(*=%&'9:$5&:5!
"E$M`!"6M=J;M#!
;F#! O/-3! ]_`! N&,&! gQ#! S99'*0! 49! a4(43'-/U,0/4-! %'*&-/s)'+! 4-! @'.)*/-3! 0&'! N/U'! 49!
C/*84*,D+)2'+!,-.!0&'!N)8?/?,2!49!Q841/40/*!<,*0'8/,!%&'8'/-+!/*2)&%3'*D'I**F'9:$5&:5!"EE:`!
HM6C"F$JC"F=#!
;M#! a'/.'1,*&!%`!Zc8+0!Q`!_)24U/5!j#!C/*84'-*,D+)2,0/4-!49!Q841/40/*!B'22+!948!Z44.!>DD2/*,0/4-++!
8)$($:%3'<5#$5E='$&'I**F'9:$5&:5'%&F'02()$($*&!"E$"`!;"6":$JF$$#!
;;#! Q4-*'2'0!O`!T'-*5/!@`!<',)2/')!B`!a,22'!^Q`!g')9'2.!@^`!Z4)8-/'8!>#!Q84.)*0/4-!49!,23/-,0'!1',.+!
1K!'()2+/9/*,0/4-\/-0'8-,2!3'2,0/4-#!A#!C'0&4.4243K+!;GG3$5F'A$:)*C$*3*?.'%&F'>$*(5:7&*3*?.!
$::"`!F76F:JM;#!
;=#! NaSj!%p`!C>@Na>TT!@%#!C/*84'-08,D('-0!49!T,*041,*/22/!/-!B,2*/)(!>23/-,0'!['2++!/*2)&%3'*D'
I**F'9:$5&:5!$::F`!;76;;HJ;=$#!
;H#! @)0,!<`!BU,55'2!W`!B&)+&5/-!p`!Q/3-4-!Z`!g'8?4!@`!i4-04-'!Z`!@/-,).4!C#!N/2/*,!-,-4D,80/*2'+!
,+! 08,*'8+!49! 0&'!3'2,0/4-!.K-,(/*+!49!,!-,0)8,2!1/4D42K('8!D&K+/*,2!3'2+!9*D('A%((5)!"E$M`!
$E6M;MHJM;;M#!
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;7#! _41,K,+&/! _`! a),-3! BJ/`! T4.3'! %Q#! %&'8(48'?'8+/12'! ['2,0/4-! 49! >s)'4)+!C'0&K2*'22)24+'!
N42)0/4-++!A%:)*1*35:235=!$:::`!F"6HEHEJHEHH#!
;:#! T/! T`! Z,-3! p`! V8''5'8! @`! >DD'2s?/+0! A`! C'-.'+! S#! @''G,(/-/-3! 0&'! S33J<4G! C4.'2! /-!
B,2*/)(X>23/-,0'!['2+!L/0&!IJ8,K!O/998,*0/4-+!>$*1%:)*1*35:235=!"EEH`!76M=MJM=7#!
=E#! N0455'! <%`! O8,3'0! _A`! N(/.+8u.! W`! p)3)*&/! p`! j8,5,L,! a`! _,h/L,8,! _#! N(,22J>-32'! IJ8,K!
N*,00'8/-3! ,-.! @&'4243/*,2! B&,8,*0'8/U,0/4-! 49! >23/-,0'! ['2+#! $#! B,X>23/-,0'! ['2++!
A%:)*1*35:235=!"EEE`!FF6$7;FJ$7=F#!
=$#! T/)!T`!])!Z`! ^)!IJ^`!I/'!@`!],-3!]`!g/)!Ba`!B&)!TJp#!Q8'D,8,0/4-!49!(4-4./+D'8+'!*,2*/)(!
,23/-,0'! (/*84*,D+)2'+! ?/,! /-0'8-,2! 3'2,0/4-! /-! (/*8492)/./*J3'-'8,0'.! .4)12'! '()2+/4-++!
/*2)&%3'*D':*33*$F'%&F'$&(5)D%:5'=:$5&:5!"E$F`!MEM67;J:E#!
="#! [8d1'2![`! i4-04-'!Z#!B488'2,0/4-! +D'*084+*4DK!L/0&! *4&'8'-0!IJ8,K++! /*2)&%3' *D';33*.='%&F'
8*1G*2&F=!"EEM`!F="6FJ$$#!
=F#! BU,55'2!W`!C,.+'-!>#!S?42)0/4-!49!.K-,(/*+!,-.!+08)*0)8'!.)8/-3!948(,0/4-!49!,!*84++J2/-5'.!
D42K('8!3'2+!H6B'QH2)*G7.=$:='B5((5)=R!"E$$`!:;6"7EE$#!
=M#! W8+/!O`!B8/+04942/-/!T`!<,2./![`!C,.+'-!>#!a'0'843'-'4)+!,-.!>-/+4084D/*!OK-,(/*+!49!,!"O!['2+!
67.=$:%3'<5#$5E'B5((5)=!"E$"`!$E76$E;HE$#!
=;#! >-.'8+!C`!@41'80!TT`!a4-3K)![`!C/*&,'2!N`!W8+42K,!B#!<'K4-.!+/(D2'!'GD4-'-0/,2!*488'2,0/4-!
9)-*0/4-+!,-.!'s)/2/18/)(!.K-,(/*+!/-!GJ8,K!D&404-!*488'2,0/4-!+D'*084+*4DK+!05E'/*2)&%3'*D'
67.=$:=!"E$E`!$"6E;;EE$#!
==#! N&/-4&,8,! p`! _/+&/(404! a`! p,3/! g`! >('(/K,! p#!C/*84+*4D/*! W1+'8?,0/4-! 49! >3/-3! 49! N/2/*,!
Q,80/*2'+!/-!j-?)2*,-/U'.!@)11'8+!A%:)*1*35:235=!"E$E`!MF6:M7EJ:M7H#!
=H#! @)0,!<`!B&)+&5/-!p`!C4-,*4![`!B/D'22'00/!T`!Q/-'.,!S`!<8)-,!Q`![/48.,-4!VC`![4-U,2'UJN/2?'/8,!
C#!>04(/*JN*,2'!@'2,G,0/4-!OK-,(/*+!,-.!>3/-3!/-!,!C'0,22/*![2,++!Q841'.!1K!IJ@,K!Q&404-!
B488'2,0/4-!ND'*084+*4DK+!67.=$:%3'<5#$5E'B5((5)=!"E$"`!$E:6$=;HE$#!
=7#! @)0,!<`!<,2./![`!B&)+&5/-!p`!@)992m!<`!B8/+04942/-/!T`!Z4-0,-,!>`!i,-,00,!C`!g,UU,-/!Z#!@'?',2/-3!
0&'!9,+0!,04(/*!(40/4-!49!-'0L485!32,++'++!0%(2)5'8*112&$:%($*&=!"E$M`!;6F:F:#!
=:#! >-3'2/-/!@`!i)2/,-!T`!Z2)'8,+)!>`!C,.+'-!>`!@)4**4![`!@)U/*5,!<#!O/*&404(/*!,3/-3!1'&,?/4)8!
/-!,!*4224/.,2!32,+++!9*D('A%((5)!"E$F`!:6$E:;;J$E:;:#!
HE#! T'&'-K! @T#! IQBN6! g,-4+*,2'!(40/4-! ,-.! 8&'4243K+! 82))5&(' OG$&$*&' $&' 8*33*$F' S' ,&(5)D%:5'
9:$5&:5!"E$"`!$H6FJ$"#!
H$#! B,84--,!B`!B&)+&5/-!p`!C,.+'-!>`!B)D,-'!>#!OK-,(/*+!49!g,-4D,80/*2'+! /-! ,! N)D'8*442'.!
T/s)/.+!67.=$:%3'<5#$5E'B5((5)=!"EE7`!$EE6E;;HE"#!
H"#! [)4!a`!<4)88'0![`!B481/'88'!C_`!@)*,8',-)!N`!T'--4G!@<`!T,,U/8/!_`!Q/*&'!T`!N)004-!C`!a,8.'-!
^T`!T'&'-K!@T#!g,-4D,80/*2'!C40/4-!L/0&/-![2,++K!Q42K('8!C'20++!67.=$:%3'<5#$5E'B5((5)=!"EE:`!
$E"6EH;HE"#!
HF#! [)4! a`! <4)88'0! [`! T'--4G! @<`! N)004-!C`! a,8.'-! ^T`! T'&'-K! @T#! S-0,-32'('-0JB4-08422'.!
N)1./99)+/4-!49!g,-4D,80/*2'+!L/0&/-!B4-*'-08,0'.!Q42K('8!N42)0/4-++!67.=$:%3'<5#$5E'B5((5)=!
"E$"`!$E:6E;;:E$#!
HM#! Q,D,3/,--4D4)24+! >`! ],/3&! %>`! Z2)'8,+)! >`! Z'8-K&4)3&! B`! C,.+'-! >#! C/*848&'4243K! 49!
D42K('8/*! +42)0/4-+! )+/-3! GJ8,K! D&404-! *488'2,0/4-! +D'*084+*4DK+! /*2)&%3' *D' 67.=$:=T'
8*&F5&=5F'A%((5)!"EE;`!$H6T"H:#!
H;#! O'8h,3)/-!<V#!N4('!@'+)20+!Z84(!;E!p',8+v!@'+',8*&!4-!N)89,*'!Z48*'+#!A-6!92)D%:5'I*):5='%&F'
92)D%:(%&('9.=(51=#!O,8(+0,.06!N0'/-54D99w!$:7H`!$HJFE#!
H=#! @'-+/-3!T`!@/DD'!V#!;3(5)&6!ND8/-3'8w!"E$M#!
HH#! <8/0,--/*,! %S4S#! T,83'! A-0'+0/-'+! "E$7#! >?,/2,12'! ,06!
&00D+6\\LLL#18/0,--/*,#*4(\+*/'-*'\2,83'J/-0'+0/-'#!
H7#! _&)048K,-+5/K! VV#! N)D8,(42'*)2,8! (,0'8/,2+6! T4-3'8! ,-.! +,9'8! 3,+08/*! 8'+/.'-*'+! 0%(2)5'
1%(5)$%3=!"E$;`!$M6:=F#!
H:#! _/'8+U'-1,)(!>T`! %8'+! T#!J$=(*3*?.'%&F' 8533' >$*3*?.T' %&' $&()*F2:($*&' (*' G%(7*3*?.'H">**L6!
S2+'?/'8!a',20&!N*/'-*'+w!"E$;#!
7E#! <,-+/2! @`! %)8-'8! <N#!C)*/-! +08)*0)8'`! ,338'3,0/4-`! D&K+/4243/*,2! 9)-*0/4-+! ,-.! 1/4('./*,2!
,DD2/*,0/4-++!82))5&('*G$&$*&'$&':*33*$F'S'$&(5)D%:5'=:$5&:5!"EE=`!$$6$=MJ$HE#!
7$#! >22'-!>`!N-,8K!O#!%&'!+08)*0)8'!,-.!9)-*0/4-!49!3,+08/*!()*)++!@2(!$:H"`!$F6===#!
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7"#! Q'8'UJV/2,8!^`!a/22!@T#!C)*/-!9,(/2K!49!32K*4D840'/-++!"EEM#!
7F#! a,+&/(404!p`!%+)/5/!N`!g/+/U,L,!_`!Q/3(,-!]#!>*0/4-!49!Q840'42K0/*!S-UK('+!4-!Q)8/9/'.!<4?/-'!
N)1(,G/22,8K!C)*/-+!;&&+'0+'U+';:%F+'9:$+!$:=F`!$E=6"FFJ"M=#!
7M#! B489/'2.!>Q`!],3-'8!N>`!B2,(D!^@`!_8/,8/+!CN`!a4+5/-+!TB#!C)*/-!O'38,.,0/4-!/-!0&'!a)(,-!
B424-6! Q84.)*0/4-! 49! N/,2/.,+'`! N/,2,0'! WJ>*'0K2'+0'8,+'`! gJ>*'0K2-')8,(/-,0'! TK,+'`!
>8K2'+0'8,+'`!,-.![2K*4+)29,0,+'!>*0/?/0/'+!1K!N08,/-+!49!Z'*,2!<,*0'8/,+!,&D5:(+',112&+!$::"`!
=E6F:H$JF:H7#!
7;#! T'--,8U!]^`!T,-'!CO#!H&:.:3*G5F$%'*D'C$*3*?$:%3':751$=().6!>*,.'(/*!Q8'++w!"E$F#!
7=#! g/+&/K,(,!_`!N)3/K,(,!C`!C)5,/!%#!>.&'+/4-!D84D'80/'+!49!2,*0/*!,*/.!1,*0'8/,!4-!/-0'+0/-,2!
()*/-+!A$:)**)?%&$=1=!"E$=`!M6FM#!
7H#! B)((/-3+! ^a`! C,*9,82,-'! [%#! @42'! 49! /-0'+0/-,2! 1,*0'8/,! /-! -)08/'-0! ('0,142/+(+! 83$&$:%3'
&2()$($*&!$::H`!$=6FJ$$#!
77#! S*51)83!Q<`!</5! SC`!<'8-+0'/-!Bg`!Q)8.4(!S`!O'0&2'9+'-! T`! N,83'-0!C`![/22! N@`!g'2+4-!_S`!
@'2(,-!O>#!O/?'8+/0K!49!0&'!&)(,-!/-0'+0/-,2!(/*841/,2!9248,+!=:$5&:5!"EE;`!FE76$=F;J$=F7#!
7:#! N4(('8! Z`! <n*5&'.! Z#! %&'! 3)0!(/*841/40,x(,+0'8+!49! &4+0! .'?'24D('-0! ,-.! D&K+/4243K+!
0%(2)5'<5#$5E='A$:)*C$*3*?.!"E$F`!$$6""H#!
:E#! ]/2+4-!C#!A$:)*C$%3' $&7%C$(%&(=' *D' 721%&=T' (75$)' 5:*3*?.' %&F' )*35' $&' 75%3(7' %&F' F$=5%=56!
B,(18/.3'!j-/?'8+/0K!Q8'++w!"EE;#!
:$#! <,82,('-0! ^O#!a',20&K! Z',86!<,*0'8/,! ,-.!B)20)8'! /-!>('8/*,! ,0! 0&'!%)8-! 49! 0&'! %L'-0/'0&!
B'-0)8K+!"EE;#!
:"#! g'22!N`!N)'81,)(!N`!^4+'-&,-+!B#!%&'!/(D,*0!49!0&'!(/*841/40,!4-!0&'!D,0&43'-'+/+!49!A<O6!
2'++4-+!984(!(4)+'!/-9'*0/4-!(4.'2++!0%(2)5'<5#$5E='A$:)*C$*3*?.!"E$E`!76;=M#!
:F#! N',8+!BT#!>!.K-,(/*!D,80-'8+&/D6!B'2'18,0/-3!4)8!3)0!9248,+!;&%5)*C5!"EE;`!$$6"MHJ";$#!
:M#! Z)22'8!@#!Q841/40/*+!/-!&)(,-!('./*/-'+!@2(!$::$`!F"6MF:JMM"#!
:;#! C'0*&-/5499!AA#!N75'G)*3*&?%($*&'*D'3$D5T'*G($1$=($:'=(2F$5=6!ND8/-3'8!Q)12/+&/-3!B4(D,-Kw!"EEM#!
:=#! V,)3&,-!@<#!%aS!@WC>g%AB!@>%AWg>TAN%6!>!N%jOp!WZ!STAS!CS%BagA_WZZ+!A5F$:%3'7$=(*).!
$:=;`!:6"E$J"$;#!
:H#! B4*4--/'8! CJa`! T/'?/-! V`! a'('8K! S`! N'8?/-! >T#! >-0,34-/+0/*! >*0/?/0K!
,3,/-+0y20w'(y30wa'2/*41,*0'8y20w\'(y30w! A-9'*0/4-! A-! V/084! ,-.! A-! V/?4! 1K! 0&'!
a)(,-y20w'(y30wT,*041,*/22)+!,*/.4D&/2)+y20w\'(y30w!N08,/-!T<+!;GG3$5F'%&F'H&#$)*&15&(%3'
A$:)*C$*3*?.!$::7`!=M6M;HF#!
:7#! >98*!@Z#!Q841/40/*+!/-!(,-!,-.!,-/(,2++!/*2)&%3'*D';GG3$5F'>%:(5)$*3*?.!$:7:`!==6F=;JFH7#!
::#! Z>W\]aW!][#![)/.'2/-'+!948!0&'!'?,2),0/4-!49!D841/40/*+!/-!944.+!"EE"#!
$EE#! @/h5'8+![%`!.'!V4+!]C`!<8)(('8!@J^`!C48'22/!T`!B480&/'8![`!C,80',)!Q#!a',20&!1'-'9/0+!,-.!
&',20&!*2,/(+!49!D841/40/*+6!18/.3/-3!+*/'-*'!,-.!(,85'0/-3+!>)$($=7'/*2)&%3'*D'02()$($*&!"E$$`!
$E=6$":$J$":=#!
$E$#! N'-,5,!@,-,.&''8,!B`!S?,-+!B>`!>.,(+!CB`!<,/-'+!N_#!Q84.)*0/4-!49!D841/40/*!/*'!*8',(!984(!
34,0v+!(/25!,-.!'99'*0!49!D,*5,3/-3!(,0'8/,2+!4-!D84.)*0!s),2/0K+!91%33'<21$&%&('<5=5%):7!
"E$F`!$$"6$HMJ$7E#!
$E"#! A+2,(!C>`!p)-!BJa`!B&4/!pJ^`!B&4!BJN#!C/*84'-*,D+)2,0/4-!49!2/?'!D841/40/*!1,*0'8/,+!/'A$:)*C$*3'
>$*(5:7&*3!"E$E`!"E6$F=HJ$FHH#!
$EF#! <,81,!>>`!.z>(48'!C`!B&/8/*4!N`!T,(1'80/![`!%/04(,-2/4![#!>!3'-'8,2!*4.'!04!D8'./*0!0&'!.8)3!
8'2',+'!5/-'0/*+!984(!./99'8'-0!+&,D'.!(,08/*'++!H2)*G5%&'/*2)&%3'*D'67%)1%:52($:%3'9:$5&:5=!
"EE:`!F=6F;:JF=7#!
$EM#! Q,L,8!Ng`!S.3,8!_^#!>23/-,0'!.'8/?,0/U,0/4-6!,!8'?/'L!49!*&'(/+08K`!D84D'80/'+!,-.!,DD2/*,0/4-++!
>$*1%(5)$%3=!"E$"`!FF6F"H:JFFE;#!
$E;#! @'((/-3&48+0! j`! @'&(! <a#! <,*0'8/,2! ,23/-,0'+6! 984(! 1/4+K-0&'+/+! 04! ,DD2/*,0/4-++!
>$*(5:7&*3*?.'35((5)=!"EE=`!"76$HE$J$H$"#!
$E=#! p,-3!^JN`!I/'! pJ^`!a'!]#!@'+',8*&!D8438'++!4-! *&'(/*,2!(4./9/*,0/4-!49! ,23/-,0'6!>! 8'?/'L+!
8%)C*7.F)%(5'G*3.15)=!"E$$`!7M6FFJF:#!
$EH#! N(/.+8u.!W`!N5h,![#!>23/-,0'!,+!/((41/2/U,0/4-!(,08/G!948!*'22++!N)5&F='$&'C$*(5:7&*3*?.!$::E`!
76H$JH7#!
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$E7#! <8,**/-/!A`!Qm8'U!N#!C42'*)2,8!1,+/+!49!B,"{J/-.)*'.!3'2,0/4-!/-!,23/-,0'+!,-.!D'*0/-+6!0&'!'33J
14G!(4.'2!8'?/+/0'.+!>$*1%:)*1*35:235=!"EE$`!"6$E7:J$E:=#!
$E:#! N24(/,-K!>`!p,-4!N`!N24(/,-K!<T`![2,++![#!T/D/.!*4(D4+/0/4-!49!0&'!3,+08/*!()*4)+!1,88/'8!/-!
0&'!8,0+!/*2)&%3'*D'>$*3*?$:%3'8751$=().!$:H7`!";F6FH7;JFH:$#!
$$E#! ]/80U!_#!Q&4+D&42/D/.!08,-+9'8!D840'/-++!;&&2%3')5#$5E'*D'C$*:751$=().!$::$`!=E6HFJ::#!
$$$#! _8')U'8!C`!N08412!C`!@'/-&,8.0!C`!a'(('8!CB`!a,)|!%`!O,&/-0!@`!N0'/0U!@#!A(D,*0!49!,!C4.'2!
NK-4?/,2!Z2)/.!4-!N)DD480'.!T/D/.!C'(18,-'++!>>;">$*151C)%&5=!"E$"`!$7$76"=M7J"=;:#!
$$"#! a/33/-+!^Q`!Z2/*5'8!T#!T'*/0&/-!948!.'('-0/,!,-.!*43-/0/?'!/(D,/8('-0+!8*:7)%&5'F%(%C%=5'*D'
=.=(51%($:')5#$5E=!"EEE#!
$$F#! >00L44.!N`!B&4/!p`!T'4-'-54!i#!Q8'D,8,0/4-!49!OWQB!,-.!OQQB!+)DD480'.!D2,-,8!2/D/.!1/2,K'8+!
948!,04(/*!948*'!(/*84+*4DK!,-.!,04(/*!948*'!+D'*084+*4DK+!,&(5)&%($*&%3'V*2)&%3'*D'1*35:23%)'
=:$5&:5=!"E$F`!$M6F;$MJF;F:#!
$$M#! %,-948.!B#!N75'7.F)*G7*C$:'5DD5:(T'D*)1%($*&'*D'1$:5335='%&F'C$*3*?$:%3'151C)%&5='WF'5F6!^#!
]/2'K#w!$:7E#!
$$;#! C*>)2/99'!B#!N42)1/2/0K!/-!L,0'8!49!D,8,99/-`!*K*24D,8,99/-`!42'9/-`!,*'0K2'-'`!*K*2442'9/-`!,-.!
,84(,0/*!&K.84*,814-+$+!N75'/*2)&%3'*D'67.=$:%3'8751$=().!$:==`!HE6$"=HJ$"H;#!
$$=#! ?,-!.'8!ND4'2!O`!?,-!C,,8'-!Q^`!T,8++4-!Q`!%}(-',-)!g#!%&'8(4.K-,(/*+!49!&K.843'-!14-./-3!
/-!&K.84D&/2/*!,-.!&K.84D&41/*!('./,+!N75'/*2)&%3'*D'67.=$:%3'8751$=().'>!"EE=`!$$E6MF:FJ
MF:7#!
$$H#! N,*5(,--! S#! </4243/*,2! ('(18,-'+! ,8*&/0'*0)8'! ,-.! 9)-*0/4-+! 9()2:(2)5' %&F' -.&%1$:=' *D'
A51C)%&5=!$::;`!$6$J=F#!
$$7#! %,-,5,!C`!N,*5(,--!S#!Q42K('8J+)DD480'.!('(18,-'+!,+!(4.'2+!49!0&'!*'22!+)89,*'+!0%(2)5!
"EE;`!MFH6=;=#!
$$:#! [84?'+! ^%`! O)+0/-!CT#! N)DD480'.! D2,-,8! 1/2,K'8+! /-! +0)./'+! 4-! /(()-'! *'22! ,.&'+/4-! ,-.!
*4(()-/*,0/4-+!/*2)&%3'*D'$112&*3*?$:%3'15(7*F=!"EEF`!"H76$:JF"#!
$"E#! [84?'+! ^%`! <4G'8! N[#! C/*84D,00'8-! 948(,0/4-! /-! +)DD480'.! 2/D/.!('(18,-'++!;::*2&(=' *D'
:751$:%3')5=5%):7!"EE"`!F;6$M:J$;H#!
$"$#! N,*5(,--! S#! N)DD480'.! ('(18,-'+6! +*/'-0/9/*! ,-.! D8,*0/*,2! ,DD2/*,0/4-++! 9:$5&:5! $::=`!
"H$6MFJM7#!
$""#! ],00+!%a`![,)1!aS`!C*B4--'22!aC#!%J*'22J('./,0'.!,++4*/,0/4-!49!D'D0/.'!,-0/3'-!,-.!(,h48!
&/+04*4(D,0/1/2/0K!*4(D2'G!D840'/-!.'0'*0'.!1K!'-'83K!08,-+9'8!/-!,-!'?,-'+*'-0!L,?'J9/'2.+!
0%(2)5!$:7=`!F"E6$H:#!
$"F#! _,21! S`! Z8'K! N`! %,((! T_#! Z48(,0/4-! 49! +)DD480'.! D2,-,8! 1/2,K'8+! 1K! 9)+/4-! 49! ?'+/*2'+! 04!
+)DD480'.! D&4+D&42/D/.! (4-42,K'8++! >$*:7$1$:%' 5(' >$*G7.=$:%' ;:(%' Q>>;R">$*151C)%&5=!
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,-!>.&'8'-0!C)*)+!T,K'8!L&'-!B)20)8'.!/-!N'(/J]'0!A-0'89,*'+!L/0&!C'*&,-/*,2!N0/()2,0/4-+!
6BO9'O0H!"E$F`!76'=7H=$#!
"FF#! a,,+'!_`!Q'22/-3!>S#!A-?'+0/3,0/-3!B'22!C'*&,-/*+!L/0&!>04(/*!Z48*'!C/*84+*4DK+!/+'<*.%3'9*:+'
,&(5)D%:5!"E$;`!$"6$EM#!
"FM#! N)-K'8!@`! %8'D,0!I`! Z8'.1'83! ^^`! Z,88m!@`!g,?,h,+!O#! %&'!%'(D'8,0)8'!O'D'-.'-*'!49!B'22!
C'*&,-/*+!C',+)8'.!1K!>04(/*!Z48*'!C/*84+*4DK+!67.=+'>$*3+!"EE:`!=6E";EE:#!
"F;#! T/m?/-JT'!C4,2!V`! N'8?/-!>T#! Q,0&43'-'+/+!49!a)(,-!S-0'84?/8)2'-0!<,*0'8/,6! T'++4-+! 984(!
B)20)8'.`!Z)22K!O/99'8'-0/,0'.!a)(,-!B424-!B,-*'8!B'22!T/-'++!A$:)*C$*3+'A*3+'>$*3+'<5#+!"E$F`!
HH6F7EJMF:#!
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"F=#! T'55,!C`!Q434.,!_`![4+0'5!^ `!_2K('-54!W`!Q8,)U-'8J<'*&*/*5/!N`!]/204L+5,Ji)1'8!^ `!^,*U'L+5,!
^`!T'55/!^`!N0,*&)8,!i#!B,-*'8!B'22!@'*43-/0/4-!r!C'*&,-/*,2!Q&'-40KD'+!A$:)*&!"E$"`!MF6$";:J
$"==#!
"FH#! a)'0![`!_/(!A`!.'!<424+!B`!T4J[)/./*'!^C`!C48',)!W`!a'(4-!<`!@/*&'0!B`!O'2,--4K!Q`!@',2!ZI`!
O'3,-.!Q#!B&,8,*0'8/U,0/4-!49!C)*/-+!,-.!Q840'432K*,-+!NK-0&'+/U'.!1K!,!C)*/-JN'*8'0/-3!a%J
":!B'22!N)1D4D)2,0/4-+!/+'8533'9:$+!$::;`!$E76$"H;#!
"F7#! T'+)992')8!%`!<,81,0!>`!O)++,)2G!S`!iL'/1,)(!>#![84L0&!>.,D0,0/4-!04!C'0&408'G,0'!49!a%J":!
a)(,-!B424-!B,8*/-4(,!B'22+!A+!>++4*/,0'.!L/0&!%&'/8!>1/2/0K!04!O/99'8'-0/,0'!/-04!B42)(-,8!
>1+48D0/?'!,-.!C)*)+JN'*8'0/-3!B'22++!8%&:5)'<5=+!$::E`!;E6=FFMJ=FMF#!
"F:#! a)/!%a`!i&4)!iT`!Z4-3!a]`!g3,-!@_B`!T''!%p`!>)!^N_`!g3,-!>a]`!p/D!%%B`!T/-!p#!B&,8,*0'8/U/-3!
0&'! C,2/3-,-*K! ,-.! O8)3! @'+/+0,-*'! 49! B,-*'8! B'22+! 984(! %&'/8! C'(18,-'! @'+',2/-3!
@'+D4-+'+!9:$+'<5G+!"E$=`!=6"==:"#!
"ME#! N*&/(D'2!B`!]'8U'8!W`!Z8c&2/*&!S`!T'/0/-3'8![`!>1+'-3'8Jg4?,5!C`!%')12!<`!i/(('8!>`!@412'33!
S#! >04(/*! Z48*'!C/*84+*4DK! ,+! >-,2K0/*,2! %442! 04! N0).K! Q&K+/*4JC'*&,-/*,2! Q84D'80/'+! 49!
A-0'+0/-,2!B'22++!>5$3=(5$&'/+'0%&*(5:7&*3+!"E$;`!=6$M;HJ$M==#!
"M$#! [4D,2!Q_`!Q8,+,.!^`!N(,80!^`![/22!aN#!A-!?/084!>.&'8'-*'!Q84D'80/'+!49!B%:(*C%:$332=')7%1&*=2=!
O@"E! ,-.! >$D$F*C%:(5)$21' 3%:($=! O@$E! N08,/-+! ,-.! %&'/8! >-0,34-/+0/*! >*0/?/0K! >3,/-+0! ,-!
S-0'8404G/3'-/*!H=:75)$:7$%':*3$+!,&(+'/+'I**F'A$:)*C$*3+!"EE$`!=H6"EHJ"$=#!
"M"#! ^4&,-++4-!CSV`!>(1480!O`!Q'2,+'K'.!%`!N*&d00'!>`![)+0,9++4-!^_`!S8()-.!>`!N)18,(,-/!O<`!
a42(m-JT,8++4-!^C`!%&4(++4-!_>`!<'83+08c(!^a`!'0!,2#!B4(D4+/0/4-!,-.!Z)-*0/4-,2!@42'!49!
0&'!C)*)+!T,K'8+!/-!0&'!A-0'+0/-'+!8533+'A*3+'B$D5'9:$+!"E$$`!=76F=F;JF=M$#!
"MF#! <'8-'0!CZ`!<8,++,80!O`!g''+'8!^@`!N'8?/-!>T#!B%:(*C%:$332='%:$F*G7$32=!T>!$!</-.+!04!B)20)8'.!
a)(,-!A-0'+0/-,2!B'22!T/-'+!,-.!A-&/1/0+!B'22!>00,*&('-0!,-.!B'22!A-?,+/4-!1K!S-0'84?/8)2'-0!
<,*0'8/,+!@2(!$::M`!F;6M7FJM7:#!
 
 
